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ABSTRACT

This dissertation is a

~tudy

of Arguments and

Clausal Relations of Pima Bajo within the framework of
Categorial Unification Grammar.

The main purpose of the

research is to explore the structure building mechanisms
which account for the major syntactic categories.

After

reviewing the categorial unification premises, I consider
published analyses of O'odham relevant to the problems that
the present study addresses.

The theoretical framework

explored assumes the existence of three major categories:
the Argument Categorizing Element, the propositional
Radical, and the Proposition.

Those major categories are

taken to be feature-value complexes which combine via
unification with different type of pronominal forms.
Within this view, I examine also the notion of the arguments
a predicate subcategorizes for.
a set of person and number value.

Arguments are taken to be
It is shown that the

notion of arguments as feature-values and the application of
a categorial unification grammar accounts for the structure
of simple sentences as well as for complex constructions.
A formal property of the theory is that only one non-directional rule of combination is used: functional application.
The final part of the dissertation discusses a phonological
algebra which accounts for the linearization of elements.
Linear order is taken to be syntactically irrelevant.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1.

Pima Ba10

This study- of arguments and clausal relations in Pima
Bajo is based on the data of speakers of Y6cora and Maycoba
Sonora, in M6xico.

The language is one of the Tepiman

languages --a branch of the uto-Aztecan family -- which also
includes O'odham and Pima Alto (from Arizona), the extinct
N~vome,

as well as Northern and Southern Tepehuan spoken in

M~xico.

The most relevant work on clausal connectives on
O'odham was written by Kenneth Hale (1983).

In Hale's view,

Tepiman languages and in particular 0' odham contain two
different connectives:
auxiliary.

a

conjunction and an obviative-

While the conjunction occurs in same-subject

coordinations, the obviative-auxiliary appears in differentsubject coordinations and certain subordinated clauses.

He

discusses the properties of those connectives considering
their morphological quality (order) and their capability of
expressing same or different sUbject.

I shall address the

study of clausal relations in Pima Bajo from a different
perspective.

12
The main goal of this study is to develop a theory
about clausal relations within a Categorial Unification
Grammar.

In fact, rather than assuming such basic notions

as coordination and subordination,

I

propose to look at the

functor-argument relations between the clausal connectives
and their argument categories to show the different patterns
of clausal relations.

In support of this goal,

I

propose a

theory of arguments which is intended to accommodate "subjectless" and "objectless" constructions, as well as the use
of bound affixed forms, -- in particular, affixed pronominal
forms with more than one function.

Such a theory of

arguments requires a theory of agreement, and this is also
attempted.
1.2.

Theoretical Framework

The present investigation of the syntax of arguments
and clausal relations is made within the framework of categorial Unification Based Grammar. 1
Grammar names a

Categorial Unification

group of theories using computational

1. As with Zeevat (1988) the integration of Categorial
and Unification grammar has occurred through two avenues: the
first one, which make use of graphs to express the information of elements, is the result of the works of Uszkoreit
(1986), and Karttunen (1986); the second one which makes use
of terms as the basic data, is the insight given by Shieber
(1986) and several other authors, including Pollard (1985).
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formalisms. 2
Categorial Unification Grammars are based upon three
basic notions:

first,

the use of complex feature-value

structures .in the formulation of linguistic categories;
second,

the

notion

of

functor-argument

relations,

and

finally, the use of the unification mechanism.
The first notion assumes that each linguistic expression is characterized as being a complex informational unit,
where all the syntactic information concerning its grammatical category is provided; (Ajdukiewicz (1935), Bach (1983),
steedman (1985), Steele (1987), Zeevat (1988».

According

to this view, the grammar of a language consists of a set of
categories where each category is a non-atomic unit associated with a feature-value set.
ideas of Bach

(1983),

In my account, following

and Pollard and Sag

(1987),

the

syntactic information of a category is given by virtue of a
list of morpho-syntactic features. 3
According to this
view, and as I will show later, each category in my framework
is associated to a particular feature-value structure.

For

example, given the Pima Bajo verb kat 'to be placed', the

2. Lexical Functional Grammar, Functional Unification
Grammar, Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar, Generalized
Phrase Structure Grammar are linguistic frameworks that
utilize the notion of unification.
3. Each morpho-syntactic feature has a particular value
set, e.g. the feature PERSON has the values {1st, 2nd, 3rd}.
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representation of this lexical item will mention the subcategorization requirements:

that

such

a

lexical

item

requires one argument [Arg1], and that the argument must be
specified for the value [-] of the feature ANIMATE, the
reason being that only inanimate objects appear as subjects
of the verb kat. 4
'!'he representation of kat will be
completed by specifying: i. that the expression needs to be
associated with either a concrete T(ense)/ A(spect) feature
value or a TEMP (poral) value, and finally, ii. that this
expression bears a feature value for N(umber) -- singular,
plural or unspecified.
The second fundamental notion within a Categorial
Unification Grammar is the idea of functor-argument relations.

'!'his notion, introduced by Ajdukiewicz (1935), and

used in Classic categorial Grammars (Montague (1974), Bach
(1983),

(1984),

Ades and steedman

(1982»,

assume that

grammatical categories are either basic, like the category
CN, (i.e. common noun as for example 'dog'), or complex or
darived, like functor categories,

(1. e.

NP I CN, identifying an

expression which takes a CN and yields an NP).

The only

syntactic operation that I am using to relate these two types
of categories is Functional-Application.

In this operation,

4.
The term 'Argument', is used to mean a subcategorization requirement, thus the representation [Arg1 ]
mentions the first argument of a predicate.

----

----- ---------

-------------

lS

one complex expression, the "functor", combines with a basic
expression called the "argument".

The result of such an

operation combines the two expressions yielding a
expression.

An

illustration of the simple schema for

functional application is

xlY

(1)

new

:

Y

provide~

-->

below.

X

In (1), X and Yare variables ranging over some category label.

The slash notation, as in all Categorial Grammar

frameworks, is taken to represent the categorial status of
the functor: the category represented on the left part of the
slash

(I)

represents the result,

represents its argument.

while the right part

In general, the order of the

functor and the argument is encoded by using directional
slashes, I or \, but the representation in (1) ignores any
observation concerning the order of the argument with respect
to the functor.

When an expression functioning as the

"functor" combines with another expression -- the "argument"
-- the resultant expression is a new expression that will be
a category distinct from that of the "argument" (as in (1»,
or the same category as the "argument", e.g.

xix x

-> X.

The first is an exocentric structure; the second, an endocentric structure.
A case of functional application is the following.
The verb kat, mentioned above, requires an argument with the
feature/value pair [-ANIMATE], so if this expression is com-
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bined with the noun vaina 'knife', which bears the feature/value pair [-ANrMATE] the

co~ination

is possible and the

argumenta1 requirement of kat is satisfied.
expression means 'the knife is placed •••• •

The resulting
The representa-

tion provided in (2) illustrates such a combination.
vainim kat

(2)

/

\

vainim [-animate]

kat [Arg1- -animate]
The last notion in our framework is that of unification.

Kay (1983) introduced the notion of unification to

linguistics. 5

Later, the term was defined by Shieber

(1986), as well as other authors, Uszkoreit (1986:3), to be
an

"operation

for

checking,

propagating

and

merging"

information contained in complex informational units.
unification is commonly defined as a Ilonotonic device because
it is based on the idea that it increases the information
content of a particular expression and that it operates under
the notion of sUbsumption (where according to Gazdar et a1.
(1988:4) 'subsumption' means either 'more general or underspecified than', or 'is extended by').

According to these

premises in the definition of the notion of unification (U),
the syntactic information of a given category

(0)

can be

5. Prawitz (1960) introduced the notion of unification
in a theorem for computational applications. Robinson (1965)
worked in making such notion precise, involving such notions
as a resolution principle.
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unified with the syntactic information -- represented in (3)
by (z) -- of another category (8) if the feature values of
(8) are identical or more specific than the values of (0), (0

subsumes

8

or

8

extends

a).

In

(3)

the symbol J stands for

subsumption.
(3)

a(x)

U

Sex) - Sex) iff Sex) J a(x)6

For example, the Pima Bajo verb Diazo 'to buy' has the
feature value for number

[N]

which is open,

unspecified either for singular or plural.

therefore

If a [Pl]ural

noun phrase such as o'okea 'women' combines with Diazo auapoD
'to buy chickens' the resulting category will be the unification of the value

[N]

of the feature number of Diazo with the
The result

value [Pl] of the feature number for o·okea.

will show the feature value [Pl]ural since the value

[N]

subsumes either singular or plural.
(4)

o'okes
/

o'okes [Pl]

niar suspon [Pl]
\

[N] U

[Pl]

=

[PL]

niar suspon [N]

The application of unification enables us to explain
how linguistic expressions are built up.
that,

The basic idea is

when two expressions are combined,

the resulting

6. The definition in (2) stands in general for the use
of unification that I make in the present work.
Such a
notion might be completed in order to ensure the followiq
situations: i. where 0 and 8 doesn't have identical features,
and/or ii. where 8 provides some features to a.
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category is acceptable if the feature/values of the functor
have been associated with the feature/values of its argument
under subsumption or equality.
unification is realised;

When a combination succeeds,

if the combination fails,

the

unification of features fails as, for example, in (5).

*

(5)

g' gogs

kat

/

g' gogs [+animate]

'the dog is placed'
\

kat [Arg1= -animate]

In this study, I also make use of the device which
has been called "disjunctive unification."

Within this

alternative use of unification, I will show that there are
some cases where the unification of values implies a "disjunctive" procedure where a choice between features is
realised.

Karttunen (1984) introduced the need for disjunc-

tive unification.

Furthermore, Gazdar et ale (1988:13-14)

proposed that the definition of unification changes depending
on the "intended interpretation" of the features: union is
used if the interpretation is conjunction, but intersection
applies if the interpretation is disjunction.

In my view,

unification (D) applies with compatible (identical) features
values, but disjunctive unification

(n)

applies if a choice

between a less specified and a more specified feature is
realised, in such way that the less specified feature or

19
general

subsumes

feature.'

The

the

more

general

specified

schema

of

or

less

unification

general
versus

disjunctive unification are shown in (6), where X and Yare
variables over categories, and A, B are feature/values. 8

a.

(6)

X [A]

/
XIY[A]

\
Y[A]

X [A]

b.

/
XIY[A]

\

Y[B]

The unification schema in (6a) shows a case where
different categories sharing compatible feature values are
unified; the combination yields a category that preserves the
feature [A].

Schema (6b) shows a case where two elements

with non-identical feature values are combined, disjunctive
unification applies, and from [A] and [B] only one feature -the feature [A] -- is chosen.
The basic categories, that I will be using throughout
'. Other authors: Bouma (1988:36), Shieber, (1986:2324), as well in Zeevat, Klein, Calder (1987) make comments
about another device called "destructive unification".
Destructive unification is defined as an overwriting device
where the unification of values implies the destruction of a
feature value.
8. Bouma (1988) uses a schema similar to those given in
(6) when he discusses Bach's (1983a) assumption that specifiers change feature values.
Bouma mentions that this
overwriting operation is outside of the unification algorithm, but the operation is acceptable if only 'a restricted
class of features' is changed. From this point of view, and
considering -- as I will show later in chapter III -- that
features can be changed for more specified features, but all
of them within 'a restricted class of features', destructive
unification could well be reinterpreted as cases of disjunctive unification.
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this study, are defined as containing feature values and they
are: the N(Oun), the NP (noun phrase), and following Steele
(1990) the Argument Categorizing Element (ACE), the proposi-

tional Radical (VP), the P(roposition), and the s(entence).9
The labels of the categories are all abbreviations
for complex feature/values structures.
illustrate the syntactic structures

In what follows, I
for the most used

categories of this work, the ACE, the VP and the P. Observe,
in all the three cases, that the identifying property of each
category is given by the absence or occurrence of a particular feature-value: in the case of the ACE, the tense/aspect or temporal value is absent, and for the Propos ition the PN-val of Argument1 stands for a particular person
and number value, and the N(umber) value is lost.
(7)

... )],
( ... )],

[ [Arg1=PN, (

N]

"'P

=
=

[ [Arg1=PN,

N, T/A or TEMP]

P

=

[ [Arg1=PN-val

ACE

(

...

)]

,

T/A or TEMP]

Complex categories will be those that represent the
combination of basic categories: NIN, NPIN, ACE lACE, etc.,
functor categories of the form xlY mapping expressions of
category Y to expressions of category x.

The syntactic

calculus -- in my case involving only Functional-Application
combines categories.

Functional-Application builds up

For a more complete definition of categories like
9
ACE, "'P, P and S cf. Steele et ale (1981).
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the structure beginning from basic categories and reaching,
in the more complex levels, the major categories, i.e. the
sentence.

Following ideas from Pollard and Sag (1987) I am

considering that linguistic expressions are signs, and that
they are represented as a

triple~

where the phonology, the

syntax, and the semantic information is included.

The

general schema to represent an informational unit is illustrated below.
(8)

<PHONOLOGY;

SYNTAX;

SEMANTICS>

1.3. outline of the Chapters.
The content of this study is as follows.
is divided in two sections.

Chapter II

In the first section, I review

Hale's (1983) analysis of clausal connectives for another
Tepiman language, O'odham.

I take the position that in

order to provide a better explanation of clausal dependencies, it is necessary to understand how the arguments
within a clause are instantiated, and how the relation of the
arguments and agreement must be addressed.

In the last

section, I discuss the relevant complex clause constructions
of Pima Bajo.
In Chapter III, I construct a theory of arguments and
agreement.

I briefly discuss other analyses of arguments,

and I define the Pima Bajo data that must be
accounted for.

I will show that the linguistic structure
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for Pima Bajo involves three different structures: the ACE,
the Propositional Radical and

~e

Proposition.

Furthermore

each of these can be combined with a different type of
pronominal form: the "prefixed", the "non-prefixed", and the
"independent" form; all three are analysed as forms expressing person and number values and having different properties.

In Chapter IV, I give my account of clausal

relations in Pima Bajo; in particular I focus on a Categorial
Unification analysis of the connectives kechi and ko where I
show that both connectives are sensitive -- but in different
ways -- to the presence of a person and number form.
Chapter V addresses the problem of the order of elements
within a categorial unification framework.
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CHAPTER II
CLAUSAL CONNECTIVES PROPERTIES

This chapter investigates the syntactic properties of
Pima Bajo connectives, and the occurrence of these connectives in different kinds of complex clause constructions.
In the first part of this chapter I examine and discuss the
analysis of connectives that Hale (1983) has provided for
O'odham.

In this discussion I show that Hale's analysis is

not applicable to the facts of Pima Bajo.
a second analysis for Pima

I discuss briefly

(from Arizona)

connectives from Scancarelli (1989).

and 0' odham

Finally I introduce

the Pima Bajo constructions that have motivated this study.
2.1.

Previous analysis for tepiman languages.

The True Conjunction and the Obviative-Auxiliary

2.1.1.
Analysis.

Hale (1983) has provided an analysis for the particle
(k)c from Papago (O'odham), which he proposes to name the
"true conjunction."

To argue for such a characterization he

considers the non-affixal character of the particle (it is
not a suffix, nor a prefix).
In order to analyse the 'true conjunction', Hale also
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takes into consideration the particle, ku-, called by him the
obviative, and the subordinating or participial suffixes -k
and _c. 1
As a first step in his analysis Hale observes that

the particle (k)c, called by him the 'proximate', conjoins
same-subject clauses, nominals, and adpositional phrases;
that (k) c is an independent particle occurring in medial
position between two conjuncts, and also coordinates protasis
constructions.

Furthermore, this particle has two alternate

forms: (k)c which occurs when the preceding clause is marked
for imperfective aspect as in the following (la-b), and (-)k,
which occurs when the preceding clause is marked for perfective aspect (lc-e).
the first clause.

The latter may suffix to the verb of
Coordination of same-subject clauses are

illustrated in (1).
(1) a. pi:wlo '0
Pete
AUX
hu
to'aw
away put

'am
'i'it hegai sa'i £
g4
there scoop that trash CONJ there
heg 'e4a walin
that in
barrel

'Pete is scooping up the trash and putting it
over there in that barrel'

(Hale (1983:303»

1. Hale's account of (k) c explains how this conjunction
has emerged historically in the grammar of Tepiman languages.
Hale covers two positions: the synchronic view, where he
provides a description and syntactic analysis of the two
particles, and the historical or diachronic view, where by
making comparisons with other Tepiman languages he suggests
the changes these particles have undergone from the
protolanquage.
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b. Mapt
ha,cu 0
'i
taccu4
2
(SUBORDAOX what POT ever want:PUT:IMPERF CONJ
heg
0
bei
that PUT take:PERF)
'Whatever you want, you can take'
(Hale (1983:309»
c. Nt
0
'i
wu:,ati:k
0
tiei
(AOX PUT INCEP exit:PERF-CONJ PUT look:PERF
g
mehi
ART fire)
'I'm going to go out and look at the fire'
d. M
'ant 0
ha-ku'iwafi
9
(there AOX PUT some-boil:cause:PERF ART
fiu:dagi
k
'am
0
fiul
9
water
CONJ there PUT throw:PL:PERF ART
mu:ti
beans)
'I'll boil up some water and throw in some
(Hale (1983:304)

beans'

e. Mat
0
~a gabi
wu: ~ati=k
0
(SUBORDAOX PUT if beyond exit:PERF-CONJ PUT
cuc,a
9 tai
extinguish:USIT ART fire)
'If he passes (the exam), he'll be fighting
(Hale (1983:309»2

fires'

Hale also mentions a second use of the particle (k)c
which

corresponds

to

the

participial

or

subordinating

suffixes -k (used after perfectives), and -c (used after
imperfectives) identical to the proximate particles k and

2. Hale points out that the conjunction (k) c alternates
between a full form ko which appears after words ending in a
vowel, and a short version c elsewhere.
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(Jt)c.

The participial

p~rticles

are always verbal suffixes

and appear within a protasis clause showing a clause final
participial verb.
(2)

a. Judum 'ad cem s-mu'amk
'eda
bear AuX cem s-kill:DESIDERATrvE then
wud
'ali-k-.sc
COPULA child-INCREMENT-c
'He used to want to kill a bear when he was a
child'
b. Pt
0
s-ko'okmam 'e-ju:,
sa
AUX FUT a-hurtfully self-do:PERF, if
'i
ge:s-k
INCEP fali:PERF-k
'You'll hurt yourself if you fall'
(Hale (1983:311»
The particle Jtu-, also named the obviative-auxiliary ,

occurs prefixed on the aux and is used to
subject clauses. 3

~onjoin

different-

A contrasting pair of same-subject

versus different-subject expressions is illustrated below. 4
3

.

According to Hale (1983), zepeda (1983) and saxton
(1982), the Aux in O'odham is composed of the following: Base

Form + Person and Number + Tense/Aspect/Modal, ex: a + n +
t => ant. The base form is commonly deleted and the result
is
the
occurrence
of
Person
and
Number,
and
Tense/Aspect/Modal by themselves; e.g. nt.
4.
According to Hale (1983:306) the use of Jtu- "goes
far beyond that of coordination", so this fact prevents him
from analysing this particle as a conjunction. Hale mentions
that Jtu- has 5 different functions, but he doesn't provide
examples of all those uses. The different uses he mentions
are: coordinating conjunction, subordinator, initiator in
protasis constructions, initiator in syntactically independent clauses, and ini tiator of a paragraph, discourse or
utterances of interlocutors in conversational exchanges.
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(3) a. R

'alidaq 'a qeqosid 9
goqs 2
ha(my child AUK feed • ART doq CONJ them
'i'icud q
kakawyu
water
ART horses)
'My kid feeds the doq and waters the horses'

b. R
'ali4aq'0 gegosid 9
goq~ k
9
(my child AUK feed.· ART doq
OBVAUK ART
ft-we:naq
ha-'i'icud q
kakawyu
my-siblinq them-water ART horses)
'My kid feeds the doq and my brother waters
the horses'
(Hale (1983:305»5
The analysis .that Hale provides attempts:

i. to

define the structure which must be assiqned to each of these
particles, and ii. to explain how these particles, (k)c -- in
its coordinate use -- and ku-, became different (new) cateqories over time: in the case of (k)c, by chanqing from a
verbal suffix to an independent particle, a true conjunction;
and in the case of ku-, a change from a status of being a
verbal suffix to being a prefix to aux.
The main goal in Hale's analysis is to map, one to
one, the structures provided in (4) to the clausal connectives from O'odham.

The structure in (4a) is considered to

be the structure for the true conjunction (k)c; the structure
in (4b)

is assigned to ku- the obviative-auxiliary, and

finally the structure in (4c) is assiqned to the participial

5

The underline is mine.
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suffixes -k/-o.
(4)

a.

(A)

B

b.

(A)

(B

c.

(A

B)

(C)
C)
(C)

It is important to point out, that Hale considers only the
imperfective form (k)o to become a generalized conjunction,
but not the perfective -k.

This observation is motivated by

the fact that the alternative form -k never occurs conjoining
nominal expressions.
Hale starts his analysis by assuming the following:
i. a conjunction is a free particle, not a suffix or a
prefix; ii. a phrase structure qrammar, iii. the existence of
homophonous forms, i. e. the pair k and

0

which appear in

conjoined clauses with same subjects, or conjoined protasis
clauses, and the participial pair -k and

-0

which is present

in protasis constructions; and i v. the assumption of a
phonologically null obviative.

An

example with a phonologi-

cally null obviative is shown in (5), where the ku- is
missing and the fi is the aux.
(5) a. Husi '0 'am
(Joe AUX there
lap ka: heg
well hear that

ha'icu
ft-'a:gid ft
pi
something me-tell- OBVAUX NEG
hekaj mo
s-jupij
fteok
for
SUBAUX ~-quietlY speak)

'Joe was telling me something and I didn't
hear him well for the reason that he speaks so
softly'

(Hale (1983:306»
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Bale proposes that O'odham has the phrase structure
rules in (6).

Although I am not attempting to discuss such

rules, at least some observations concerning the rules in
(6a) and (6d) are necessary to understand why in Bale's
account the affixal order of the proximate and obviative
counts are relevant.
X' , ,

->

Specx

b.

X' ,

->

[-Vl"'*

c.

X'

->

•• •• X •••

d.

X' ,

->

X' ,

(6) a.

(X' ')

(CONJ

X'

(V' , ')
(V' , ')

X' ') *

(Hale (1983:302, 309»
According to the rule schema described in (6a),
the Specx position must be filled by the aux, a determiner,
or an adposition; the X'"

schema predicts that the single

obligatory element might be the specifier.

The presence of

an optional (V"') accounts for embedded sentences.

The

rule in (6b) shows that the non-clausal complements are prenuclear, and by considering (6a) and (6b), (6c) shows that
the nuclear element in a sentence is the verb (the head of
the sentence).

The rule in (6d) according to Hale could be

seen as a universal rule for coordination, so the conjunction
occurs as an independent particle linking two elements of
category X".

By the interaction of rules (6a) and (6d),

the specifier, or the aux, appears only in the first conjunct; the coordinated constructions in (la-e) as well as
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(2a) illustrate the single occurrence of aux.

The main

reason allegedly is that the conjunction encodes "all the
necessary information concerning the identity of the subject"
(Hale (1983:308».
On the assumptions of the phrase structure rules in
(6), Hale sets up his diachronic analysis for the obviative
Jtu-, and without any further discussion, he proposes the
following pair of structures to represent the transition from
the suffix -EO (7a) into the prefix Eo- (7b).
(7)

a.

( .•• V=Im)vm

AUX

b.

( ••• V)vm

Im::AUX

( ••• V)vm-l
( •• • V)vm-l

Hale mentions that in the structure (7a), the clause containing the -EO is the protasis clause (the embedded or dependent
clause); later, this structure changes into the one in (7b)
when the particle EO changed its property of being a verbal
suffix to becoming a prefix to the aux.

Hale claims that

as a consequence of this change, -- the change of the affixal
quality of the particle EO -- the status of the main and
dependent clauses also changed.

According to Hale the last

clause in (7b), which contains the prefixed EO, becomes
reinterpreted as the dependent clause.

According to Hale,

the obviative character of ku- (functioning together with the
auxiliary)

has prevented this particle from becoming a
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conjunction. 6
The analysis Hale provides for the true or generalized conjunction (k)c is also based on the affixal property
of the particle.

According to Hale, the proto-language

lacked a particle

(k)c functioning as a conjunction.

Instead, the particle vpu (*'p') 'also, again', from N6vome -

the oldest version of a Tepiman language documented

probably before 1767 and published by Smith (1862) (cf. Shaul
(1985)

was used as a conjunction.

(1985:101) points out that

~

However,

Shaul

was only used to coordinate

noun phrases (8a) and adverbials (8b).
(8) a. N' api mu
mama, mu
dada
~
zi-daha?
(Q you your father your mother also zi-love)
'Do you love your father and mother?'
(Smith (1862:13»
b. ti-stuodiga dios
our-lord
god
upu pacai vurha
also truly be

mumu-kiti m'-hap'-duni kiti
REFL-INSTR REFL-thus-do INSTR
sumatuitca
marvelous

'Our Lord God is marvelous in and of himself and
by his works'

(Shaul (1985:102»

6. Hale's judgement is based on the assumption that the
conjunction (k)c encodes information about the subject, in
such a fashion that the same subject is obligatory, thus, the
ku- together with the auxiliary functioning like an obviative
can't be a conjunction since the obviative requires different
subjects.
However, it is not clear if Hale's conclusion
refers to the fact that the obviative must be obligatorily
pref ixed to the auxiliary, preventing this element from being
an independent particle, and later a conjunction.
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According to Hale, the actual O'odham conjunction
(Jt)c was derived from two different proto-suffixes: the
proximate suffix *-t* and the obviative suffix *-Jta.
Evidence of these two particles are found in N6vome (written
~u

and ca respectively) •

The following examples (originally

from the "Arte de la lengua N6vome" of Smith (1862»

are

given by Hale.
(9) a. oirmuh-ty an'
t' igui
(roam-PROX 1st:sg ta igui

gui
fall: PERF)

'While walking around I fell'
b. Mu
divia-£A
mu-gaga t' igui
(you:OBJ arrive:PERF-OBV your-field ta igui
sicoa
hoe: PERF
'After you arrived, he hoed your field'
(Hale 1983:317»
In the examples in (9) both particles are functioning in
protasis (conditional) constructions.
However, Hale claims that the prota.sis particles have
changed in two directions.

The reflex of

*t~

became a

generalized conjunction (*ti -> c) in clauses showing the
following properties: identical subject, and imperfective
aspect within the first clause.

The generalized conjunction

is an independent particle used to conj oin noun phrases,
adpositional phrases and clauses with same subject.
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(10) pi:wlo '0
'am
'i'it hegai sari g
(Pete
AUX there scoop that
trash CONJ
gd
hu
to' aw heg 'eda walin
there away put
that in
barrel)
'Pete is scooping up that trash and putting
it over there in that barrel'
(Hale (1983:303»
In contrast,

the reflex of *-ka operates as a

conjunction only in one case: coordination of same-subject
clauses when the preceding clause is in perfective (*ka ->
-k).

The perfective conjunction -k has preserved the

option of being a suffix.

The reason for this situation was

motivated by a morpho-phonological process: when the conjunction -k is suffixed to the last verb of the first clause,
suffixation blocks the application of truncation.

A pair of

sentences showing an imperfective verb versus a perfective is
illustrated.
(11) a. Huan '0
John AUX

cikpan
work:IMPERF

'John is/was working'
b. Huan '0 cikp
John AUX work:PERF
'John worked'
(Alvarez & Hale (nd.»
suffixation of the conjunction (k)c prevents the application
of truncation to express perfective.
example, the verb form is not truncated.

In the following
(The truncated
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form of e8:g would be e.,).
(12) Judumi I ant
(bear AOX

ce: g:k .
gatwi
find:PERF-CONJ shoot:PERF)

'I saw a bear and shot it l

(Hale (1983:304»
To sum up, Hale has analysed three different kinds of
particles: the true conjunction (k)e; the obviative-auxiliary
ku which appears in clause initial position forming a
sequence with the aux; and the protasis or subordinating
suffixes -k and -c.
proto-forms,

their

The O'odham particles, their original
actual

function,

and

morphological

attachment, are sumarized as follows.
(13)
k

(k)c

Proto-form

Function

Morph-type

*ka

perf.conj.

suffix

*ti

imperf. genera-

independent

lized conjunction
ku

*ku

obviative-aux

prefixed to aux

k

*ka

subordinator

suffix

subordinator

suffix

c

2.1.2. Revision of Hale's account.
Hale's analysis seems well supported by his empirical
observations from O'odham, however it cannot be generalized
to other cases of clausal relations within other Tepiman
languages.

The main reason for the non-extension of Hale's

analysis derives from some of his basic assumptions and
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notions.

In this section,

the following topics:

I

raise some questions regarding

i. the obviative character of ku-, ii-

the properties of the true conjunction, iii. the order of
particles, and iv. types of clausal relations (types of
complex clause constructions).

This last issue is necessary

due to the unclear difference between i. coordinations with
kU-' ii. the so-called coordinate protasis constructions, and
iii. coordinations with same subjects.

The last two types

of constructions are realized with the same particles -k and

c.
2.1.2.1.

The obviative character of ku-.
One of Hale's arguments for the particle ku- not

becoming a conjunction is the obviative character of ku-.
Since ku- is analysed as an obligatory prefix of the aux
(marking a change of subject in coordination of clauses with
different subjects), this suggests that the particle can't be
a free particle, a conjunction.

But the characterization of

the obviative is not motivated.

According to Hale, the

particle ku- is considered to be a type of switch reference
device, an obviative, because the particle occurs in coordination of clauses with different subjects.

However, it is

not only the connective ku- that provides the information
about the new or different subject.

In O'odham, the switch-

reference effect results, (1) from the presence of a sequence
of two clauses, and (2) from the combination of ku- and the

_ _

0

_ _ _ _ _ __
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aux.

So the function of 0- and the subject information of

the aux, both together might be considered to form a switchreference device.
~n

contrast with the obviative cases, it is observed

that in coordination of clauses with same-subject the aux of
the second clause is commonly absent.

A problematic case

for supporting ku- as a switch-reference device will be, for
instance, the example illustrated in (5), analysed by Hale as
exhibiting a phonologically null obviative, where the absence
of ku- is still considered to mark a switch in sUbject.
The preceding discussion suggests that in order to
provide a better analysis for clausal relations (described by
Hale with the notion of obviation), we must deal with two
different objects: (1) the type of clausal connective and (2)
the occurrence of aux -- or at least with the subject
person/number marker of the aux -- in complex clause constructions.

Thus, the real difference between the so called

proximate and obviative categories might be found in a
different analysis of clausal dependencies.

Hale' s analysis

considers the relationship between the arguments in one
clause and those in another by focusing mainly in the
characterization of the connective, my analysis addresses the
study of clausal relations in a large range of phenomena.
Thus, in defining such clausal relations, we may consider the
study of the arguments of a clause, and under which condi-
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tions the presence of aux -- the subject person/number
markers -- could be required.

In support of this observa-

tion, we may consider Hale's opinion concerning some examples
from NAvome (14) and Pima Bajo from Onavas (15), where the
obviative is "not consistently obviative."
(14) Dodaki
Padre divia-na,
~ hunu ni
(OPTATIVE priest come-SUBJUNCTIVE, co corn me
maca-na
give-SUBJUNCTIVE)
'Would that the priest would come to give me
corn'

(Smith (1862:22»

(15) G
'ali soak kQ 'i sa
'al
'a:lid
(ART child cry ko 'i somewhat DIMIN small)
'The child cries and is small.'
(Hale (n.d.:75»
However, both examples (14), and (15) were put aside
without trying to provide a broader analysis which includes
them.

As a consequence, Hale's analysis does not accomodate

all Tepiman languages, and even in O'odham the function of
the connective ku- and the person/number markers of the aux
need to

be

reconsidered.

2.1.3.

Properties of the conjunction c.
An

assumption that Hale uses in order to analyse the

structure where the 'true conjunction' occurs is the idea
that the particle (k)c encodes the subject information.

The

problem with this assumption is that within Hale's analysis
it is not really well explained how exactly a conjunction
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encodes the person and number values of the subject, and
where precisely this information is encoded.

The other

problem is that Bale's analysis doesn't say anything about
which kind of information the true conjunction encodes when
noun phrases, or adpositional phrases are conjoined as in the
following constructions. 7

&
'u:w-ha:l &- ha:l
'0
(16) a. Mi:lofi
(watermelon CONJ cantaloupe CONJ squash AUX
'e'esa
plant:USIT)
'Be plants watermelons and cantaloupes and
squash'S
b. Kus hi wud
a hemajkan ~
lis af lab
(AUx hi COPULA a human
CONJ AUX as there
'e-no:nhoi lab &
'e-ta:tad lab hab
self-hands on CONJ self-feet on thus
ma:s
mo
g
ha'icu
doakam
appear SUBORAUX ART something living
'It was indeed a person, but about its hands
and about its feet it looked like an animal'
(Bale 1983:300-301)
7

.

Hale (1989:30) pointed out that O'odham examples
like the following present some problems for what is understood by the notion of same subject.
In the following
construction the subjects are not referentially identical,
but the two conjuncts are connected by c.
Hema '0
wu9 'uwi c
hema wu9 ceoj.
one AUX3 COP girl and one COP boy
'One is a girl and one is a boy'
S. The abbreviation USIT is used to name the usi tative,
because it is only used in examples taken from Hale (1983);
it is not included in the list of abbreviations for this
thesis.

----

- - - . __ ._---

---- ---- - - - -
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2.1.4. Order of affixes.
The other assumption, in Hale's analysis, that raises
some questions is the one concerning the morphological order
of affixes.
(k) c

Following Hale's analysis, only the particle

had the opportunity of

conjunction.

be~ng

reanalyzed as a true

The reasons for only the particle

(k) c

becoming a conjunction are: i. the obviative condition of ku
i1. the subject encoding information in the case of (k) c, and
finally iii. the fact that (-)k remains most of the time
suffixed to the verb of the first clause.
However, if the analysis of these particles is mainly
based upon their connectedness property, (suffixed to the
verb in the case of (-)k, or prefixed to the aux in the case
of ku-, and neither prefixed, nor suffixed in the case of
(k)c) a theory of the relationship between affixal order and
syntactic function is necessary,

otherwise the optional

suffixation of the perfective conjunction k in

(17)

is

problematic.
(17)

a. Sa
ma:s mat
ha'icu
trather seem SUBORDAUX something
m-ba'a:k
m-wifiwua
you-swallow:PERF-CONJ you-requrgitate:PERF)
'It rather looks like something swallowed you
and spit you up (from your rumpled appearance)'
b.

'ant o ha-ku'iwafi
(there AUX FUT some-boil: cause: PERF
' am
0
I»ul
9
9
'iu :9a 9 i k
CONJ there FUT throw:PL:PERF ART
ART water
M
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mu:ft
beans)
'I'll boil up some water and throw in some
beans'
Fitting in this discussion about the proper characterization

of the connectives in 0' odham is the study

provided by Scancarelli (1989) for the particle ku-.

The

goal of scancarelli's account is to present descriptive data
to show that the ku- can't be exclusively analysed as an
obviative marker.
2.1.5.

"The marker of discontinuity" analysis.
Scancarelli (1989) has provided a revised analysis

for the morpheme ku- in Pima (Pima from Arizona) and O'odham.
This analysis considers the morpheme ku- to be a 'marker in
discontinuity', where the notion of continuity/discontinuity
is defined within a framework of discourse or narrative
analysis.
For Scancarelli, ku- is analyzed as having more than
one function, with the different subject marker (obviation in
Hale's terms) only one of them.

In Scancarelli's words,

"ku- is not a different subject marker, but rather is a
marker of discontinuity, with a change of subject being just
one kind of discontinuity that ku- can mark" (1989:129).
Scancarelli mentions that, considering the same subject use
of ku- and those uses that Hale (1983) has observed, it is
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possible to conclude that ku- is, in Pima and O'odham, a
morpheme that shows the following functions:
(18) a. conjoins clauses with different subjects:

§ haha wa~ daa.
QT then just fly-PF.
b-!S 'am cum mummu
ku-QT LOC MOD wound

'And just then he flew. They tried to wound
him, ••• I
(Scancarelli (1989:141)9
b. introduces the apodosis clause of certain
conditional constructions:
M-ap-t
'am 0
,a ft
baa
SBR-2S.AUX-PF LOC PUT IRR lS.0 devour
~-p-t
0
muu.
ku-2S.AUX-PF PUT die-PF
'If you eat me you will diel
(Scancarelli (1989:143»
c. alternates with m- in subordinating protasis
clauses:

IYte
hema pi lam hu 0
'i si
OBV.AUX one NEG LOC hu PUT Ii INT
,-ma:cka~
g
IOlodham fie'oki
kc
latp
s-know:STAT ART Papago
language CONJ AUX
hab
0
ha-'elida9 lidam
thus FUT them-deem:PUT:IMPERF these
(fte'oki wawpftim) mo
lam a le-wepo
has
(speech strings) SUB.AUX 'am a self-like how
wu~ la:g~,
k
le~a
pi hab cu'ig.
COP mean1ng, OBV.AUX yet
NEG thus be.
9. Refer to Scancarelli' s article for the source of the
data. Some abbreviations: QT = quotative, PF = perfective,
LOC = locative, MOD = modal.
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'If one doesn't know Papago very well, he/she
will deem these (sentences) alike in meaning,
but they are not.'

Hat
0
,a gabi
wu:,aft-k
0
SUB.AUX PUT if beyond exit:PERF-CONJ FUT
cuc,a
9
tai.
extinguish:USIT ART fire.
'If he passes (the exam) he'll be fighting
fires. '
(Hale (nd:S9»
d. emphatic ending:
••• hegai ban
'a-,
'am
that coyote 3.AUX-QT LOC
k •am
dahiwa •uUf veco,
k LOC
sit
tree under
'am 'i muu
hegai
ku-QT LOC PCT die=PF that

ty-,

him
go
ban, •••
coyote

' ••• the coyote went and sat under a tree, and
the coyote died, ••• •
(Scancarelli (1989:138»
e. introduces syntactically independent/simple
clauses:
Kg-p
hascu koa'a?
ku-2S.AUX what eat
'What are you eating'
(Scancarelli (1989:134»
All the different uses of ku- captured by Scancarelli's analysis take this morpheme not to be a morpheme for
changing topic or subject, as Hale (1983) proposed, but a
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morpheme that marks a change, a shift, which can be of
different kinds: a shift or a cbange in subject, or in topic,
a shift from direct or indirect speech, or a shift in the
narrative style, etc.
By considering ku- to be a marker in discontinuity,
Scancarelli accounts for all those uses of ku- that are not
included within the different subject coordination view: the
occurence of ku- at the beginning of a turn at talk, a change
from direct or indirect speech, a change from thought to
action, and finally a change in time. 10
Scancarelli's semantic account of the connective kuis interesting, but silent on the other forms involved in
conjunctions .11
To recapitulate, I have discussed some inadequacies
that I have found in Hale's analysis of clausal connectives
in O'odham.

The most important concern of his analysis was

to account for the order of different types of connectives
and to provide a phrase structure rule for each of the
constructions where these connectives occur.

However, the

analysis relies on assumptions -- the obviative character of

10.
Scancarelli illustrates all these uses of ku- in
examples from 15-23 (1989:139-144).
11. Scancarelli assumes Hale's analysis concerning two
different, but related historical sources of conjunctions
and participials, and also assumes that c and k are separate
morphemes.
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0-, the subject information encoded in the conjunction (k)c,
and a particular position for each connective type --without
providing an explanation for a number of fundamental questions.

Why does position play such an important role in the

syntactic characterization of clausal connectives?

Is the

occurrence of a particle the single formal property that is
relevant to distinguish between different types of clauses;
if not, what kind of formal properties differentiate a
coordinated from a subordinated construction or between samesubject coordination and different-subject coordination?
Clearly the study of clausal constructions must take care of
all the formal properties that characterize each type of
complex clause constructions.
properties.

position is only one of such

Let's now observe the different uses and

properties of the corresponding particles in Pima Bajo.
2.2.

Data from Pima Bajo.

2.2.1. Basic facts about Pima Bajo Grammar.
Prior to any characterization of complex clause
constructions in Pima Bajo, it is necessary to provide a
proper description of a basic sentence.

A Pima Bajo

sentence is composed of one basic part: the predicate.
Therefore the constructions in (19) are clear examples of
possible sentences in Pima Bajo.
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(19) a. hime-ba
go-COMPL
'(I, you, (s)he, we, they just) left'
b. b:l:h-im
catch-CONT
'(I, you, (s)he, we,. they am/are) catching
(it)'
c. naat-im-ba
make-CONT-COMPL
'(I, you (s)he, we, they am/are just)
finishing'
Each sentence in (19) is composed of one basic form and one
(or two) temporal affix(es).
non-phonologically overt.

The subject and object may be

The temporal information in Pima

Bajo is provided by four different classes of affixes.
(20) a. TENSE/ASPECT AFFIXES:
Future
-a/-hag
Non-Future:
'habitual'
, /-i
'completive' -va/-ba
'remote'
-tad
, irrealis '
-an
b. ASPECT AFFIXES:
'continuous'
-im
'imperfective'
,
'perfective' truncation of the last syllable
c. DERIVATIONAL AFFIXES:
'imperfective'
-d
'perfective
-k
d. MOOD AFFIXES:
Potential
Imperative

-da/-ci
-ifi

Following Steele (1990), I will use the notion of
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"Arqument Categorizing Element" (ACE), to make reference to
any linguistic expression

funct~oning

as the predicate, that

is, as the form determining the required arqument set.

In

Pima Bajo, three traditional kinds of linguistic expressions
can be found to categorize for arguments: the adjective (e.g.
(21a», the verb (e.g. (21b», and the noun (e.g. (21C».12
(21) a. si
INT

gt'igi-d-va
lim
big:RDP-IMPERF-COMPL squash

'The squash is big'
(Hale's field notes)13
b. Huan
John

kab
gagar-ba
horse sold-COMPL

'John (just) sold the horse'
c. ift-maar
1s-child

bamaakes
last year

gi
gi

kikil-ba
man-COMPL

'Last year my child (became) a man'
(21) shows three traditional categories: verb, adjective, and
noun functioning as predicates.
Observe that, even though I have said that a sentence
may be formed by a single word, examples in (21) show that

12. Contrasting with verbs and adjectives, nouns can be
classified lexically in two groups: nouns that potentially
can be ACE elements when they are or become possessive nouns,
and nouns that can never be ACE elements, e.g. tas 'day' or
'sun', masad 'moon'.
13. Data from Pima Bajo proceeds from two sources: data
from Kenneth Hale, elicited in Maycoba Sonora during 1964,
and my data elicited in Y~cora from informants from Y~cora
and Maycoba from 1982-87. Only Hale's data are identified.
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sentences may have more elements than the combination of an
ACE and a temporal value.

Tbe example in (21a) shows that

a sentence can be formed by including an intensifier .i' and
a nominal 'ta 'squash', or two nomina Is like in (21b), Buan
and kab, or a noun phrase i6-_ar and a temporal adverb
baamak•• as in (21C).

Another kind of element that usually occurs within a
sentence is a set of forms (pronominals) which give referential information about the person and number of an entity.
sentences illustrating this type of form are given in
(22)

.14

(22) a. aan
1s

plaas-tam baab niaalen
aani
plaza-at
beans buy:1MPERF 1s

'I buy beans at the plaza'
b. in-s!i
a
1s-stuck:PERF a

ho'i
thorn

'A thorn stuck me'
(Hale's field notes)
c. JJi-g!i
oidik-tam uni
1s-fell:PERF town-in
1s
'I fell down (by myself) in the town'

14.
I am distinguishing between nominal/lexical
elements and pronominal elements.
The first ones make
reference to entities (real world objects), in other words,
they provide a concrete semantic context, or point to a
particular object. The pronominal forms are considered to
introduce referential values; i.e. a particular person and
number value.
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d. AAR ifi-maalt
boonop
2s
ls-give:PERF hat
'You gave me a hat'
In

(22),

three different forms with person and number

interpretations appear.

In those examples it is clear that

the reduced form aan and the independent form aani can be
associated with subject person and number forms; meanwhile
the interpretation of the cliticized form ifi- is translated
as either the reflexive in (22C), or the object in (22b) and
(22d).
The full paradigm of Pima Bajo forms expressing
person and number interpretations is the following: 15
(23) •

Independent Forms

aani
aapi
hig
aatim
aapim
higam

Bound Forms 16

Values

non-prefixed

prefixed

aan
aap
hig
aat
aap
higam

ifiama- / 9J
tit/cic
mim
a- / 9J

Is
2s
3s
lpl
2pl
3pl

15.
I am using 'person and number forms' to refer to
those forms that express person and number values. I am not
making use of terms like 'pronoun' or 'pronominal' to avoid
any possible theoretical implication regarding the status of
pronouns/pronominals.
16.
According to Klavans (1985) clitics are characterized as being attached either to certain categories, or to
some position within the sentence. In the case of Pima Bajo
forms, I am using the term "bound forms" for both those which
usually are attached to a position within the sentence, (the
case of "non-prefixed" forms that occur in pre-verbal
position), and also for the "prefixed" forms that occur
prefixed into an ACE.
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Another type of form expressing person and number
associated with the subject is a marker that in O'odbam is
part of the traditional cateqory called aux.

Following

steele (1981:146), the aux may include at least one of the
following elements:
aspect,

question

"subject marking, subject agreement,

marking,

emphasis,

evidential,

object

marking, object agreement, and negation," plus "the addition
Hale (1983), Zepeda (1983), and

of tense and modality."

saxton (1982) consider the 0' odbam aux to be the combination
of the following elements: Base + Subject Person and Number
value + Aspect + Modali ty.
almost any clause.

The

0' odbam

aux appears in.

The combination of person and number

value of the subject, and aspectual information, (imperfective or perfective) is shown in the following paradigm of aux
forms from O'odbam.
(24)

Imperfective
Singular

1st person
2nd person
3rd person

Perfective

Plural
lac

'aft
lap

'am

'0

'0

Singular
'ant
'apt
'at

Plural
Watt
'amt
'at

(Zepeda (1983»
The auxiliary forms may occur without the base, the vowel a-.
Thus, a short version is also available.
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(25)

Imperfective
Singular

1st person
2nd person
3rd person

Perfective

Plural

Singular Plural
nt
pt·
t

c

ft

p

m

'0

'0

tt
mt
t

(Zepeda (1983:61-62»
contrasting with the O'odham situation, Pima Bajo
doesn't make an extended use of the category aux.

In Pima

Bajo, what corresponds to the O'odham aux is formed by a
subject person and number marker, but no temporal or modal
information is expressed.

I will show later, (in chapter

III) that the Pima Bajo subject person and number marker
appears exclusively, and only optionally in clauses introduced by the particle ]to.

Such forms --including the

particle ko-- are given in the following incomplete paradigm,
which lacks a third person marker.
(26)
1st person
2nd person

Singular
ko-n
ko-p

Plural
ko-t
ko-p/ko-pim

I will refer to the forms that cooccur with ko as 'PIN
markers'.
Let's now observe in detail the Pima Bajo complex
constructions.
2.2.2.

Complex clause constructions in Pima Bajo.
In any complex clause construction in Pima Bajo the

occurrence of a connective can be observed.

One connective
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is the cognate form of the O'odham 'true conjunction' or
proximate (k)c, which in Pima Bajo is (ke) chi.
connective is ko,

The second

(ku- in O'odham) and the last is -k.k,

which occurs in relative clauses.
2.2.3.

Properties of constructions with kechi.
The connective (ke)chi occurs linking two nominals

within a sentence.
(27) a. Huan
John

kechi (g)
kechi ART

Beniit
Benito

sit
INT

titve-k
tall-PERF

'John and Benito are tall'
(Hale's field notes)
b. ifi-daada
1s-father

kola
gale Cke)chi naba
eat:IMPERF meat kechi
nopales

'My father eats meat and nopales'
In sentences (27a) and (27b) , kechi conjoins two noun phrases
(subjects or objects).

In the case of (27a), the predicate

titvek reduplicates for plural so the predicate agrees in
number with the conjunct Buan kechi (g) Beniit.

In (28)

kechi links two predicative elements, vaknim and nil iim; both
forms contain the same tense/aspect affix: IIcontinuous ll • 17
(28) aan
1s

ift-vakn-im
1s-bath-CONT

kechi
kechi

n*'i-im
sing-CoNT

'I am taking a bath and singing'

17.
I have standardized the representation of the
connective kechi. This particle has the following phonological alternative forms: tYi, ci, itY, kit, or k(e)ci. These
alternative forms have no syntactic consequences.
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In (27) and (28) kechi is represented in medial
position between the conjuncts.

It is reasonable to

consider the form aan as the subject for both predicates, but
this is, at this point, a pre-analytical observation.

The

analysis of kechi is developed in chapter IV; for now it is
sufficient to be aware that kechi coordinates predicates or
noun phrases.

Furthermore, coordinations of predicates with

kechi have two properties: i. one subject form, and ii.
identical temporal value for both predicates.
2.2.4.

Properties of constructions with ko.
The occurrence of Ito in Pima Bajo complex clause

constructions

is slightly different from the situation

observed in O·odham.

The first observation concerning the

syntactic use of ko is that this connective appears in two
types of constructions: those where a clause occurs on either
side of the connective, and constructions where a clause
occurs in only one side.

Both types of constructions show

the following properties:

(1) the ko appears between the

elements that are related, (2) the second clause may, but
need not include a PIN marker form, (3) the PIN marker form
can cooccur with a "non-prefixed" form, where both forms
identify the person/number value of the subject, and (4) the
occurrence of the "non-prefixed" form seems to be also
optional.
2.2.4.1.

----

First case: ko and a clause on both sides.

-------------

-----------------
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I will consider first the situation where a clause
occurs on both sides of ko.

Observe the following expres-

sions.
(29) a. aat
1pl

tikpaan-im
work-CONT

k2 hiqam titv-im
ko

3pl

play-CONT

'We are working and they are playing'
(Hale's field notes)
b. aap ip
duub-an k2
2s also come-IRR ko

aan biink-a
1s accompany-FUT

'If you come, I will go'
c. ub
aap duub-an
when 2s come-IRR

'am kQ aan koi-m-dag
LOC ko 1s eat-CONT-FUT

'I will be eating when you come'
The examples in (29) illustrate complex clause constructions
with different subjects.
the connective ko.

A clause appears on each side of

All the clauses in (29) contain a "non-

prefixed" form which might be identified as a "subject" form
within its respective clause.

However, constructions like

the ones in (29) might be further elaborated by showing the
final clause including two agreeing "subject" forms: a PIN
marker combined with ko, plus the "non-prefixed" form.
(30) a. aan
1s

tikpaan-im
work-CONT

ko-p aap
ko-2s 2s

titv-im
play-coNT

'I am working and you are playing'
b. aap ip
duub-an ko-n aan biink-a
2s also come-IRR ko-1s 1s accompany-FUT
'If you come, I will go'
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The contrast between (29) and (30) suggests that the PIN
marker form might be optional if a "non-prefixed" form
occurs, but the following examples in (31) show that also the
"non-prefixed" form might be optional if a PIN marker form
occurs.
(31) a. ift-papa
d~vi-an
kQ:n
1s-father come-IRR ko-1s

a-him
a-go: IMPERF

'If my father comes, I will go with him'
(Hale's field notes)
b.

v~ngar

when

aan
1s

k2=R baak
come:PERF ko-2s angry:PERF

d~v

'When I came, you got angry'
Another kind of ko construction is where a noun
phrase occurs as the "subject" form of the second clause.
(32)

~g

k~l

DEM man

tikpaan-im ko
work-CONT ko

~g
oks
nii'-im
DEM woman sing-CONT

'That man is working and the woman singing'
(Hale's field notes)
The occurrence of a noun phrase immediately preceded by ko,
implies the absence of a 3rd person PIN marker, this fact
favors the idea that there is a zero 3rd person PIN marker
form, but by looking at the examples given in (29b) and (29c)
where such a zero form cooccurs with a 1st singular "nonprefixed" form, the zero 3rd form seems less likely.

Hence,

I assume that ko need not be accompanied by a PIN marker form
or a "non-prefixed" form.

The following are more illustra-
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tions of ko without any accompanying 'subject'.
(33) a. aan tikpaan-a k2 im maic tikpaan-a
ls work-IRR ko NEG know work-IRR
'I might work, but (I) don't know how'
b. aan buur niaar
k2 kwaag
ab-roage
ls burro buy:PERF ko firewood LOC-carry
'I bought a burro so he can carry firewood'
c. aan lootor 'am niidin k2-ift-kulaart-an
ls doctor LOC see:FUT ko ls-cure-IRR
'I will see the doctor so he might cure me'
The examples provided in (33) are helpful to observe the
coreferential dependencies between the "subject" of both
clauses:

the connective ko links clauses wi th same or

different subjects, and no subject form is obligatory within
the final clause.

The subject of the final clause can be

interpreted as being coreferential with the subject of the
preceding clause, as in (33a) , or as being different in (33b)
and (33c).

In (33a) the absence of a "subject" form within

the final clause is interpreted as being a 1st person, and in
fact it is possible to obtain the same construction but
including a "non-prefixed" form or a PIN marker form within
the final clause (i.e. (34».

Thus, in e33a) I have glossed

(I) as the "subject" form of the final clause.
(34) aan tikpaan-a ko-n aan im maic tikpaan-a
1s work-IRR ko-1s 1s NEG know work-IRR
'I might work, but I don't know how'
However, the absence of a "subject" form in the

---_.-

-.-

.-

------

----- - - - - -

-------- ----
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construction in (33a) -- either as a PIN marker, or as a
"non-prefixed" form -- allow us to

~onclude

that the correct

interpretation might well be taken to be the unespecified 'No
body knows how', where any person and number value will be a
possible interpretation for the

s~ject.

This fact further

supports the view that none of the PIN marker form, the "nonprefixed" form,

or the noun phrase "subject" forms

is

obligatory within the second clause in constructions with ko.
2.2.4.2.

Second case: ko internal to a clause.
The second type of constructions with ko are those

where a clause is included in one side of the connective.
For expositional reasons

I

present the data in three dif-

ferent groups.
The first group is one where a clause is at the left
side of ko.
(35) a. aan
1s

sit
1NT

g~'~d

kg

big:RDP ko

aapi
2s

'I am bigger than you'

b. aan
1s

sit
1NT

d~~n

smoke

kg

~gi

ko

DEM

'I smoke more than him (that one)'

c.

~g

3s

sit
1NT

g~

t~b~t

kg

g~

tall

ko

a-maar
3s-child

'He is as tall as his son'
The second group of constructions show a sentential
argument to the right side of ko.
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(36) a. ig
3s

hii
k2
tell:PERF ko

aan huun
ls corn

hug-an
eat-IRR

'He told me to eat corn'
b. ig
3s

ift-tiaah
ko-n mua'a
ls-order:INF ko-1s kill-IRR

'He ordered me to kill'
c. aan aag-im
t2:R i'a kiak-an
ls tell-CONT ko-2s there be-IRR
'I am telling you to stand up there'
The third group shows a clause to the right side of
a question word.
(37) a. iqtu'ig k2=R
Q-word
ko-2s

tikpaana
kiik?
work:IMPERF be

'Why are you working?'
b. iqtu'ig k2=R im aag-im?
Q-word ko-2s NEG 1ike-CONT
'Why don't you like (it)?'
(Hale's field notes)
c. verda
true

im
ko-2s NEG

kQ:R

huug
ga'i
eat:IMPERF meat.

'Is it true that you don't eat meat?'
In all cases in (35) through (37) the final clause shows the
characteristic properties of the ko clause: the ko, the
optional occurrence of the PIN marker form, and/or a "nonprefixed" form.
To recapitulate, recall from section 2.1.2. that Hale
(1983:306) has pointed out, but without discussion, that one
of

the

reasons to consider the

obviative-auxi1iary as
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somethinq other than a conjunction is that the use of this
particle "qoes far beyond that of coordination."

Scanca-

relli (1989) analysis observes that ku-, in O'odham, is not
a different subject marker but a marker of discontinuity.
The analysis I propose has a different basis for discussion:
my analysis pays attention not only to the properties of the
connective, but also to the type of cateqories that the
connective links, and to the syntactic function that elements
expressinq person and number values have in a sentence.
The followinq can be listed as the set of properties
characterizinq ko constructions.
(38) a. ko connects two constructions, either
of which may be a clause.
b. ko occupies a medial position between
two related elements.
c. the construction followinq ko can't stand
by itself, therefore is a dependent construction. (That is, no construction beqins
with ko).
d. within the dependent construction, there
is an optional occurrence of the PIN marker
form, the "non-prefixed" form, or a "lexical"
form.
e. when both the PIN marker form and the "nonprefixed" form co-occur, they must have the
same person/number value.
f. for some constructions, the occurrence of a
"lexical" NP or an "independent" form implies
the absence of the PIN marker or the "nonprefixed form.
Before addressinq the analysis

I

propose, one last

type of constructions needs to be observed.
2.2.5.

Properties of the connective -k'k.
Relative clauses in Pima Bajo spoken in Yecora,
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display a verbal suffix -k'k.
(39) a. lyii
DIM

oob
ift-gty-ktk
person ls-hit-k~k

soak-im
cry-CONT

'The child I hit is crying'
b.

k~l

man

tikpaan-im-kik
work-CONT-k~k

ift-maam
Is-father

'The man who is working is my father'
(Hale's field notes)
c. lyii oob
oks
DIM person woman

n*id-k~k

g~' t~b~t

see-k~k

INT ta1l:IMPERF

'The child who saw the woman is tall'
d. oks
ift-niid-kfk
woman ls-see-k*k

ni'i-im
sing-CONT

'The woman I saw is singing'
Relative clauses like those in

(39)

show two syntactic

properties: one is the occurrence of a verbal suffix -k'k and
the second concerns the mechanism to mark the coreferentia1
relation between the head noun and the subject of the
relative clause.

According to the last syntactic property,

relative clauses in (39) can be classified as two types.
Following Lanqacker (1977)
respectively,

the

"subject

I will call these two types,
relatives"

and

the

"object

relatives".
"Subject" relatives are those clauses where the head
noun and the subject of the relative clause are in a coreferentia1 relation, e.q. (39b) and (39c).

The syntactic

property that distinquishes subject relatives is the presence
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of a single lexical element that could be identified as both
the head noun within the main clause, and the subject of the
relative clause.
"Object" relatives are those where the head noun and
the object of the relative clause are coreferential.

The

syntactic property that characterizes this class of clauses
is that a "prefixed" form identifies the subject of the
relative clause, (e.g. (39a) and (39d».

A "prefixed" form

is present on the verb of the relative clause when the head
noun and the subject of the relative clause are different,
regardless of the function of the head in the upstairs/higher
clause. 18
The last property concerning relative clauses is that
they are always ordered immediately following the head noun.
(40) a. aan m~'a-hag
1s kill-FUT

g' gags
ART dog

ifi-niar-kik
1s-buy-kik

'I will kill the dog I bought'
b. uus
tree

ifi-giivit-k~k
1s-cut-k~k

gii
fall: PERF

'The tree I cut fell down'
Relative clauses from Pima Baja have no parallel in
O'odham relative clause constructions.

18.
The occurrence of 'possessive' forms ("prefixed"
forms in Pima Bajo), to mark a coreferential relation between
the head noun and the subject of the relative clause, was
pointed out by Langacker ( 1977) as a common property of
'object relatives' in some uto-Aztecan languages.
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(41) a. ceoj
man

m-ant
m-AUX

keihi
kick

'0 fie'e
AUX sing

'The man/boy I kicked is singing'
b. mua ant g
gogs
kill AUX ART dog

m-ant
m-AUX

keihi
kick

'I killed the dog that I kicked'
c. mua ant
kill AUX

g
ART

gogs
dog

m-ant
m-AUX

n-kei
1s-bit

'I killed the dog that bit me'
(Zepeda p.c.)
In (41), O'odham relative clauses are located after the
modified/head noun; they are introduced by the particle m-,
which according to Zepeda (1983:104) is a subordinate clause
marker; and no special signal marking cqreference or noncoreference between the head noun and the subject of the
relative clause appears.

The person and number values of

the subject of both clauses (main and relative clause) are
provided by the auxiliary forms.
N6vome,
lacked
clauses.

the oldest known Tepiman language,

constructions

equivalent

to

Pima

Bajo

also

relative

In N6vome nominalized constructions could well be

taken to be syntactically equivalent to Pima Bajo relative
clauses.

These nominalized constructions were formed by

using one of a set of deverbalizing suffixes: -cugai, -4ama,

._-------_. . . _.

---
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or _oama. 19
(42) a. T'-Oga
tidamacatum'-ami da-cama
our-father heaven-LOC
something-NOM
cuga m'-gu-na
mu-tuguiga
good R-great-COND your-name

s'
S-

'Our Father, the one (who) is in Heaven, may
your name be regarded well'
(Shaul (1986:113) citing smith (1862»
However,

based on some ideas from Hale,

possible to propose that the Pima Bajo suffix

it is

-k~k

was

derived from the Proto Uto-Aztecan suffix *-ka which has
become -It.

According to Hale, this suffix functions in

O'odham like a participial suffix.

Later, the Pima Bajo

suffix -k could have been combined with a demonstrative

~g/~k

and formed the actual suffix It'kwhich is observed in all the
relative clauses.
of

-k~k

Whatever was the historical development

the actual facts from Pima Bajo show that all

relativized predicates must contain a suffix

-k~k

regardless

of the mechanisms to mark cross-referential relations between
the head noun and the argument requirements of the predicate
of the relative clause.
So far, X have shown the properties of three clausal
connectives (kechi, lto, and

-k~k)

from Pima Bajo.

In doing

so, I have also attempted to show the full range of occur19. The following abbreviations are only used in N'vome
examples: NOM for 'nominalizer', S for 'stative', R for
'reflexive', and COND for 'conditional'.

------

._-- - - - - - -
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rences of Pima Bajo connectives.
I discuss the problems which

~eed

In the following section
to be addressed by any

theory of clausal connectives for Pima Bajo.
2.3.

Some questions concerning clausal relations.

The syntactic facts presented in section 2. 3. are the
basic and fundamental facts about clausal relations in Pima
Bajo.

various questions related to the data presented thus

far must be answered.

Some of them, in certain forms, were

pointed out when I commented on Hale' sand Scancarelli' s
analyses.

The same questions, which are now presented

below, are concerned with the analysis of the arguments -- in
particular the subject -- and the form the arguments are
expressed within complex clauses, and with the relation
between the subject argument and the PIN marker form within
complex clauses introduced by ko.
(43) a. How can we define the clausal dependencies
observed so far in order to provide an
adequate explanation for the use of the
connectives in Pima Bajo?
b. How can the arguments of two clauses be
analysed in order to explain coreferential
dependencies within complex clause
constructions?
c. What theory of agreement can explain the
occurrence of forms expressing person and
number values provided by pronominals and
the PIN marker form?
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d. Why does only the connective ko apparently
permit the optional presence of a PIN
marker form in complex constructions?
e. How is the subject's information -- person and
number -- expressed in those constructions
connected by kechi?
f. Is the presence of the PIN marker form a
particular requirement of the connective, or
an optional feature to mark certain type of
dependency?
g. What is the role of order of particular
affixes and elements in Pima Bajo?
All these questions raised in (43) are addressed in
the following sections.

As I mentioned in chapter I, I will

address first the role of the forms which appear in a
sentence and provide person and number values.

Then, once

I have provided an adequate answer to the questions mentioned
in (43b), and (43C), I will go ahead and provide the analysis
of clausal relations in Pima Bajo.
order will be addressed.

Finally the problem of
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CHAPTER III
ARGUMENTS AND AGREEMENT

3.1.

Introduction

Crucial to the analysis of clausal relations is the
analysis of the arguments required by a predicate and the
study of the role agreement plays in the syntax of clauses.
In other words, it is important to explore how the arguments
are instantiated, and how forms covarying with the arguments,
e.g. the PIN marker form, and the arguments are related
(agreement relations).
This chapter investigates the arguments required by
a predicate, their instantiations and the connection of these
elements with forms expressing person/number values.

My

analysis supports'the view that each of the major categories
-- the ACE, the Propositional Radical and the Proposition -combines with a different person and number form.

The

"prefixed" form combines with the ACE, the "non-prefixed"
form with the Propositional Radical, and finally the "independent II form with the Proposition.

The three way

distinction of major categories, ACE, VP, and P is supported
by the three different forms of the Pima Bajo's pronominal
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system.

The basis of such an analysis is concerned with the

notion of the arguments a predicate subcategorizes for and
therefore the

function of pronominal and lexical noun

phrases.
Verbs have been analysed as taking lexical or
pronominal arguments.

Such analyses are based on the idea

that arguments are identified with a structural slot which
must be filled by lexical elements, or that arguments are
bound pronominals. Analyses considering lexical or pronominal forms as the real arguments fail in explaining cases of
languages like Pima Bajo.

One reason is that this language

has a degree of freedom of order and no case markers, so
neither a structural slot, nor a particular case marked form
can be identified as an argument.

A second reason concerns

the extended use of phonological non-overt arguments (subj ect
and object, cf. (19) chapter II) which further complicates an
account of arguments in terms of either positions or case.
One last reason is that the positionally fixed forms that do
exist -- bound pronominal forms -- don't map directly into
functional

roles:

the

"prefixed"

pronominal

forms

may

function as subject or as direct object.
I propose a categorial analysis where the subject and
object arguments are pairs of peerson) and N(umber) values,
with the difference that the subject is an open [PH] value,
while the obj ect is a [3N] value.

According to this
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analysis,

a nominal or a

pronominal element may occur

optionally, and -- under the operation of unification -- it
matches the open [PH] value of the subject, or the [3H] value
proposed for the object.
3.2.

Ruling out the notions of Subject and Object.
Traditionally, terms like subject, direct object, or

indirect object have been used to name the grammatical
relations within a sentence, but the definitions of these
terms have been the subject of many discussions and controversial studies.

Keenan (1976)

lists a collection of

properties which is intended to apply to the subject in any
sentence of any language; but Johnson (1977:690) argues that
his definition of subject is problematic.

Faltz (1978:76)

says that "indirect objects do not display a cluster of
coherent morphological and syntactical properties which could
be used to define a universal category".

However Ziv

(1979:392) argues that a clear distinction between direct and
indirect object can be drawn.

The discussion about the

definition of these terms is reopened each time the topic of
a theory of grammatical relations is addressed.

(See Keenan

(1974) or (1976), and Li (1976) for discussions concerning
the notion of subject; Faltz (1978) and Ziv (1979)

for

considerations about the notion of indirect object, and Plank
(1984) for a good summary on all the problems related to the
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notion of object).
Other authors prefer to define these notions in terms
of structural positions.

Chomsky (1981) considers subject

and object to be configurational relations: subject is [NP,S]
(the NP immediately dominated by

~),

while object is [NP,VP]

(the NP dominated by VP).
For Bresnan (1982) as well as for Relational Grammar
(Perlmutter & Postal (1983», subject and object are not
defined in terms of structural representations but are
primitives of universal grammar.
Another position is taken by Pollard and Sag (1987).
For these authors, the subject and object are explained by
the notion of the "obliqueness hierarchy".

According to the

notion of obliqueness of grammatical relations and given a
subcategorization list, obliqueness increases from right to
left on the subcategorization list.

Thus, the subject will

be represented as the right-most element since it is the
least oblique argument, and the most oblique element will be
represented as the last element to the left.

Following

Pollard and Sag (1987) the subcategorization list of the verb
'to give' will be represented as it occurs in (1).
(1)

V[SUBCAT<

1 ,

2 , 3 >]

where the 3 is the right-most argument, the subject, and the
left-most element or 1 is the most oblique argument.

The 2

is the argument which according to the obliqueness hierarchy
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is neither the most nor the least oblique argument.
In a fashion similar tO,the obliqueness hierarchy, I
am using the term "Argument" as a general term to refer to
the positions in the subcategorization array of a predicate:
[Arg1 , Arg2 , Argl ] (where vs. Pollard and Sag's proposal the
right-most argument is the most oblique).
However, these
labels are associated with distinct satisfaction properties,
and, thus, can be formally distinguished.

Argument1 is, in

general, defined as the argument requirement that can be
satisfied by a "non-prefixed" or an "independent" pronoun
form.

(These terms will be defined below).

Argument 2 is

an argument requirement that can be satisfied by a "prefix"
pronoun form or an independent NP (or a sentence), but not
simultaneously. Finally, Argumentl

,

can be satisfied only by

an NP.
3.3.

Background: theories about arguments.

In recent years there has been considerable interest
in

dete~ining

how the arguments in a sentence are realised.

The discussion of this topic is relevant to solve the problem
of non-overt arguments of non-configurational languages like
Pima Bajo.1
1. Hale (1983) has argued that grammatical relations in
a non-configurational language are not satisfied via structural configurations. Instead he proposes the idea that each
grammatical relation is satisfied syntactically (agreement
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The general form of these proposals is focused on how
to determine which elements are the real arguments, which
elements are the agreement markers, and which elements are
peripheral or adjunct elements.

These discussions can be

broadly summarized as having three different approaches: the
"slot argument"

approach represented by Government and

Binding theoreticians such as Chomsky

(1981)

and Rizzi

(1986), the "pronominal-argument" view which is supported by
Jelinek (1984), Manandise (1984), Nishida (1987) or Bresnan
and Mchombo (1987), and the PN (Person and Number) view
supported by Steele (1990a), (1990b) and Tsujimura (1987).
3.3.1.

Rizzi's account.
Rizzi

(1986)

identifies arguments as structural

slots in the syntactic representation.

In Rizzi's view, the

arguments of a predicate are always present, because they
correspond to structural positions.

The problem of "null

arguments" is solved by proposing the existence of phonologically null categories (pro), and by the interaction of two
mechanisms.

forms). Hale (p. 5) gives the following list of properties
as the hallmarks of a non-configurational language. These
properties are not, however, definitional:
i) free word order,
1i) use of syntactic discontinuous constituents, and
iii) use of null anaphora (non-overt arguments).
The syntax of Pima Bajo shows all these three properties.
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(2) a. a licensing schema, and
b. a convention on recoverability.
The licensing schema requires that categories are structurally projected (tree structure) in such way that higher
categories are heads since they govern the lexical lower
categories.

Thus, higher categories or heads allow the

occurrence of phonologically null categories in some argument
positions.

The reason is that both the higher category and

the lower or null category share the same grammatical
specification.

The convention on recoverabilitydefines how

the "null argument" recovers its referential content (person,
gender and number features).

A category may recover its

referential content in two ways.

The first assumes the

application of a rule called 'arb'.

The rule 'arb' assigns

"arbitrary" interpretation to null arguments, (the features
[+human, +generic, +plural]), and it applies in cases where
no agreement information from the higher (head) category is
available.

The second way to recover information is by

coindexing the argument slot to an element

wh~ch

provides,

via coindexation, the information specifying the content of
such an argument.
3.3.2.

The pronominal-argument view.
Jelinek (1984) proposes that lexical elements, noun

phrases or independent pronominal elements, need not be the
obligatory arguments.

The arguments required by a predicate
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can be satisfied by bound pronominal forms.

When nominal

elements occur, they are optional adstructural elements.
3.3.3.

The PH view.
The analysis of arguments I am proposing is primarily

designed to account for basic properties of the syntax of
Pima Bajo: optional occurrence of lexical elements within a
sentence, absence of morphological case markers, and especially the existence of "prefixed" pronominal forms that seem
to have more than one argument function.
For this analysis, I assume with steele (1989),
(1990a)

and

(1990b), and Tsujimura

(1987),

a notion of

"argument of a predicate" that is in accordance with the
"pronominal argument" approach in the sense that arguments
are not required to be structural slots.

However, I differ

from the pronominal argument view in two ways.
First, I claim that in Pima Bajo there is no one-toone mapping between the set of pronominal forms called the
"prefixed" forms and the argument functions.

In fact, I

shall demonstrate that "prefixed" forms express a person and
number value which associates with Argument2, but if it is
the case that the referential value of Argument2 depends on
the reference of another expression, the "prefixed" form
can't be associated with such an argument.
Second, I differ from the pronominal-argument view in
considering that, even in the absence of both a nominal or a
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bound pronominal form, Argumentl and Argument2 required by a
predicate can be satisfied.
For Steele, the subject argument need not be a
localizable form, nor a certain position in the structure,
nor a concrete auxiliary c1itic form: subject is a person and
number value resulting from the unification of all the
("subject-oriented") person and number values provided by
different elements within the sentence.

The Luisefio example

in (3), taken from Steele (1989:13), shows the presence of
four elements whose person and number values compose the
subject.
chamtaax
lp1.REFL

(3)

cha
AUX.lp1

chamyaax 'ari-wun
lp1.try
kick-PRES.p1

'We are trying to kick ourselves'
The form of the reflexive, the auxiliary, the chamyaax form,
and finally the plural form of the verb, each contain a value
for the subject.

All these values contribute to the

subject.
In my analysis, I expand the notion of subject given
by Steele,

in order to capture also the properties of

Argument2 •
To recapitulate, I have examined some ideas concerning three different analyses of arguments.

I have men-

tioned that my analysis agrees with certain ideas of the
pronominal-argument view, and that I assume and furthermore
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expand some proposals given by Steele, where Argumentl and
Argument2 are analysed as being pairs of person and number
values.

The following sections present my analysis of

arguments in Pima Bajo based on these notions.
The basic proposal: the minimum notation.

].4.

Recall from chapter X that X am adopting the idea
that each linguistic expression can be understood to be a
sign having a three way division: the phonological, the
syntactic and the semantic representation (see Pollard and
Sag (1987».

Based on such an idea, the formal represen-

tation of any lexical item is given as a triple -- (8) in
chapter X) -- but X also assume that such a syntactic representation must represent the i. a category label, and ii. an
identification of the combinational possibilities.
(4)

<Phonology;

CAT[ •••••• ];

Semantics>

in (4), the category label is represented in capital letters,
meanwhile the combinational possibi1ites are given by the
syntactic features inside [ •••••• ].

Observe how such

information is illustrated in (5) where the representation of
the Pima Bajo verb 'to eat' is given.
(5)

<huugi; ACE [Arg1=F, Arg2=F]; 'EAT'>
Xn (5), the verb 'to eat' is represented as having a phonological form huugi, and the semantic representation is 'EAT'.
The syntactic information is the ACE label and the informa-
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tion about its combinational possibilities: huugi requires
two arguments and the arguments bear certain properties,
represented in

(5)

by F,

for features.

Furthermore,

following an idea similar to the obliqueness hierarchy of
Pollard and Sag (1987), I am representing the arguments of a
lexical item as a list, where the order of representation of
arguments is fixed.
3.4.1.

Arguments are [PN] values.
Recall that

I

have claimed that Argumentl

and

Argument2 are each a person and number value, an open [PN]
value in the case of Argumentl
of Argument2 •

,

but a [3N] value in the case

A brief summary of the reasons for this

position is presented below.
The open [PN] value of Argumentl subsumes the full
range of person and number values that might be acceptable
interpretations of this argument in constructions where no
lexical (and no pronominal) form combines with a predicate -what we might call "subjectless constructions".

The

following diagram shows the values that the [PN] subsumes.
(6)

The [3N] value of Argument2 is motivated by the nonopen reference of this argument in "objectless" construc-

----------

-- --------

------------
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tions.

According to the notion of disjunctive unification

that I am proposing, the [3N] subsumes [3s] and [3pll, but
disjunctively accepts: [ls], [lpl], [2s] and [2pl].2
The inclusion of the [PN] and [3N] values within the
representation of the ACE form in (5) is illustrated below.
(7)

<huugii

ACE [Arg1-PN, Arg2=3N]i 'SEMI>
FUrthermore, since Pima Bajo ACE forms,

like the

suppletive or reduplicated forms in (8), may bear their own
number value, we add this number value to the representation.
(8) a.

k~~k

[singular]

b.

g~~v

[plural]

c. hime [singular]
d. hihime [plural]

'to bel
n

n

'to leave I
II
n

Representations like the one provided in (7) will
include as well the N(umber) value, either singular as in
those cases in (8a) and (8c), or plural as in (8b) and (8d),
2.
If we analyse the feature [PN] to subsume the set
containing the following values {IN, 2N, 3N, 1s, 2s, 3s, 1pl,
2pl, 3pl}, and the distinction between P, 1, 2, and 3 is
defined on the interaction of the feature [+/-speaker,
+/-hearer], the following situation can be drawn.
Speaker
Hearer
Singular
Plural
PN
+
+
+
+
1x
+
+/+/2x
+
+/+/3N
+/+/According to such a schema, the result of the application of
disjunctive unification will show that a more general value,
either {+,+} or {-,-}, gives place to a more specified one,
a value showing the combination of {+,-} or {-,+}. For the
number case, the N value will be always specified by singular
or plural.
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or a variable N for those ACE forms neutral for singular or
plural, as niar 'to buy'.

The representation provided in

(9) with the singular [S] value for the ACE form 'to leave'
is illustrative.
(9)

<himei ACE [[Arql-PN], a]i 'SEM'.

The number feature of the ACE form in (9) is represented
independent from Argumentl since it need not be identified
with a subject's value.
One more elaboration of the syntactic representation
is necessary.

This elaboration reflects the co-referential

or the non-coreferential relations between the arguments of
an ACE.

This information can be supplied -- for every

syntactic representation of the ACE forms with more than one
arqument -- by a qeneral rule.

The use of the indexes i and

j within the representation of the arguments of an ACE mark

the coreference of the arguments.
i~j]

(10) a. [Arql=PNi

,

Arq2=3Nji

b. [Arql=PNi

,

Arq2=3Ni i i=i]3

(lOa) indicates a situation where Argument l and Arqument2 are
not coreferentiali (lOb), a situation where Arqumentl and
Arqument2 are coreferential.

Actually, the last representa-

tion raises an interestinq problem for the analysis of the

3. I will include the representation of co-referential
or non-coreferential indexes for only those cases of ACE
forms where this information is relevant.
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values of the arguments.

The problem is concerned with how

Argument1 and Arqument2 can be coreferential while bearing
different person and number values. This will be one of the
problems solved in section 3.6.
3.4.2. Lexical elements.

If both Argument1 and Argument2 are a pair of person
and number values, nominal and pronominal forms are analysed
as

elements adding information necessary for pragmatic

purposes, reference and emphasis.

Therefore, the first step

in my analysis is to show how the person and number value of
pronominal forms unify with the arguments of an ACE.

In

doing so, it is necessary to define the functor-argument
relations in which these categories participate.
However, before I discuss how this proposal accounts
for the basic facts concerning the arguments in Pima Bajo, I
present the fundamental descriptive facts about pronominal
and nominal forms. 4
3.5.

Pronominal and Nominal Elements in Pima Bajo.
I begin the examination of the relevant constructions

with the reminder that I have proposed (section 2.3 • 1.
4.
I am assuming that linguistic entities can be
classified into lexical and grammatical elements.
Bound
pronouns as well as some particles like conjunctions and
locatives are considered to be grammatical elements, while
nouns, adjectives, verbs are considered to be lexical
elements.

- - - ---------------

------ - - - - - - - - -
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chapter II) that a propositional Radical is formed by the
combination of a basic form called an ACE and a temporal
property.

Given this proposal, the following are four

different instantiations of Propositional Radicals.
(11) a. hime-ba

go-COMPL
'(I, you, s/he, we, they just) leave'

b. b:i:h-im
catch-CONT
'(I, you, aChe), we, they am/are) catching
(it)'
c. naat-im-ba
make-CONT-COMPL
'(I, you, s/he. we, they am/are just)
finishing (it)

,5

Each sentence in (11) includes only what must appear in a
Propositional Radical.

The absence of nominal or pronominal

forms corresponding to Argument1 and to Argument2 shows that
both arguments are specifically phonologically non-overt
entities.

The glosses suggest the proposed person/number

values.
When a structure, like any of (11), combines with a
nominal or a pronominal element, one rule ensures that for
all intransitive constructions,

an element matches with

5.
In those examples where the English form 'you' is
included without a particular specification for (sg) or (pl) ,
the English gloss includes both the singular and the plural.
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Argumentl

,

and another rule for transitive constructions,

ensures that another element matches

wi~

Argument2 •

The

details on the application of these two rules are provided in
section 3.6. and 3.7.

Once these two different rules are

applied, constructions like those. in (12) are obtained.
(12) a. ASm
ls

hime-ba
go-COMPL

'I (just) left'
b. 1yii oob
bih-im
~
peloot
DIM person catch-CONT ART ball
'The child is catching the ball'
c. hiqam baaki
naat-im-ba
3pl
corn liquor make-CONT-COMPL
'They are (just) finishing making corn-liquor'
d. is k*lY
DEM man

in-niidY-im
ls-see-CONT

'That man sees me'
e. n.ni
ls

n!ir
~ DJ!
see:PERF ART mountain

'I saw the mountain'
The examples in (12) show that pronominal forms accompanying
a Propositional Radical can be either "non-prefixed" forms as
in the case of aan or hiqam in (12a) and (12C) respectively,
"prefixed" forms as ifi- in (12d), "independent" forms like
aani in example (12e), or noun phrases like 1y1i oob, ql
pe1oot,

'q k'1

7,

baaki, and ql vav in (12b-e).

In what follows I will present a broad picture of the
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properties of these forms.

In pursuing this goal, I list

the classes and number of forms,. and consider their order
and
,
distributional properties.
3.5.1

paradigm of pronominal forms.
While the set of noun phrases is unlimited, the

pronominal forms are limited.
pronominal forms

The complete paradigm of

given in (23)

in chapter II -- is

repeated here for convenience.
(13)

Independent Forms

Bound Forms

Values

non-prefixed prefixed
aani
aapi
hig
aatim
aapim
higam

aan
aap
hig
aat
aap
higam

if'iama- / fIJ
tit-/cicmima- / fIJ

1s
2s
3s
1pl
2pl
3pl

3.5.1.1. Properties of pronominal forms.
Contrasting with the freedom of order possibilities
of noun phrases within a sentence -- observed in (13) -- the
pronominal forms are more restricted.
Huan
(14) a. sup on
chicken Juan

niar
buy: PERF

'Juan bought (a) chicken'
b. Huan

supon

niar

c. supon

niar

Huan

d. Huan niar

supon

e. niar

Huan

supon

f. niar

sup on Huan
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In fact, the names heading the different type of pronominal
forms given in (13) suggest the particular restrictions on
the ordering properties of these forms.
The so called "independent"

forms

are used to

introduce an emphatic reference for the subject.

These

forms may occur in preverbal position as is illustrated below
in (15a) and (15b), or in postverbal position as in (15c).
(15) a.

AAni
1s

g' vav
see:PERF ART mountain

n~ir

'I saw the mountain'
b. taakav
uni g' vav
n~ir
yesterday 1s
ART mountain see:PERF
'I saw the mountain yesterday'
c. do'ogov him
taakav
AAni
field
go:PERF yesterday 1s
'Yesterday I went to the field'
d.

n~ir

AAni

see:PERF 1s

kioher
rainbow

'I saw the rainbow'
(Hale's field notes)
contrasting with the "independent" forms, the "bound"
forms are restricted to a preverbal position in the case of
"non-prefixed" forms --examples (16a), (16b), and (16c) -- or
prefixed to an ACE form like the "prefixed" forms given in
examples (16c), (16d) and (16e).
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(16) a.

un
1s

huun hugi
corn eat:PERF

'I ate corn'
b. supon un niar
chicken Is
buy:PERF
'I bought (a) chicken'
c. DIL. iUD:niir
oyeg-tam
Is
2s-see:PERF town-post
'I saw you downtown'
d. ifi-hikc
Is-cut: PERF
'I cut myself'
e. Am-ki'i-eg a
totift
2p-bit-FUT ART ant
'The ant will bite you'
In (16) the "non-prefixed" forms are identified with the
subject, while the "prefixed" forms are identified with the
object.
Furthermore, a subject "non-prefixed" form may cooccur with the " independent" one as in

(17).

In this

si tuation, the resulting expression looks like a case of
"argument

doubling"

because

two

identified with the same argument.

co-occurinq

forms

are

When both the "indepen-

dent" and the "non-prefixed" form co-occur, the "independent"
form is limited to post-verbal position.
(17)

a.

un
1s

suudag
water

va'ap
aani
get:PERF 1s

'I qot some water'
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b. qook si'ik §AD koi
AADi
two deer:~L 1s
kill:PERF:PL 1s
'I killed two deer'
c. ASm i 'ktu
2s
q-word

nuukad ilW.?
have:REN 2s

'What did you have?
d.

un
1s

niidY AADi q' sii'e
see:HAB 1s
ART wolf

'I see the wolf'
Note that the previous examples contrast wi th the use of
similar forms in O'odham.

For that lanquaqe, the "inde-

pendent subject pronouns" (Zepeda (1983:18»

can be iden-

tified with either the subject or the object.
(18) a. mid
run

A.:fi
MD-I

un!
I

'I am runninq'
b. aafti
I

0

MD

fi=niid
me-see

q
huan
ART PN

'Juan sees me'
(Saxton (1982:109»6
In (18a) the "independent" form aafil is identified with
Argumentl

,

as well as the auxiliary forms afi in (18a) and

0

in (18b), but in (18b) the "independent" and the prefixed
form fi- are identified with Argument2 : both forms aqree in
persOn and number value.
In Pima Bajo, "independent" forms
6
The abbreviations for examples in (18) are taken
from Saxton's qrammar. Their meaninq are as follows: MD =
modal, and PN = Proper Noun.
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cannot be identified with Argument2 , so "doublinq" on the
object is impossible.'
7n fact,

"prefixed" forms introduce considerable

complexity to the syntax of Pima Bajo, because "prefixed"
forms appear to function sometimes like Argument1 ,
sometimes like Arqument2 •
matic cases.
3.5.2.

and

Let's now consider those proble-

The special "prefixed" forms.
7 have mentioned that "prefixed" forms show a deqree

of complexity, in that they have more than one function, and
none of those functions will be qiven in simple intransitive
constructions.

In this section I present data showinq that

the 'prefixed' forms may have the followinq functions:
i. Arqument2 in transitive constructions
ii. Arqument2 in ditransitive constructions
iii. Arqument 1 in: possessive phrases, ili4 "want to"
constructions, and subjects in "object" relative
clauses
iVa Finally the "prefixed" forms function as more

7.
I am presuminq a 3-way distinction for O'odham
pronominal forms: the "independent" forms, which are not
obliqatorily present and function as either subject or
object; the 2nd position forms, which are considered by
Zepeda (1983), (1987), and saxton (1982) to be the auxiliary
forms, and aqree in number and person with the subject; the
"prefixed" forms, which are considered by Zepeda (1987), as
well by saxton (1982), to be the object, reflexive and
possessive forms.
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than a single argument in reflexive constructions.
In the following section I present examples of all
these constructions.
3.5.2.1.

~e.simple

transitive cases.

Simple transitive

constru~tions

as those provided in

(15a), (15b), (15d), (16a), (16b), (17a) and (17c) , show noun
phrases which are identified with Argument2 •

Within the

following examples, Argument2 is identified with "prefixedII
forms.
(19) a. Huan
John

i1i-niir-ba
1s-see-COMPL

'John (just) saw me'
gogs .t.i.t-ki'ig
b. ig
lpl-bit:RDP:PERF
DEM dog
'That dog bit us'
c. ig kav g-kic
DEM horse 2s-kick:PERF
'That horse kicked you'
d. aan
1s

Dt:niid-im
2s-see-CONT

'I am seeing you'
However what seems to be a regular behavior of
"prefixed" forms needs to be reconsidered when ditransitive
constructions are observed.
3.5.2.2.

The Ditransitive cases.
Ditransitive constructions show that predicates

requiring three arguments, like the predicate Ilaake 'to give'
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or holer 'to offer' may take a noun phrase as the form that
provides reference to Argument2 , and another noun phrase for
Argument3 •
(20) a. Beniit
Benito

kafee Hosee ho'er
coffee Joe
offer:PERF

'Benito offered a coffee to Joe'
b. Marii
Mary

timec
maa
lYii OOb
tortilla qive:PERF DIM person

'Mary qave a tortilla to the child'
If the 'qiven object' is identified by means of a "prefixed"
form, that "prefixed" form functions as Argument2 •
(21) a. Beniit
Benito

Hosee
Joe

A,:ho'er
3s-offer:PERF

'Benito offered it to Joe'
lYii oob
b. Marii A,:maa
Mary 3s-qive:PERF DIM person
'Mary gave it to the child'
For each sentence in (21), it is possible to have a corresponding construction where the 'givee' and not the 'given
object' is expressed by means of a "prefixed" form.

This is

illustrated below.
(22) a. Beniit
Benito

kafee
A:ho'er
coffee 3s-offer:PERF

'Benito offered him a coffee'
b. Marii
Mary

t~mec

tortilla

A=,maa
3s-give:PERF

'Mary gave him a tortilla'
For any of those transitive or ditransitive constructions,
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one option is to say that "prefixed" forms can mark
gument3 , but it is not the only option.

Ar-

Pollard and Saq

(1987:115-121) confronted with comparable data in Enqlish and
arque that the direct object is defined in terms of the order
of the arguments in the subcateqorization list rather than
with any other kind of criteria like order position, or
semantic role.

Furthermore, they also mention that HPSG

does not require a semantic role to be associated with each
of the subcategorized complements.

Evidence from Yaqui --

another Uto-aztecan lanquaqe, Escalante (1985:51) -- shows
that certain ditransitive verbs like 'give' use the suffix
-ta (commonly used to mark the direct object) to mark both,
the given object and the receiver.

Such kind of verbs --

illustrated in (23a) --contrast with verbs like 'to sell"
which require an object marked with -ta and an oblique
argument marked with a post-position (23b).
(23) a. Huan peo-~
vachi-tA maka-k
John Pete-OBJ corn-OBJ give-REAL
'John qave Pete the corn'
b. Huan peo-~
vachi-~
John Pete:OBJ-POST corn-OBJ

nenka-k
sell-REAL

'John sold Pete the corn'S
S. Jelinek (p.c.) classifies Yaqui verbs in two classes
dependinq upon their subcategorization requirements: one
class, i.e. makak 'to give', mahta 'to teach' comprise those
verbs requiring two objects marked with -ta; the second
class, i.e. hinuk 'to buy', nu'u 'to qet' requires an object
complement marked with -ta and an oblique argument marked

--

----------
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so, for the Pima Bajo case, I classify the arguments
of any 2-argument verb as Argumentl and Argument2 , and only
the latter correspond to "prefixed" forms. In such a way, in
the case of ditransitive verbs,

the occurrence of the

"prefixed" form always corresponds to Argument2 , and Argument3 the Noun Phrase.
3.5.2.3.

The "subject" cases.
other constructions present much clearer cases of a

"prefixed" form performing as other than Argument2•
The
present section presents examples of constructions where the
"prefixed" forms function like Argumentl

•

The "subject"

cases are found in: possessive constructions, the 4:1i4 "want
to" constructions, and the "object" relative clauses.
3.5.2.3.1.

Argument l in possessive constructions.

The possessive constructions under discussion are
those that function as predications.

Note the constructions

illustrated below.
(24) a. in:noonov
1s-arm:PL
'I have arms'

b. am-kii-gar
with the postposition -tau. The situation in Pima Bajo is
quite similar.
Pima Bajo has some ditransitive verbs
requiring an oblique benefactive argument marked with the
postposition -bwika.
I need to explore more data to decide
the complete list of verbs which correspond to one class or
the other.
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2s-house-POSS
'You have a house'
The pair of predications presented in (24) show "prefixed"
forms, 16- and am-, combined with the noun phrases Doonov
'arms'

(in (24a» , and kii 'house' (in (24b».

In the

examples in (24), the combination of a noun phrase with a
"prefixed" form is a predicate where the "prefixed" forms are
identified with Argument1 •
3.5.2.3.2

The 'li4 or "want ton-constructions.

with the term "want ton-constructions, I am identifyinq a type of predication includinq the ACE 'li4. This ACE
requires two arguments, one of them a proposition and the
other one Argument1 •
(25) a. aan
ls

Observe the followinq examples.

oob
Pima

noki-aq
ifi-ilid
speak-FUT ls-want

'I want to speak pima'
b. aap
2s

huun
corn

huqi-aq
eat-FUT

am-ilid
2s-want

'You want to eat corn'
c. aan
ls

supna'akar
niali-haq ifi-tlid
chicken:eqq:RDP buy-FUT
ls-want

'I want to buy eqqs'
In all these constructions the "prefixed" forms attached to
'li4 have the same referential value as the "non-prefixed"

forms identified with the subject, so the "prefixed" forms
also identified with Argument1 of the ACE 'li4.
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3.5.2.3.3

Subjects of "object" relative clauses.

"Object" relative clauses are called by Langacker
(1977:181) because they are missing their objects.

Within

this type of relative clause, a "prefixed" form is associated
with the Arqument1 •
provided in (26).

Examples of those constructions are

(26) a. aan am-maki-ag g' kaibil
ift-vanit-kik
1s 2s-give-FUT ART ear of corn 1s-cut-REL
'I will give you the ear of corn that I cut'
b. uus ift-gtyit-kik
tree 1s-cut-REL

g~i

fall:PERF

'The tree I cut fell down'
c.

k~l

man

tit-n*id-k!k
1pl-see-REL

am-hadin
2pl-brother

'The man we saw is your brother'
In each construction in (26), the "prefixed" form attached to
the predicate containing the suffix

-k~k

is associated with

the Arqument1 of the predicate.
3.5.2.4. "Prefixed" fo~s in reflexive constructions.
Reflexives are the last type of construction I
consider where the "prefixed" forms occur.

Common reflexive

constructions in Pima Bajo look like the examples below.
(27) a. aan
1s

ift:baken
1s-wash:HAB

'I am washing myself'
b. aap
2s

am-hike
2s-cut:PERF
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'You cut yourself'

c. Hosee
Joe

vav-ijer
A=huu
beans-cooked 3s-eat:PERF

'Joe fed himself cooked beans'
Based on examples (27a-27c), one may speculate that the
"prefixed" forms 1fi-, _-, and a- can be identified to
express the reflexives while the "non-prefixed" forms aaD,

aap and the noun phrase

Bo... are

identified with optional

subject forms, but this hypothesis is inadequate when we
consider examples in

(28a-b)

which are the alternative

"subjectless" constructions from (27a-b).
(28) a. in=baken
ls-wash:HAB
'I am washing myself'
b. m=hikc
2s-cut:PERF
'You cut yourself'
In fact, constructions in (28) have two possible interpretations: the reflexive and the transitive one.

The transi-

tive interpretation is obtained when those constructions are
interpreted as: '(S/he is, you/they) are giving me a bath· in
the case of (28a), and '(I, s/he, we, they) cut you' in the
case of (28b).

The reflexive interpretation is obtained

when the "prefixed" forms fix the interpretation of both
Argument1 and Argument2 •

Both interpretations, the trans i-
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tive and the reflexive, are possible, but the reflexive is
preferred to the transitive one.

The analysis of the

"prefixed" forms given in section 3.6 accounts for the two
possible interpretations of these reflexive constructions.
In sum,

I

have presented in this section,

problematic data with the ·prefixed" forms.

As

the

I mentioned

at the beginning of this section, "prefixed" forms can be
looked at as elements having three different functions:
Argument2 in transitive and ditransitive constructions, Argument1 in possessive, 4:1i4 constructions and "object" relative
clauses, and finally as more than one argument in reflexive
constructions.
In what follows I present the analysis for this data.
The analysis that I am providing is strongly motivated by
the different functions of the Pima Bajo "prefixed" forms,
and must be oriented in two directions: first

to'expla~n

the

syntactic relations between "prefixed" forms and the arguments of a predicate, and second to observe how such dependencies are realised in clausal constructions in order to
explain the situation in 4:1i4 constructions and relative
clauses.

Thus, the relevant questions to answer will be:

i. What· s the role of the "prefixed" forms within
the grammar of Pima Bajo?
ii. Under what conditions are the "prefixed" forms
identified with an argument?
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In addition, I will consider the role of lexical
3.6.

elements~

Analysis of the "Prefixed" FOrms.

I present in this section a Categorial Unification
analysis for the "prefixed" forms.

This analysis makes use

of the following assumptions mentioned in chapter I: i. categories are basic or complex; i1. complex expressions are
obtained by a functor-argument relation where one category is
the functor, and the second is the argument; iii. both simple
unification and disjunctive unification are operations that
match the values of the functor with the values of the
argument to yield a new category.
3.6.1

Two endocentric functions for Argument2 •
consider first that I have said that an ACE is a

lexical item which bears a temporal property and is specified
for its argument requirements.

In the specification of the

arguments of an ACE, Argument1 is considered to be an open
[PN] value, while Argument2 is a [3N] value.

Recall also

that I have mentioned that a sentence in Pima Bajo may
optionally include up to three lexical elements: one identified with Argument1 and the others identified (if they are
required) with Argument2 and Argument3 •
(29) a Huaan a'as-im
John
laugh-cONT
'John is laughing'
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b. lyii Oob
kuasSy tik
DIM person frog
hit:PERF
'The child hit the frog'
c. Beniit kafee Hosee ho'er
Benito coffee Joe
offer:PERF
'Benito offered a coffee to Joe'
The argument requirements of the ACE forms in (29) are given
below.

Observe that for the NP in (30c) a feature-value en]

is given, where en] stands for a singular or plural value.
(30) a.

a'asim [Arg1=PN]

b.

tik

[Arg1=PN, Arg2 =3N]

c.

ho'er

[Arg1=PN, Arg2=3N, Arg3=NP[n]]

where Argument1 is the value [PH], Argument2 is [3N], but
Argument3 -- which by the considerations that I have made
before with respect to the fact that the "prefixed" forms are
always

identified with Argument2

--

will

be something

requiring an NP[n] since Argument3 will be always realised as
an NP which has a number feature. 9
The first case to analyse will be examples as those
in (29c).

I

assume here that a rule combines a noun phrase

with an ACE, giving semantic
argument: Argument3 •

c~ntent

to the right-most

The general schema of this rule, which

9.
The assumption that Argument3. is represented as
requiring an [HP], avoids any possible discussion concerning
a given person value for noun phrases.
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X am calling the '2bject .oun Zhrase Xncorporation Rule'
(ONPX) is the following. 10
(31)

NP:

ACE, ••• kg3)

->

ACE, ••• HP)

Rule (31) states that a noun phrase combines with an ACE to
yield another ACE.

The expansion of this rule, in (32),

shows how the syntax and the semantics change after its
application.
(32)

Object Noun Phrase Xncorporation Rule (ONPX):
<PHONi NP[n-val]IACEi 'SEM'> : <PHONi ACE
[[Argl=PN, Arg2=3N, Arg3=NP,n)]' N]i 'SEM'>
-> <PHON + PHONi ACE [[Argl=PN, Arg2=3N, Arg3 =
NP,nlun-val=n, where the en-val] of the NP
unifies (U) with the en] value of the right-most
argument of the subcategorization list], N]i
'SEM,>11

The complete representation given in (32) states that, if an
expression of category NP, containing a particular number

.

value, singular or plural (represented en-val]), combines
with another expression of category ACE, then the result will
10. X am using the notation in (31) NP : ACE -> ACE to
represent functional application rather than the more usual
slash representation ACE lACE.
11.
A distinction between [PN], en] and en-val] is
introduced.
The first is us~d for the open person and
number value of the subject, en] as an unspecified variable
over the feature singular or plural, and en-val] is used to
generalize over a particular number value of a given noun
phrase.
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be: the concatenation of the two expressions in the phonology; a category ACE in the syntax, where Argument1 still
appears as an open [PH] value and Argument2 as [3H], but the
right-most argument --Argument3
value [n] where the variable

D

value, sinqular or plural.

--

is no longer an

NP

but the

stands for a fixed referential
The semantics will change in

such a way that the semantics of the noun phrase is applied
to the semantics of the ACE.

In general, the semantics is

out of the scope of the present study.
Observe the concrete example in (29c).

Suppose

that the Pima Bajo noun phrase Bosee 'John' combines with an
element of category ACE, for example the basic ACE form HOIER
'to offer' .12
(33)

<Hosee; NP[S] lACE; 'JOHN'>

.

<HO'ER; ACE

[[Arg1=PH, Arg2 =3H, Arg3=NP(n)' H]; 'SEMI>
-> <Hosee HO'ER or HO'ER Hosee, ACE [[Arg1=PH,
Arg2=3H]]; 'SEM,>13
The function of the noun phrase Bosee in rule (33) is not
only to incorporate a particular meaning 'John'

the

semantic content -- for Argument3, but also to specify the
12. I am representing in capital letters the basic form
of the ACE HO'ER 'to offer'to represent that ACE forms are
atemporal, previous to any assigment of a function adding a
temporal property.
13. Two phonological orderings -- Hosee HO' ER and HO I ER
Hosee -- are given since no order conditions holds in the
application of rule defined in (32).

- - - ---- --- -_. - - - - - -

-

------------_.
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required number value of Argument3 •

In the application in

(33), the result shows that the ACE requires no more an
Argument3 •

The right-most argument required by the ACE
is referentially fixed,

HO' ER -- the Argument3

and

therefore cancelled.
The mechanism that makes possible the combination of
a noun phrase and an ACE is unification.

The representation

of unification for the application in (33) is the following.
(34)

NP[n) U

[s]

= [s]

The representation provided in (34) expresses the unification
(U) of the [n] value of Argument3 and the [s] value of Hosee
'John' •
Basic to the unification process within the syntax is
the notion of feature-value subsumption.
are subsumed will be unified,

only features that

in this case, the [n] of

Argument3 represents an open value for number, therefore the
[n] can accept two possible specifications, singular [s], or
plural [pl].

Thus for the expression illustrated in (29c),

once the number feature of Argument3 is specified, its number
value is fixed.

No further specification, no further change

in feature-value, would be accepted.
For the noun phrase kafee in (29c), as well as for
the noun phrase kua4y in

(29b) ,

the ONPI rule is also

required, this requires a revision in the rule.

In the case

of kafee, when the ONPI rule applies a second time the rule

----

--------

-------
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reaches the right-most argument which has not yet been
assigned a referential value.. .In the case of the predicate
tl:Jt 'to hit' since the ACE form requires only two arguments,

the ONP! rule applies to the right-most complement -Argument2 •

For both cases, the [n] of the NP unifies with

the [3N] value of Argument2 •
(35)

NP rn ) U [3N] = [3n-val]

The definition in (32) needs to be defined as a rule
that might also be applied to predicates requiring two
arguments.
(36) Object Noun Phrase Incorporation Rule: (Revised)
<PHON; NP[n-val] lACE; 'SEM'> : <PHON; ACE
[[Argl=PN, •••• Argx=y], N]; 'SEM'>

->

<PHON +

PHON; ACE [[Argl=PN, •••• Argx=NP[n-val); where
the en-val] of the functor NP unifies

(U)

with

the en] value of the right-most argument non
Argumentl of the subcategorization list], N];
'SEM'>

Thus, according to this analysis, the constructions
in (37) and (38), differ in the application of the ONPI rule:
examples in (37) have undegone the application but not those
in (38).
(37) a. suspon
nuukad
chicken:pl have:PERF
'(I, you, s/he, we, they) have chickens'
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b. k4:c-im
g' 90gs
kick-CONT ART dog
'(I, you, s/he, we, they) are kicking the dog'
c. sit mu'i
INT INT

vaakes
cows

niier
see: PERF

'(I, you, s/he, we, they) saw lots of cows'
(38) a. nuukad
have: PERF
'I, you, s/he, we, they have (it)'
b. kic-im
kick-CONT
'I, you, s/he, we, they are kicking (it)'
c. 'am
LOC

niier
see: PERF

'I, you, s/he, we, they (just) saw (it)'
All the ACE forms in (37) and (38) bear a tense/aspect value. The application of a tense/aspect value is
a function that takes elements of the category ACE to yield
Propositional Radicals.

The general schema for such a rule

is the following.
(39)

tense/aspect:

ACE

->

'" P

The specification of the schema in (39), where tense/aspect
is a functor taking an ACE as its argument to yield a
Propositional Radical as the result, is illustrated below.
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(40)

Tense/aspect Rule;
<PHON; VPIACE [TENSE/ASPECT];

>

.

<PHON; ACE [[Arq1-PN, ( ••• )], N]; 'SEM'>
->

<PHON; VP [[Arq1=PN, ( ••• )], N,

TENSE/ASPECT]; 'SEH,>l~
The syntactic representation of the resultinq cateqory in
(40) marks four pieces of information: the cateqory label of

the expression, the list of arquments with their feature
values identifyinq the arqument structure of the ACE form,
the number value of the ACE form,
feature.

and the tense/aspect

I assume that the Propositional Radical is defined

as an expression containinq: i. a tense/aspect feature value
of the qroup FUTURE, or NON-FUTURE (cf. (20) in chapter II),
and ii. an open [PN] value for Arqument1 , thus, within a
Propositional Radical the subject's reference is unspecified.
The application of rule (40) to yield constructions
as for example those qiven in (37a) and (38a) is illustrated
below.

14.
I assume also that for the phonoloqy of Tense/aspect the identity function could be applied since the
phonoloqy for such cases is non-obliqatory.
The identity
function could be instantiated by the feature IMPERFECTIVE
which applies to an ACE form without chanqinq its phonoloqy.
The phonoloqy of these cases is represented between parenthesis (PHON). Since I am assuminq that tense/aspect is a
morphological property of the ACE forms, the semantics of
tense/aspect is represented with a blank line.
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(41) a. <-kad, VPIACE [REM];

·•

>

<suspon, NUUK

or NUUK, suspon; ACE [[Arg1 =PH, ( ••• )], H];
'SEMI>

->

<suspon nuukad, or nuukad suspon;

VP [[Arg1-PH, ( ••• )], H, REM]; 'SEMI>
b. <-kad, VPIACE [REM]; _

>

[[Arg1=PH], Hl; 'SEMI>

->

·•

<NUUK; ACE

<nuukad;

[vP [[Arg1 =PH], H, REMl; 'SEMI>15
The obvious question to address has to do with the phonology,
that is, with the relative order of the elements: If tense/ aspect combines with ACE forms to yield a Proposi tional
Radical, and an ACE form is either a one-word expression,
e.g. NOOK, or a two-word expression like the unordered pair
<suspon, NOOK>, what kind of operation needs to be applied in
order to ensure the correct placement of tense/aspect?

I

will not address this question now, but provide an answer in
chapter V, where the analysis of the relative order of
elements is given. 16
Two remaining aspects of the analysis need to be
mentioned.

One question has to do with a general property

of unification,

since unification is a

mechanism that

15.
The application of the tense/aspect rule in (41)
pressumes that the ONPI rule preceedes, but that isn I t
necessary.
16.
In the following sections, I will include the
representation of the tense/aspect feature only for those
expressions where this feature is relevant for my analysis.
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The question has

maintains or keeps track of information.

to do with the values inside a Propositional Radical: why in
the syntax do we need to keep track of the [PN-val] value
assigned to Argument2? The important fact around this issue
is that straight unification proposals do not cancel like
categorial grammars do, but once the person and number value
of an argument is fixed, the value will be no longer available for further manipulation; the reason is that unification,

which is defined under subsumption,

specifies a

feature-value and that the specified feature-value can't be
further specified.

The second question concerns Argument1 :

when and how will this argument be assigned a referential
value?

This question will be addressed in section 3.7 where

the analysis of "non-prefixed" forms is given.
So far, I have said nothing about the "prefixed"
forms.

Any "prefixed" form is combined with an ACE through

a rule similar to the ONPI rule.

The general schema of the

prefixatioD rule is given in (42), and differs only from the
general schema in (31) in that the functor is a "prefixed"
form rather than an NP.
(42)

Prefix form :

ACE

->

ACE

The elaboration in (43) of the too general schema _in (42)
shows that the Prefixation rule has,

however different

unification effects than the 'Object Noun Phrase Incorporation Rule'.
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(43)

Prefixation Rule: (First approximation)
<PHON; ACEIACE [PH-val]; 'SEM'>

.

<PHON; ACE

[[Arg1=PN, Arg2=3N,( ••• )], N); 'SEM'>

->

<PHON; ACE [[Arg1=PN, Arg2=3NnPN-val,( ••• »), N,
'SEM'> or <PHON; ACE [[Arg1=PNUPN-val,( ••• »), N,
'SEM'>
Rule (43) is given in these general terms in order to capture
the set of data provided in section 3.5.

Rule (43) declares

that the rule applies only to those ACE forms requiring a
second argument, and that the value of a "prefixed" form
unifies with either the [PN] value of Argument1 , or the value
of Argument2 •
The fact that either the application of the
Object Noun Phrase Incorporation Rule, (given in (32», or
the Prefixation Rule

(in

(43»

affects the syntax

(and

possibly the semantics) of the expressions, blocks another
possible application of either rule to the same argument -Argument2 •

Once a referential value is given or specified,

such value is fixed, and no change will be acceptable.
Applications of rule (43) will tell us if the operation to be
applied will be simple unification or disjunctive unification: unification will be applied if the PN-val of the
"prefixed" form matches with the value of Argument1 , illustrated in (44a) , but disjunctive unification will be 'applied
if the PN-val of the "prefixed" form specifies the 3N value
of Arqwment2, (44b) below (where the index r is used to make
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a distinction between the value of the ·prefix" form and the
value requirement of the ACE form).
(44) a. <PHON; ACE IACE [PN-val); 'SEN'>

:

<PHON; ACE

[[Arg1=PN, Arg2-3N,C ••• )], X]; 'SEM'>

->

<PHON; ACE [[Ar91-PNUPN-val-PNr' Ar92=3N,
C••• )], N]; 'SEN'>
b. <PHON; ACE IACE [PN-val]; 'SEN'>

<PHON; ACE

[[Arg1=PN, Arg2=3N,C ••• ), N]; 'SEN'> ->
<PHON; ACE [[Arg1=PN, Arg2=3XnPN-val=PNr ,
C••• )], N]; 'SEM,>17
Let us now examine the specific application of the
Prefixation Rule to the Pima Bajo constructions with "prefixed" forms.
3.6.2.

Prefixation Rule and the problematic cases with

"prefixed" forms.
The aim of this section is to provide an integrated
analysis where all the uses of the "prefixed" forms, the
simple transiti ve cases, as well as the four problematic
cases -- the possessive, the i114, the object relative, and
the reflexive -- are accomodated.

The basis of such an

analysis has to do with the similarities that those different
cases present in regard to the relation between Argument1 and
17. I am representing disjunctive unification by using
the symbol n, when the choice between the features 3N and PNval is presented, the unification operates disjunctively
choosing the most marked feature.
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Argument2 •

To observe such a relation, I analyse first the

transitive cases and second the "problematic" cases.
3.6.2.1. Transitive cases.
The most general set of data which motivate considering the "prefixed" forms like object forms is repeated below.
(45) a. Huaan A-niir
John
3s-see:PERF
'John saw hiin'
b. lYii oob
~-kic-im
DIM person 2s-kick-CONT
'The child is kicking you'
c. o'oks tit-bak-im
women lpl-wash-CONT
'The women are washing us'
constructions in (45) are propositions which contain noun
phrases identified as the subjects, and "prefixed" forms
identified as object forms.

In order to demonstrate how the

Prefixation Rule works to build up the basic expressions for
such constructions, the expressions in (45) may be reduced to
the following constructions.
(46) a. A-niir
3s-see:PERF
'(I, you, slhe, we, they) saw him'
b. !Ul!-kic-im
2s-kick-CONT
'(I, you, slhe, we, they) kick you'

-----------------

-----

-------
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c. lli-bak-im
1pl-wash-CONT
'(I, you, s/he, we, they) are washinq us'
Expressions in (46) are Propositional Radicals; all of them
contain a tense/aspect value.

If the rule of Prefixation is

applied to a bare ACE form such as N%IR in (46a), the
followinq application results.
(47)

<a; ACEIACE [3s]; 'SEM'>

<N%IR; ACE

[[Arql=PN, Arq2=3N], N]; 'SEM'>

<aN%IR;

->

ACE [[Arql=PN, Arq2=3NU3s=3S], N]; 'SEM'>
The application in (47) shows that the [3s] value of the
"prefixed" form a- unifies with the [3N] value of Arqument2 ,
and the result shows a complete specification for the values
of Arqument2: [3s].
The application of Prefixation Rule to
examples in (46b) and (46c) requires disjunctive unification.
Those applications are illustrated below.
(48) a. <am-; ACE IACE [2s]; 'SEM'>

<K%CIM; ACE

[[Arql=PN, Arq2=3N], N]; 'SEM'>

->

<amK%CHIM; ACE [[Arql=PH, Arq2=3Hn2s=2s], N];
'SEM'>

b. <tit-; ACEIACE [lpl]; 'SEM'>

.

[[Arql=PN, ArQ2=3N], H]; 'SEM'>

<BAKIM; ACE
->

<titBAKIM;

ACE [[ArQl=PN, ArQ2=3Nn1pl=lpl], N]; 'SEM'>
The result of the application of the Prefixation rule in (48)
illustrates disjunctive unification:

the PH-val of the
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"prefixed" forms

Ul-

value of Argument2 •

[2s] and tit- [lpl] blocks the [3N]
These

app~ications

of the Prefixation

rule show that the rule works fine for transitive cases.
Recall that I have said that constructions like those
in (46) may have two possible interpretations: the reflexive,
as well as the transitive.

section 3.6.2.4. addresses the

analysis of reflexive constructions.
However, as we have seen above, it is not always the
case that the value of the "prefixed" forms unifies with
Argument2 •

In order to capture all those cases where the

'special prefixed forms' function other than as Argument2 ,
further specifications for the Prefixation rule provided in
(43) are necessary.

Such modifications are introduced in

the following sections.
3.6.2.2.

"Prefixed" forms and the Argument1 cases.
In the preceding section I have shown that "prefixed"

forms add person and number values lPN-Val], that unify with
Argument2 •

The rule given in (43) mentions that the value

of a "prefixed" form can also unify with the [PN] value of
Argument1 , but no analysis has yet been provided.

In the

following section, I show that when Argument2 is referentially "dependent" and not a [3N] value, the "prefixed" forms
can •t unify with Argument2 •

As a consequence of such a

dependency, the value of the "prefixed" form assigns referential value to Argument1 •

The analysis presented in general
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shows i. that the Prefixation Rule applies to ACE forms
requiring at least two arguments, and ii. that the Prefixation rule applies in two directions according to the relation
between Argumentl and Argument2 : the first application of the
Prefixation rule was addressed above in section 3.6.2.1., the
second shows, that when Argument2 is marked as dependent -therefore it is not a [3N] value -- the value of the "prefixed" form unifies with Argumentl

•

3.6.2.2.1. Possessive constructions.
In possessive constructions, the set of data to be
accounted for are those constructions that combine a Ilprefixed" form with an ACE form.
(49) a. ift-noonov
ls-arm:PL
'I have armsl
b. am-kii-gar
2s-house-POSS
'You have a house l
Recall from chapter II that nouns, adjectives, and
verbs are potentially members of category ACE.

Pima Bajo

classifies nouns in three different classes according to
their capability of expressing the notion of possession.
The first class comprises nouns like kii 'house I or

mo'o~el

'shirt I which, combined with the possessive suffixes -gar
i.e. kiigar 'its house I or -r i.e.

mo'o~er

'its shirt I ,

become a category which requires one argument: Argument l

,

the
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possessor i.e. BuaaD kiig&r 'John's house' or 'John has a
house' •

iA-kiig&r 'my house' or 'I have a house'.

The

second class is formed by nouns which express body parts and
commonly are classified as "inherently" possessed nouns; some
of these nouns can optionally be combined with the suffix of
possession -r, e.q. DOODOV 'its arms', DoveC-r) 'its arm',
mo'oC-~)

'its head'.

The last class are nouns that can't be

possessed; as for example ta8 'day/sun', ma8a4 'moon', so
they are neither inherently possessed nouns nor can they be
combined with the suffixes -gar or _r.18
The question arises as to how nouns must be lexically
represented.

The answer is that any common noun from the

first throuqh the third class mentioned above is lexically
represented as havinq a feature value [n], where the variable
D stands for sinqular or plural.
(50) a. kii N[s]
b. kiik N[pl]
c. nove N[s]
d. nonov N[pl]
e. tas N[s]
f. maasad N[s]
My analysis proposes that when nouns of the first or second
class are modified by the suffixes -r or -gar they become
18. The suffix -gar is composed by the combination of
the suffix of alienability -ga- plus the possessive -r.
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members of either the cateqory NP or the category ACE.
third class of nouns will never be ACE forms.

The

The major

evidence for the analysis claiminq a double function for
possessed nouns is based on the following considerations.
First: the number value [s] or [pl] of a noun -- observe
examples in (50) -- is also represented as the number value
of a noun phrase like those in (51).
(51) a. <kii NP[§]; 'SEM'>

b. <kiik NP[Rl]; 'SEM'>
c. <nove; NP[§]; 'SEM'>
d. <nonov; NP[Rl]; 'SEM'>
Second: such a number value, satisfies two different positions within the representation of a possessive ACE form: the
particular [N] value of an ACE form, and via indexation -index k in (52) -- the feature value of the possessee, that
is, the number value of Argument2 •
(52) a. <kiigar; ACE [[ Ar91=PN, Ar92=k]'

~k];

b. <kiikgar; ACE [[Arg1=PN, Ar92=k]'
c. <nover; ACE [[ArQl=PN, Arg2=k]'

'SEM'>

~k];'SEM'>

~k];

'SEM'>

d. <noonov; ACE [[ Ar91=PN, Arg2=k]' Elk]; 'SEM'>
The double function of the number value allows the possessed
nouns to function like lexical arguments and also like
predicates.

Thus, each possessed noun can be lexically

represented as having two representations: one as a noun
phrase i.e. (51), and the second as an ACE form i.e. (52).
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Observe that by the fact of coindexation, Argument2 is no
longer a [3N], but an argument which its value depends on the
value of the ACE form.
The fact that nouns as kiigar, kiikgar, Dover, and
DOODOV can be ACE forms doesn't preclude their participation
as NPs in concrete applications of the ONPI rule (defined in
(36», or like subject noun phrases of a predicate.

This

follows from this second categorial possibility; represented
in (51).
(53) a. huan
huan

am-kii-gar
mii
2s-house-POSS burn:PERF

'John has burned your house'
b. ift-noonov
ls-arm:PL

ko'ok
hurt:PL:HAB

'My arms hurt'
c. am-kii-gar
mii
2s-house-POSS burn:PERF
'Your house burned'
In (53a), the possessive phrase am-kii-gar is the lexical
object argument; in (53b) and (53c) ifi-DOODOV and am-kiigar
are identified as the referential subjects of the Pima Bajo
predicates 'to hurt' and 'to burn' in these two last cases
the feature value PI (plural) of DOODOV and the feature value
S (singular) of kit will be the feature value that counts for
subject-verb agreement
predicate ko'ok).

(DOODOV is plural and also the
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When the Prefixation Rule applies, the rule acts over
those nouns that can be BPs and also be ACE forms.

The rule

never applies to nouns which would never be ACEs, i.e. ta8,
. .a8a4.

The application of a "prefixed" form, via Prefixa-

tion Rule, to

DOODOV

or kiiq&r functioning as ACE forms is

illustrated in (54).
(54) a. <ift-; ACE IACE [ls]i 'SEM'>

·•

<noonovi

ACE [[Arg1=PN, Arg2=k]' Plk]i 'SEM>

->

<PHONi ACE [[Arg1=ls, Arg2=k]' Pl]; 'SEM'>
b. <am-; ACEIACE [2s]; 'SEM'>

·•

<kiigari

ACE [[Arg1=PN, Arg2=k]' Sk]i 'SEM'>

->

<PHONi ACE [[Arg1=2s, Arg2=k]' S]i 'SEM'>
The application shows that the [PN-val] of the "prefixed"
form has been unified with the [PN] value of Argument1 • The
reason is that the value of Argument2 is not a [3N] value.
The number value of such an argument depends on the singular
or plural value of the ACE form.

Then, the value of the

"prefixed"

form unifies with Argument1 since no
argument is available for unification purposes.

other
The

critical property of the application of a "prefixed" form to
possessed forms is that the result shows that both Argument1
-- the possessor -- and Arqument2 -- the posses see -been satisfied, referentially fixed.

have

The prefixation Rule in (43) needs to be modified to
capture possessive constructions presented in this section.
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However, before doing such a revision, I present the analysis
of the another type of constructions showing "prefixed" forms
adding a [PN-val] that unifies with Argument1 •
3.6.2.2.2.

The 'li4 "want to" constructions.

This type of construction always appears in a complex
construction where another ACE form occurs.
forms are attached to the 'li4 form.

The "prefixed"

Observe the following

examples.
(55) a. aan
ls

oob
Pima

noki-ag
ifi-ilid
speak-FUT ls-want

'I want to speak Pima'
b. aap
2s

huun
corn

hugi-ag
eat-FUT

am-ilid
2s-want

'You want to eat corn'
c. aan
ls

supna'akar
niali-hag ifi-~lid
chicken:egg:RDP buy-FUT
ls-want

'I want to buy eggs'
In each sentence in (55), the 'li4 form occurs clause finally
after another ACE form: Dokiag in (55a), hugiag in (55b) and
Dia1ihag in (55C).

The ACE form 'li4, as well as the ACE

forms aagim and h'ih in (56) can be glossed as 'to want', 'to
desire' or 'to think'.
(56) a. aan aag-im
ko-p i'a
k~~-an
ls
want-CONT ko-2s there be-1RR
'I want you to stand up there'
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b.

~g

3s

h~~
ko aan huun hug-an
want:PERF ko 1s corn eat-IRR

'He wanted me to eat corn'
However aagt. and h61b are ACE forms with different
properties than 6114.

The ACE 6114 requires:

i.

two

obligatory arguments and Argument2 must be a complete sentence, ii. the ACE form of the sentential argument is tensed:
[future], and iii. the person and number value of the subject
~114

of both ACE forms

the

and the ACE form of the

sentential argument

are identical (i.e. co-referentially

subject feature value is observed by the presence of the
forms aan and 16 in (55a) and (55c».
ACE forms aagim and

b~1b

The properties of the

are: i. Argument2 must be a cons-

truction introduced by ko (56b) and (56c); ii. the sentential
argument is not tensed but a mood affix marking [irrealis] is
required, and iii. identical subjects are not required as we
can observe in examples provided in (56).
The
arguments:
thinks,

~lid

form can be analyzed as an ACE requiring two

Argumentl ,

and Argument2 ,

the person who wants,
an

desires or

independent sentence.

simplest lexical representation for the ACE

~li4

The

is defined

as having the following argument structure.
(57)

<

~lid;

ACE [Argl=PN, Arg2=S]; 'SEMI>

The representation in (57) shows that Argument l must be a
[PN] value, but Argument2 is an s, not a

[3N] value.
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However, such representation says nothing about the obligatory coreference (identical subjects) between the Argument1
of the ~li4 ACE form and the Argument1 of the ACE form of the
sentential argument.

I will come back to this point at the

end of this chapter.
When the Prefixation Rule in (43) applies to obtain
the ACE forms as

ifi-~li4

or

aa-~li4

-- examples in (55) --

the following applications result.
(58) a. <ift-; ACE IACE [ls]; 'SEM'>

:

[[Arg1=PH, Arg2=S], H]; 'SEM'>
[[Arg1=lS, Arg2 =S], H]; 'SEM'>
b. <am-; ACE IACE [2s]; 'SEM'>

:

[[Arql=PH, Arg2 =S], H]; 'SEM'>

<~lid;

->

ACE

<PHOH, ACE

<~lid;

ACE

-> <PHOH; ACE

[[Arg1=2s, Arg2=S], H]; 'SEM'>
According to the above applications, and since there is no
appropriate [PH-val] in Argument2 for the "prefixed" form to
unify with, the [PH-val] of the "prefixed" form unifies with
So, the referential value of Argument1 , for all
constructions, must be given by a "prefixed" form:

Argument1 •
the

~li4

ifi- in (55a) and (55c), aa- in (55b).

The "prefixed" form

unifies with the [PH] value of Argument1 since Arqument2 is
not a [3H] value.
3.6.2.2.3.

Prefixation in "object" relative clauses.

The data to be accounted for is illustrated again
below.
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(59) a. aan am-maki-ag g' kaibil
in-yanit-kik
ls 2s-give-FUT ART ear of corn 1s-cut-REL
'I will give you the ear of corn that I cut'
b. uus in-aivit-kik
tree ls-cut-REL

gii
fall: PERF

'The tree I cut fell down'
c. kil
man

tit-niid-ktk
1pl-see-REL

am-hadin
2pl-brother

'The man we saw is your brother,19
The relative clauses in

(59)

are all lIobject ll relative

clauses formed by a IIprefixed ll form, an ACE form and the
suffix -kik.
The IIsubjectll relative clauses in (60)

lack the

IIprefixed ll form, but still contain the suffix -kik, since
this suffix is obligatory for all relative clauses.
(60) a. aan mila-hag g
gogs giis-kik
1s kill-FUT ART dog fall:REL
'I will kill the dog that fell'
b. lyii oob
giis-kik kook
DIM person fall-REL hurt:HAB
'The kid who fell is sick'
I am proposing that the suffix -kik is an endocentric
functor that combines with ACE categories and yields another
ACE category.

The general schema for this combination is:

19 The difference in use between vanit and givit is
based on the semantic meaning of those two verbs: the first
one means 'to cut with knife' while the second one means 'to
cut' in general.

.•

-k~k

(61)
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ACE

->

ACE[k~kJ

The morphological property of the suffix -k'k is that the
suffix affects the ACE form by i. changing the feature value
requirements of one of the arguments of the ACE, and ii.
eliminating the feature N (the analysis of this second effect
of the suffix -k'k will be provided in chapter IV section
4.4.2. ) •

Let I S take for example the lexical representations

of the argument requirements of the following ACE forms.
(62) a. <vanit; ACE [[Arg1=PN, Arg2=3N], N]; 'SEM'>
b. <g*vit; ACE [[Arg1=PN, Arg2=3N], N]; 'SEM'>
c. <n*id; ACE [[Arg1=PN, Arg2=3N], N]; 'SEM'>
When the suffix -k'k combines with any of the elements
represented

in

(62),

features

of the

requirements of those ACE forms change.

lexical

argument

The function of the

relativizer suffix is to wipe out a feature value of an
argument, making it dependent on the value of the "head" noun
or modified noun.

Thus, for those forms (62) once the

suffix -k'k is combined, the feature value [3N] for Argument2
becomes a dependent argument (index k).

The Arqument2 will

be no longer a [3N] value, its reference depends on the
referent of the "head" noun.

Arqument2 is no longer avai-

lable for unification purposes.
(63) a.

<vanit-k~k;

ACE[[Arg1=PN, Arg2=3 k J, N]; 'SEMI>

b. <g*vit-k*k; ACE[[Arg1=PN, Arg2=3 k J, N]; 'SEMI>
c. <n*id-k*k; ACE[[Arg1=PN, Arg2=3 k ], N]; 'SEMI>
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The same happens for the ACE forms in "subject" relative clauses.

When the suffix -kik combines with ACE forms

as viia 'to fall' in (60), the suffix -kik coindexes the
feature value required for Argument1 with the values of the
"head" noun.
(64) a. <giis; ACE [[Argl-PH], H]; 'SEM'>
b. <giis-kik; ACE [[Arg1Jk], H]; 'SEM'>
Since the Prefixation Rule in (44) applies for only
those ACE forms requiring at least two arguments, no "prefixed" form appears with those examples illustrated in (60).
For the "object" relative clauses, the Prefixation rule
applies, and the [PH-val] of the "prefixed" form unifies with
Argument1 which in this case is the non-dependent argument
(not coindexed),
unification.

since only Argument1 is available for
The "subject" and "object" relatives show that

the suffix -kik has the choice of marking as a dependent
argument either Argument1 or Argument2 •
Evidence that the value of the "prefixed" form
unifies with arguments that are not dependent (Argument1 or
Argument 2 ) are cases of "subject" relative clauses with two
arguments.

In such a case -- i.e. (65) -- the feature value

of the "prefixed" form unifies with Argument2 , since Argument1 is the one marked as a dependent argument.
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(65) ig gogs ift-kii-kik muuk
DEM dog 1s-bit-REL die:PERF
'The dog that bit me died,20
The application of the Prefixation Rule to relativized ACE forms in (63) is represented below.
(66) a. <-kik; ACEIACE; 'SEM'>:
=PN, Arg=3N], N]; 'SEM'>

<vanit; ACE [[Arql
->

<PHON; ACE

[[Arg1=PN, Arg2k ], N]; 'SEM'>
b. <-kiki ACEIACE; 'SEM'>:
=PN, Arg=3N], N] ;'SEM'>

<g*vit; ACE [[Arg1
-> <PHON; ACE

[[Arg1=PN, Arg2k ], N]; 'SEM'>
c. <-kik; ACEIACE; 'SEM'>:
=PN, Arg=3N], N]; 'SEM'>

<n*id; ACE [[Arg1
-> <PHON; ACE

[[Arg1=PN, Arg2k ], N]; 'SEM'>
By analysing the suffix -k~k as an endocentric functor, we
are able to get different feature specifications for ACE
forms,

and therefore, we are able to make explicit how

unification for the "prefixed" forms applies.

In order to

capture the application of the Prefixation Rule in "object"
relative clauses, as well as in possessive and

~li4

construc-

tions, the schema provided in (44) needs to be revised.
3.6.2.3.4.

Recapitulation.

20. A question arises concerning the possible ambiguous
interpretation of this construction, but it seems that is
unquestionable that the interpretation 'the 'dog who I bit
died' is ruled out.
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In this section I have analysed those constructions
where the "prefixed" forms function like Argument l

•

The

major claims of such an analysis are the followings: i. the
Prefixation Rule applies to ACE forms requiring at least two
arguments; ii. when the Prefixation rule applies, the [PNval] of a "prefixed" form unifies with Argument2 if the
argument contains the value [3N], but if this argument is
marked as dependent -- index k -- and is not a [3N] value,
the value of the "prefixed" form unifies with Argument l

•

Thus, for those constructions requiring two arguments -possessives,

the 6li4 and the "object" relative clause

constructions -- the "prefixed" form unifies with the [PN]
value of Argumentl , since for all those three constructions
there is no appropriate value in Argument2 for the "prefixed"
form to unify with.

Argument2 is not free for unification.

The conclusions must be captured in the specification
provided for the Prefixation Rule.
(67)

Prefixation Rule: (revised)

a. <PHON; ACE IACE [PN-val] 'SEM'>

<PHON; ACE

[Argl=PN, Arg2=3N, ( ••• )], N]; 'SEM'> ->
<PHON; ACE [[Argl=PN, Arg2=3NnPN-val] N, 'SEM'>
b. <PHON; ACEIACE[PN-Val] 'SEM'>

:

<PHON; ACE

[[Arg1=PN, Arg2=k' ( ••• )], N); 'SEM'> ->
<PHON; ACE [[Argl=PNUPN-val, ( ••• )] N]; 'SEM'>
(67)

does not extend to those cases where the "prefixed"
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forms function like reflexives •

Reflexive constructions are

analysed in the following section.
3.6.2.3.

"Prefixed" forms and reflexive constructions.
Observe that within the reflexive constructions in

(68), the "prefixed" forms give the reflexive interpretation.
(68) a. aan
1s

JJi:baken
1s-wash:HAB

'I am washing myself'
b. aap
2s

Am:hikc
2s-cut:PERF

'You cut yourself'
c. Hosee
Joe

vav-ijer
A=huu
beans-cooked 3s-eat:PERF

'Joe fed himself cooked beans'
If constructions like those in (68) occur without the
forms

aan,

aap

or

Bosee,

the

following

grammatical

constructions are obtained.
(69) a. iii=baken
1s-wash:HAB
'I am washing myself / (s/he is, you, they are)
giving me a bath'
b. am-hikc
2s-cut:PERF
'You cut yourself / (I, s/he, we, they) cut you'
c. vav-ijer
beans-cooked

a-huu
3s-eat:PERF

'(I, you, s/he, we, they) feed him/her'
Constructions in (69) contain "prefixed" forms which can be
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identified with either Argument2 (and as cons'equence a
transitive interpretation is obtained) or with both Argument1
and Argument2 (resulting in a reflexive interpretation).
Actually, within the account I am proposing, this double
interpretation is due to the assumption that pairs of
homophonous ACE forms exist -- the reflexive and the nonreflexive -- and that an ACE form doesn't include disjunctive
lists of arguments sets.

The representations illustrated

below show the argument requirements of the non-reflexive ACE
forms in (70a), (70b) and (70c), and the reflexive argument
requirements in (7 Oa ' ), (7 Ob' ), and (7 Oc ') where the value of
Argument2 is indexed to the value of Argument l • The respective glosses for the Pima Bajo ACE forms in (70) are: 'to
wash', 'to cut' and 'to eat' or 'to feed'.
(70) a.

baken [Arg1=PNi , Arg2 =3Nj , where i;'=j]
a' • baken [Arg1=PNv Arg2=3Ni ]
b. hikc [Argl=PNi l Arg2=3N j , where i;'=j]
huu

[Arg1=PNi
[Arg1=PNi

,

Arg2=3Ni
Arg2=3N j

c' . huu

[Argl=PNi

,

Arg2=3Ni ]2l

b' • hikc

c.

,

]
,

where i;'=j]

However, not all ACE forms requiring two arguments
have a reflexive homophonous form.

Pima Bajo has ACE forms

that can only be transitive forms, as for example the one
21
No ACE forms requiring exclusively reflexives have
been attested.
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illustrated in (71).

Such form means 'to close'.

(71) a. kupia [Arql-PNi

,

Arq2=3Nj, where i1j]

For the ACE form in (71) the argument structure shows that
Argument! and Argument2 are not coreferential.
The application of the Prefixation Rule, as it was
revised in (67), works fine by unifyinq the value of the
"prefixed" form with the [3N] value of Argument2 , for both
the reflexive and non-reflexive cases.
In the case of
reflexives, the value of the "prefixed" form unifies with
Argument2, the first available argument from right to left,
since it contains a [3N] value but signaled with the index i.
The index tells us that the value of Argument l must be
identical to the value of Arqument2 • The application of the
Prefixation rule to the reflexive examples provided in (68)
and (69) are illustrated below.
<BAKEN; ACE

(72) a. <ifi-; ACE \ ACE [ls]; 'SEM'>
[[Argl=PNi
•

,

Arg2=3Ni

ACE [[Arql=PNi

,

],

N]; 'SEM'>

Arg2=3Nn1s=ls i

b. <am; ACE \ ACE [2s]; 'SEMI>
[[Arg1 =PN i

,

Arg2=3Ni

ACE [[Arql=PNi

,

],

Arg2=3Nn2s=2s i

,

Arg2=3Ni

ACE [[Arql=PNi

],

<PHON;

N); 'SEMI>

<HIKC; ACE

N]; 'SEMI>

c. <a-; ACE \ ACE [3s]; 'SEMI>
[[Arg1 =PNi

:

],

->

],

->

<PHON;

Nl; 'SEMI>

<HUU; ACE

N]; 'SEMI>

->

<PHON;

Arg2=3NU3s=3s i ], Nl; 'SEMI>
In each case, the application of a "prefixed" form to an ACE
,
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form results in another ACE form where the [PN-val] of the
"prefixed" form has been unified with the [3N] value of
Argument2 ,

then the same value will be interpreted for

Argument1 •
In sWllDiary, the PrefixatioJ'l Rule, as it was redefined
in (67), captures all cases where the "prefixed" forms are
used.

"Prefixed" forms are analysed to be endocentric

functors that add a [PN-val] that unifies with the [3N] value
of Argument2 , but if the referential value of Argument2 is
marked as depending on other expression such argument is not
available for unification purposes.

Then, the [PN-val] of

the "prefixed" form unifies with the [PN] value of Argument 1 ,
3.6.3.
So far,

The Prefixation Rule: an evaluation.
I

have outlined a mechanism by which we

assigned referential content to arguments required by a
predicate, an ACE form.

I have provided two rules to

demonstrate my proposal: the Object Noun Phrase Incorporation
Rule and the Prefixation Rule.

The ONPI rule applies

obligatorily to Argument3 , but optionally to Argument2 since
the Prefixation rule may compete to be applied to this same
argument.

My analysis has shown that the "prefixed" forms

add person and number value to the second argument of an ACE
form if such argument is a [3N] value.

However if Argument2

is not a [3N] value, but dependent on' the value of another
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expression, the "prefixed" forms assign referential value to
Argument1 •

Z have shown that the categorial unification

analysis provided for the "prefixed" forms not only offers an
elegant account of the different functions of the "prefixed"
forms, but also it makes explicit that the "prefixed" forms
can't be identified with a particular argument role, rather,
they serve as forms which assign reference to an argument.
However, one important issue remains to be discussed.
This concerns the application of the Prefixation Rule: why
does the Prefixation rule apply optionally in the case of
transitive

constructions,

but

obligatorily

in

"object"

relatives, possessives, reflexives, and '114 constructions?
Recall first, that the "prefixed" forms were analysed
as being [PN-val] forms, and that those [PN-val] unify with
the [PN] value of Argument1 for only those cases where
Argument2 is not [3N].

Thus, each time a "prefixed" form

assigns a referential value to Argument1 one property must be
observed: Argument2 is not independently referential.
In
possessive constructions, the reference of the posses see
Argument2 --requires the referential identification of the
possessor, since there will

be

no possessive relation without

the referential value of the possessor, the Argument1 ; so the
Prefixation rule must fix the value of Argument1 •

For the

'114 case, the relevant facts are: i. that this predicate

requires a complete sentence functioning as Argument2 , so no

----------
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appropriate [PH-val] can be given to such an argument, and
ii. that the value of Arqument1 for both the sentential
argument, and for the
val].

~li4

ACE form must bear the same [PH-

Therefore, Prefixation Rule applies to give reference

to Arqument1 •

In "object" relative clauses, the reference

of Arqument2 is dependent on the referential value of the
"head" or modified noun, the relation between Argument2 and
Argument1 is not quite obvious.

However, no "object"

relative clause will be possible without a given Argument1 •
A similarity between the possessives,
constructions and "object" relative clauses

the

~li4

reflexives and

the other cases is observed: all these constructions contain
a dependent argument.

The answer to the question concerning

the obligatory application of the Prefixation rule is now
quite clear, but what remains as a concern is why this should
be the answer.
Meanwhile

observe

that

the

application

of

the

Prefixation rule to Argument1 can drive our analysis in
another direction: the proposal of a [3N] value as the value
of Argument2 •

So far, the general application of the

Prefixation rule, as it was defined in (67) requires: i.
forms requiring two arguments, and ii. at least one open
number value in Arg1 or Arg2 •

In short, the analysis has

taken us to the following position: if an ACE form requires
two arguments, Argument2 must be assigned a referential
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value.

In other words, the reference of Argument2 is

satisfied by the application of either the Object Noun Phrase
Incorporation rule or the Prefixation rule,
referential value of Argument2

but if the

is dependent in another

expression, (can't be directly satisfied by ONPI or Prefixation rule)

the Prefixation rule applies obligatorily to

provide a referential value for Argument1 •

Three kinds of

referential facts are observed: i. where the reference of
Argument2 is fixed, ii. where the reference of Argument2 is
fixed and Argument1 indexed to it, i.e. the reflexives, and
iii. where the reference of Argument1 is fixed.

The

situation changes in constructions with a phonologically nonovert object: these constructions have two arguments and an
open number value, but they do not undergo the obligatory
application of either the ONPI, or the Prefixation Rule.

My

proposal is that the [3N] value of Argument 2 must at a
certain point be identified as the reference for such an
argument, thus, no rule will be obligatory.

The proposal

that Argument2 is a potential referential value [3N] is
strongly supported by the analysis of the "prefixed" forms I
have presented.
Let's now consider why it should be the case that
possessives, '114, and "object" relatives require Argument2
to be referentially dependent?

The answer is that for the

last three constructions -- where the Prefixation Rule has
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assigned reference to Arqument1 -- the tense/aspect rule
doesn't apply.
Recall first, that the tense/aspect rule -- defined
in (40) and repeated for convenience in (73) -- was defined
as a function from ACE forms into Propositional Radical
categories.
(73) Tense/aspect Rule:
<PHON; vplACE

[TENSE/~SPECT];

>

.

<PHON; ACE [[Arg1=PN, ( ••• )], H]; 'SEM'>
->

<PHON; VP [[Argl=PN, ( ••• )], H,

TENSE/ASPECT]; 'SEM'>
In such a rule, Argument l is described as an open [PH] value,
but nothing is said about the other arguments.
The rule in
(73) predicts that constructions where Argumentl is not an
open [PN] value since it was assigned a referential value,
can't undergo the application of the tense/aspect rule.
And, in fact, the possessives, the 4:1i4, and the "object"
relatives don't have a tense/aspect affix.
The following questions must be addressed:
(74) a. Why do reflexives allow the application
of the tense/aspect rule if the reference
of Argumentl is interpreted via coindexation
with Arqument2?
b. When exactly is the [3N] value of non-overt
object constructions interpreted as
referentially fixed?
c. How do possessives, 4:1i4 and "object" relatives
become Propositional Radicals if they can't
undergo the tense/aspect rule?
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Observe first that the tense/aspect rule applies only
in constructions where Argument1 has not yet been assigned a
In the case of
referential value -- Argument1 is [PN].
reflexives, Argument1 is an indexed value, but still is a
[PH]; indexation of Argument1 doesn't require that the PN
value of such an argument be the same as the value of the
reflexive.
3.6.3.1.

Temporal constructions.
The discussion of the present section has to do with

the following question:

How do possessives,

~li4

construc-

tions and "object" relatives become Propositional Radicals?
Let's first observe some of these constructions.
(75) a. ifi=noonov
ls-arm:PL
'I have arms'
b. am-kii-gar
2s-house-POSS
'You have a house'
c. ifi-*lid
ls-want
'I want to

....

d. am-*lid
2s-want
'You want to

....

e. ifi-vanit-k!k
ls-cut-REL
'The one I cut'
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f. ift-qbit-kilt
1s-cut-REL
'The one I cut'
Even when no construction provided in (75) contain an affix
from the set of tense/aspect affixes provided in chapter II - (20), all of them, the possessive predicates like Doonov
and kiiqar, the
k~k

and

~li4,

q~vit-k~k,

and the relativized predicates vanit-

are intepreted as having a temporal value.

My hypothesis is one where for all these constructions, as well as for all those constructions undergoing the
tense/aspect rule, this is an application of a temporal
value.
In the case of possessive constructions, one possibility could be to say that the temporal value results
from the one-place operation conveyed by the notion of
possession.

However this would be problematic for posse-

ssive constructions functioninq like noun phrases.

A second

possibility to consider is that once the Prefixation rule has
been applied, the resulting ACE form must combine with a
temporal value.

The application of a temporal value, which

is taken to be an instance of an identity function -- i.e. no
phonological form but a given temporal value -- gives back a
Propositional Radical.

Therefore in this way, the tense-

/aspect rule -- defined in (73) -- and the application of a
temporal value -- in (76) -- are taken to be mutually exclu-

-------
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sive.
(76)

TEMPORAL VALUE

:

ACE

The temporal property of

->

v.P

as well as for the

~li4,

relative clauses will be also satisfied by an application of
the schema provided in (76).

Constructions illustrated in

(75) must undergo the application of the rule provided in
(77) to become Propositional Radicals.
(77) Temporal Value Rule:
<_ _ ; vplACE [TEMP];

>

.•

<PHON; ACE

[[Arg1=PN-yal, ( ••• )], N]; 'SEM'>

->

<PHON;

VP [[Ar91=PN-val, ( ••• )], N]; 'SEM'>
To sum up, evidence presented so far shows that the
grammar of Pima Bajo has two functions to obtain a propositional Radical: one of them is the application of tense/aspect to those constructions where the reference of Argument1 is an open [PH] value, the second is the temporal
The last one requires Argument1 to be fixed in its
reference via a "prefixed" form.

value.

3.7.

An analysis for

Argumentl~

In section 3.6. I looked at two distinct mechanisms
for combining referential expressions with ACE forms: the
Object Noun Phrase Incorporation Rule and the Prefixation
Rule.

The first one combines noun phrases with ACEs, and

the second one combines "prefixed" forms.

So far, I have
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said nothing about strings containing nominals and "independent", or "non-prefixed" forms, where all of them can be
identified as "subject" forms.
Zn this section, Z provide an analysis for expressions which introduce referential content that unifies then
with the open value of Argument1 within the Propositional
Radical or with the subject of the Proposition.

Zn other

words, there will be a different pronominal form combining
with the Propositional Radical and the proposition.

Zn

providing this analysis, Z will assume two basic notions: a
definition of subject and a notion of agreement.
As Z have mentioned before, Z assume a concept of
subject with some of the properties that has been introduced
by steele (1989), where the subject is a non-localizable
. argument, not a concrete auxiliary clitic form, but a pair of
person and number values.
My analysis also presupposes the notion of agreement
as it has been defined in steele (1990a), where agreement in
a functor-argument relation can be understood to be "a set of
global conditions" across the members of its argument.
Furthermore, when these global conditions apply, they act as
structure building mechanisms ensuring that the result will
count as a simple constituent for purposes of other functorargument relations.

In this way,

agreement requires

compatibility between the members of its argument, so it

-- -

----.---

-------
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verifies that "a sequence of words must share, or at least
not be different" with respect to a

property

(Steele

(1990a:73».
3.7.1.

Properties of the open [PH] Argument1 •
I would like to introduce some relevant data.

The

constructions illustrated below lack a phonologically overt
"subject" form, thus, the referential value of Argument1 is
either open as in (78a), or specified only for number in
(78b-c) which are constructions where the ACE form suppletes
for number: Jt4:4:Jt the singular form, q4:4:vJt the plural form.
(78) a. hime-ba
go-COMPL
'(I, you, s/he, we, they just) leave'
b. kii-daam
house-on top

k~~k

be:HAB:SG

'(I am, you (sg) are, s/he is on the top of
the house'
c. kii-daam
g~~k
house-on top be:HAB:PL
'(We, you (pl), they) are on top of

t~e

house'
sentences such as those illustrated in (79), where
"subject" forms are given, are also possible, so both (78)
and (79) must be considered in order to provide an analysis
of Argument1 •
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(79) a. aan
1s

kii-daam
house-on top

k~~k

be:HAB:SG

'I am on the top of the house'
aatim
b. kii-daam
9*~vk
house-on top be:HAB:PL 1pl
'We are on top of the house'
c. Huaan kii-daam
John house-on top

k~~k

be:HAB:SG

'John is on the top of the house'
In order to analyse constructions in (78) and (79),
we need first to list what seem to be the basic properties of
Argumentl •
First: in "subject-less" constructions, the first
argument of an ACE form is an open [PN] value as for example
in expression (79a).
Second: in constructions containing ACE suppletive
forms, (79b) and (79c), the singular or plural number value
of the ACE form can be identified with the number value of
Argumentl ("subject-oriented" value) •

(This situation is to

be distinguished from the pair of verbs aua'a 'to kill one'
and koi ' to kill several' where the number value of the ACE
forms determines the value of the object).
Third: nominal forms like BuaaD in (79C), or a "nonprefixed" forms like aaD in (79a) , or the "independent" forms
like aatim in

(79b)

are forms identified as providing

referential content for Argument l

•
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The three properties can be summarized in a single
one: the property of co-variation, where covariation means
that more than one form can provide the person and number (or
at least number) value for the subject.

Observe that in

constructions given in (79a-c) the ACE forms k"k and q"vk
provide, respectively, a number value, singular or a plural,
which co-varies in number with the value of forms like aaD,
BuaD, or aatim.
In summary, constructions illustrated in (78) and
(79), contain an Argument1 with the following properties: i.
Argument1 is an open [PH] value; ii. the referential value
for Argument1 can proceed from more than one source: noun
phrases, "non-prefixed" as well as "independent" pronominal
forms.

How must Argument1 be analyzed?
The analysis that I provide takes two directions: one

shows that the "non-prefixed" forms, as well as the nominal
and "independent" forms, are non-obligatory forms which can
be associated with Argument1 by means of different rules.
The second direction demonstrates that global conditions on
compatibility -- Agreement -- participate in a functorargument relation to build up syntactic entities or constituents.

This last step in our analysis will explain how

the feature value information, provided by different sources
-- suppletive ACE forms, or "non-prefixed" forms -- are
analysed.
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3.7.2.

Analysis of "non-prefixed" forms.
The basis of my analysis is that in Pima Baja, "non-

prefixed" forms are non-obligatory forms.

Both sentences in

(80) are then equally accepted.
(80)

8.

hime-ba
go-COMPL
'(I, you, s/he, we, they just) leave'

b. aan
1s

hime-ba
go-COMPL

'I (just) leave'

Both constructions in (80) are Propositional Radicals.

A

Propositional Radical contains three pieces of information:
an ACE form containing Argument1 , a feature value for number
[N], and a tense/aspect featUre value T/A.
(81)

<PHON; VP

[~l=PN,

( •••• )],

H,

~;

'SEM'>

When a basic ACE form suppletes in form for singular or
plural the N value will be S or Pl.
the suppletive ACE forms

k~k

and

The representation of

g~vk,

and their corres-

pondent Propositional Radicals are illustrated below.
(82) a.

<k~~k;

b.

<g~~vk;

c.

<k~~k;

d.

<g~~vk;

[ACE [Arg1=PN],

~];

'SEM'>

[ACE [Arg1=PN], El]; 'SEM'>
[VP [Arg1=PN],

~],

BAa]; 'SEM'>

[vP [Arg1=PN], El], DAB]; 'SEM'>

The next two steps in the analysis are: i. to exPlain
how the number value of suppletive ACE forms -- if it is a
"subject-oriented" value -- become associated with the value
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of Argument1 , and ii. to answer the question concerning how
the "non-prefixed" forms will be unified within a Propos itional Radical.

The answer to the first question will be

addressed in section 3.7.3, after the analysis of "nonprefixed" forms is presented.
With respect to the representation of "non-prefixed"
forms, the position to be taken here is one where the [PNval] feature value of a "non-prefixed" form, in a fashion
similar to those cases of the Prefixation rule, unifies with
one of the values of the Propositional Radical.
analysis for the "non-prefixed" forms that I

The

propose con-

siders the Iinon-prefixed" forms to be endocentric functions
that combine with a Propositional Radical to form another
Propositional Radical.

This proposal is schematically

represented below.
(83)

tlNon-prefixed ll form:

VP

->

VP

The schema in (83) says nothing about the [PN-val] of the
Iinon-prefixed il form, but the resulting propositional Radical
ends including a [PN-val]

the person and number value of

the tlnon-prefixed tl form.

The elaboration of the rule

combining a Iinon-prefixed" form with a Propositional Radical
is given below.
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(84) "Non-prefixed" farm Rule:
<PHON; vplvp [EN-yal], 'SEM'>

••

<PHON; VP

[[Argl=PN, ( •••• )], N, T/A]; 'SEM'>

->

<PHON; VP [[Argl-PN, ( ••• )] NQPN-yal=EN-yal,
T/A]; 'SEM'>
The result in (84) shows the lPN-Val] of a "non-prefixed"
form not "linked" into the argument structure, but unified
with the N(umber) value of the predicate.

According to the

application in (84), a construction like the one given in
(79a), where a "non-prefixed" form aan appears, and the ACE
form is the suppletive predicate k4:4:k, will be represented as
follows.
(85)

<PHON;

vplvp

[~],

'SEM'>

.•

<PHON;

[VP [Argl=PN, (Arg2, ••• )] §, HAB]; 'SEM'>
-> <PHON; [VP [Argl=PN, (Arg2, ••• )] SU1s=ls,
HAB]; 'SEM'>
The result in (85) contains the unification of values from
different sources since both of them are associated with the
open [PN] value of Argument l , but they have not yet been
"linked" with the value of such an argument.
However, in section 3.6.3.1. we have seen that it is
possible to have two types of Propositional Radicals: i.
those having a tense/aspect value and ii. the temporal ones.
My analysis proposes that the "non-prefixed" forms must
combine with Propositional Radicals bearing tense/aspect.
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One piece of evidence for the anlysis of "nonprefixed n forms as endocentric functors from Propositional
Radicals -- containing tense/aspect

into Propositional

Radicals, comes from constructions which combine with a
temporal value: those forms may never be combined with a
"non-prefixed" form.

Observe the following constructions

where the occurrence of the nnon-prefixed" as well as the
"prefixed" forms is illustrated.
(86) a. AAn hime-ba
ls
go- COMPL
'I, (just) leave'
b. Aml kafee
mIl-hoier
ls coffee 2s-offer:PERF
'I offered you a coffee'
c. Aml ifi-baken
ls
ls-wash:HAB
'I am washing myself'
(87) a. *Aan if\-~lid
ls ls-want
b. *aan if\-vanit-k~k
ls ls-cut-REL
c. *Aan ifi-kii-gar
ls ls-house-poSS22
Examples in (86) contrast with constructions in (87) in the
presence of tense/aspect.

While those constructions in (86)

22. In the possessive case, (89c), but not in (89a) and
(89b) the use of an "independent" pronominal form is possible: ifi-kiiaar aani. These cases will be analysed later.
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bear tense/aspect, constructions in (87) bear a temporal
value.

The conclusion is that Propositional Radicals

including a temporal value rather than tense/aspect can't be
associated with a "non-prefixed" form.

According to this

observation, "non-prefixed" forms need to be defined as
functors

that only take Propositional Radicals with a

particular tense/aspect feature value as arguments.

The

rule defined in (84) need to specify that the functor, a
"non-prefixed" form, requires a tense/aspect feature value.
The argument of the "non-prefixed" form must be a Propositional Radical but only from the class containing tense/aspect.
(88) "Non-prefixed" form Rule (revised);

<PHON; vplvp rrTIAl, EN-vall; 'SEM'>

.

<PHON; VP

[[Arg1=PN, ( •••• )], N, T/A]; 'SEM'> -> <PHON; VP
[[Arg1=PN, ( •••• )] NVPN-val=PN-val, T/A]; 'SEM'>
The categorial description of a "non-prefixed" form in (88),
includes a requirement and a value, the requirement is marked
as T/A, and the value is represented with PN-val which, as I
have mentioned before, stands as a variable over any person
and number value.

In this way, the "non-prefixed" form must

look to be combined with something containing a T/A feature
value, therefore "non-prefixed" forms would never combine
with

temporal

constructions

relative clauses.

like

possessive,

.li4

and

.The analysis predicts that imperative
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constructions wouldn't have a "non-prefixed" form, a prediction that is in fact true.
(89)

a. kii-t-ift
house-make-IMP
'Hake a house I '
b. did-ift

smoke-IMP
'Smoke! '

c.

*

aap kii-t-ift
2s house-make-IMP
'Yoy make a housel'

d.

*

aap did-ift
2s
smoke-IMP

'You smoke!'
Reflexives -- which have undergone the application of
the Prefixation Rule may occur with "non-prefixed" forms
since for these constructions Argument1 is still a [PN],
therefore they combine with a tense/aspect feature value.
(90)

a. AAn ifi-bak-ia
1s
1s-wash-FUT
'I will wash myself'
b.

aap
2s

am-h:i:kc-tad
2s-cut-REM

'You have cut yourself'
In sum, I have shown that a propositional Radical is
commonly formed by two pieces of information: either a
tense/aspect or temporal feature value, and a N(umber) value.
The argumental requirements show that the Propositional
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Radicals bearing tense/aspect have an open [PN] value for
Argument1 •

Furthermore, when a "non-prefixed" form combines

with a Propositional Radical, the [PN-val] of the "nonprefixed"

form unifies with the N(umber)

Propositional Radical.

value of the

In the. following section I will

address the topic of how this unified value become "linked"
with the argument structure, and therefore unified with the
[PN] value of Argument1 •
3.7.3.

Agreement.
Recall

from part

3.7.1.

that

my analysis

also

presupposes the notion·of agr....nt as this has been defined
in steele (1990a).

Since agreement is taken to be "sets of

global conditions" which participate as functors in building
up expressions, agreement could be instantiated in different
forms.

In Pima Bajo, a condition on compatibility must hold

for the features included within the propositional Radical.
In this way,

a compatibility condition of agreement is

analyzed as a function operating from a Propositional Radical
into a Proposition.

In this section I deal with the values

of. the "non-prefixed" forms, but in chapter IV I will show
how the the notion of agreement accounts for the analysis of
coordination.

The instantiation of agreement is represented

in the functor-argument schema presented below.
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(91)

Condition on Subject Compatibility of [PH-yall:
Agreement

.

<{P

.

->

p

According to the definition of this type of global
condition -- Steele (1990a:73) -- agreement requires compatibility between the members of its argument.

The compati-

bility of features, within the Propositional Radical in (91),
concerns the person and number values which are identified
with Argument l and with the [N] value.
Thus, if agreement takes a Propositional Radical as
its argument, a compatibility requirement must be satisfied
between the person and number values provided by different
sources: the open [PN] value of Argumentl , the person and
number value of the "non-prefixed" form, and the number value
of the ACE form -- specified for singular or plural if the
ACE form is a suppletive form.

Once the compatibility of

features is given, the result will show "a single value
regardless of the number" of the members of the Propositional
Radical.

The concrete application of the schema in (91) for

an example including a "non-prefixed" form .an is given
below.
(92)

Agreement: <PHONi VP [[Arg1=PN, ( •••• )] X,
T/A]i 'SEM'>

->

<PHONi P [[Argl=PNUX=X,

( •••• )], T/A]i 'SEM'>

In (92), agreement takes a Propositional Radical to yield a
Proposition, the result shows a single value "linked" into
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the argument structure.

By applying agreement, the value of

the "non-prefixed" form, which was previously unified with
the H(umber) value of the ACE form, becomes "linked" into the
argument structure.

The difference between a Propositional

Radical and a Proposition -- in (92) -- is that the Propositional Radical contains two different places where person and
number values appear, while the Proposition has only one
value.
In sum, the result of the application of a global
condition on compatibility allows building a new expression,
the Proposition.

The resulting category, the Proposition,

is according to steele et a1. (1981) "the propositional basis
of assertions and questions."

According to this idea I

intonational contour or phrasing, sentential modifiers, and
emphatic expressions, are among others, some of the elements
that map a Proposition to a sentence.

Such expressions are

sentence Defining Elements (SDE).
(93).

SDE

proposition

->

Sentence

Rising intonation must be present in a Pima Bajo yesno question to distinguish it from an assertion which
requires falling intonation.

Sentences of this type are

illustrated in (94), where (94a) with falling intonation is
an assertion and (94b) with rising intonation is a yes-no
question.
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(94)

a.

aap
2s

soak-im ~
cry-CONT

'You are crying'
b.

aap
2s

soak-im
cry-CONT

r

'Are you crying?'
However,
possible.

some

other

instantiations

of

SDE

are

I will focus later on this topic.

Recapitulation.
a global condition.

Agreement has been analysed to be
The application of a condition on

compatibility takes a list of elements into one single
constituent: the Proposition.

In the following section I

analyse forms -- noun phrases and "independent" forms -which can be called lexical subject forms.
3.7.4.

The Lexical Subject forms.
So far I have analysed two of the three different

types of pronominal forms that comprise the whole set of
pronominal forms from Pima Bajo.

The analysis that I have

provided shows that the "prefixed" forms are functions from
ACE forms to ACE forms, and by the mechanism of unification,
the person and number value -- [PH-val] -- of the "prefixed"
form unifies, under special conditions, with Argument 1 or
with Argument2 •
The "non-prefixed" forms were analysed to
be forms taking Propositional Radicals into Propositional
Radicals.

Moreover, I have shown that the person and number

value of the "non-prefixed" forms are not directly "linked"
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with the [PN] value of Argument1 , but only after a global
condition on compatibility applies.
Recall also, that following steele (1989), I have
assumed a notion of subject where this is not manifested as
a particular localizable form; rather the subject is a person
and number value resulting from the unification of all the
person and number values provided by different elements
within the sentence.

So, the ACE form can provide a [N]

number value, Argument1 provides an open [PN] value, a "nonprefixed" forms provide other [PN-val] values, and agreement
links all those values to form the "subject" of the Proposition.
However, once the Proposition has been built up, an
endocentric function can be applied to associate the Proposition with referential expressions.
strings.
(95) a. m!r
a
toskil
run: PERF ART pig
'The pig ran'
b. kuih-im
a
gogs
bark-CONT ART dog
'The dog is barking'
c. a'as-im
AADi
laugh-CONT 1s
'I am laughing'

Consider the following
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d. vopnam oatim niar
tieend-tam
hats
1pl
buy:PERF store-in
'We bought (some) hats at the store'
In (95), referential expressions like a to.kil 'the pig', a
gog. 'the dog', aani 'I', or aatia 'we', are identified to be
the "subjects" of the Propositions.
(97)

None of the examples in

contains a "non-prefixed" form that could be analysed as

a function from Propositional Radical into another Propos itional Radical.

However, it is possible for some Proposi-

tions to occur with both "non-prefixed" forms as well as
"independent" forms.
(96) a. AAD- a'as-im

1s
'1:

b.

§Ani

laugh-coNT 1s

am laughing'

~

diin
AARi
smoke:IMPERF 2s

2s

viv
tobacco

'1:

smoke tobacco'

c. ibigi ~ gii
MRi
born: PERF 2s
q-word 2s
'Where were you born?'
In (96), referential expressions like aani or aapi can be
identified with the subjects of the propositions, so they are
compatible with the value of the "non-prefixed" forms that
were analysed as the [PN-val] values that via a condition of
compatibility were linked to Argument1 •

The presence of

noun phrases or "independent" forms takes us to the definition of the Proposition.

The Proposition is syntactically
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fixed since it contains one sinqle value as the "subject"
value.

No function can chanqe what is qiven within a

Proposition.
(97) <PHON; P [Arql-PN-val, ( •••• )], T/A]; 'SEM'>
Within the representation in (97) .all the syntactic information is fixed, and only one sinqle [PN-val] is identified as
the subject of the proposition.

The [PN-val] will be [1s]

if a "non-prefixed" form aan was combined with the Propositional Radical, and so on.

The value will be [PN] if no

"non-prefixed" form was combined with the Propositional
Radical or the ACE was not inherently sinqular or plural.
Noun phrases and "independent" forms are analysed to
be endocentric functors that combine with a Proposition to
yield a Proposition.

The noun phrases and the "independent"

forms must unify with the qiven value of the subject of the
proposition.

One piece of evidence to analyse both "sub-

ject" noun phrases, and "independent" forms as functions from
propositions into Propositions is that both type of elements
share the same distributional properties: they are nonobligatory elements, they are mutually exclusive, and they
show freedom of order within the sentence.

The rule is

illustrated below.
(98)

Lexical Subject Rule:
Noun Phrase

}

:

P

[ Independent Form

-~

---~--

--- ---- ----

->

P
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According to the schema in (98), a noun phrase or an "independent" form combines with. a Proposition to yield a
Proposition.

However, noun phrases and "independent" forms

respond to different feature value requirements from a
Proposition.

If an "independent" form aani combines with a

Proposition a' •• -1m -- as in (96c) -- the [ls] value of aani
will specify the value of the subject of the Proposition
since the proposition has no other form specifying its
"subject" value, but if aani combines with a Proposition
containing a previous form providing a [ls] value, as in
(97a), the [ls] value of the lexical subject aani will be
compatible and redundant with the value of the "subject" of
this given Proposition.

The presence of an "independent"

form under these conditions can be evaluated as an emphatic
"lexical subject".
However for those constructions in (96a-b), the noun
phrases a toskil 'the pig' or a gogs 'the dog' combine with
Propositions which have not yet been specified for a particular value.

The noun phrases provide referential content

to such Propositions.
3.8.

Recapitulation.
In this chapter,

I

have proposed a

categorial

unification analysis for the arguments of a predicate and for
the notion of agreement.

Within this analysis, the arqu-

ments, Argument1 and Argument2 , were considered to be a set
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of person and number values: an open [PH] value for Argument1 , and a pair of [3H] value for Argument2 •
FUrthermore
I have demonstrated that under the mechanism of unification - simple or disjunctive -- certain expressions add person and
number values which unify with the person and number value of
the arguments.
In particular, I. have shown the regularity of my
analysis: the ACE, the VP, and the P, are all taken to be
complex feature-value structures each one subject to the
addition of a particular class of person and number forms:
noun phrases and the "prefixed" pronominal forms provide
person and number values for Argument2 or for Argument1
within the ACE; the "non-prefixed" forms add person and
number value to the Propositional Radical, and finally noun
phrases and the "independent" forms to the Proposition.
Agreement was analysed as a global condition on
compatibility, I have shown that agreement functions over the
"subject-oriented" values to form a subject of the Proposition.

Agreement was then a function taking a Propositional

Radical into a Proposition.
The general set of rules proposed for the analysis
are summarized below.

However, recall from the analysis

presented throughout this chapter that an application of any
particular rule in (99) is not as simple as it is described
in the schemata.

For an application of those rules, the
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category type is only one of the properties of the rule that
must be taken into account, the other properties are the
feature value specification or requirements.

·

(99) a. -kik
NP

Prefix form
b. Tense/aspect

ACE

->

ACE

:

ACE

->

ACE

·

ACE

->

ACE

TEMP
c. non-prefixed form :

ACE

->

VP

ACE

->

vP

d. Condition on Compatibility
e.

roun Phrase
Independent

Form}

.

*/p

->

VP

P

.

VP

->

->

P
P
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF CLAUSAL CONNECTIVES

The present chapter provides an

analysi~

clausal connectives from Pima Bajo: kechi and ko.

for two
In the

analysis of clausal relations, I examine first the combinatorial properties of each of these connectives.

In doing

so I detail the type of categories taken to be the arguments
of those connectives and the kind of dependencies instantiated between the conjuncts linked by the connectives.

The

task of this chapter is to address the analysis of the
clauses connected by kechi and ko with an aim of providing a
framework for clausal relations that includes the

~li4

constructions and the relative clauses which I have discussed
previously.

The basic claim of my analysis is that a theory

of arguments and global conditions of agreement play an
important role in the proper characterization of the syntax
of clausal relations.
Before I begin the analysis of kechi and ko, I
summarize basic assumptions and rules that will be used
throughout this chapter.
4.1. categorial Unification Framework

The Categorial-Unification Grammar applied in this
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chapter relies on three basic notions: the idea of functorargument application, the notion of unification, and the idea
that agreement is a set of global conditions operating over
expressions.

Using these notions, I have already shown that

different categories are combined yielding new constructions
if the feature information requirements of categories are
satisfied.
The structure building rules that will be used for
the analysis of the connectives kechi and ko, introduced
previously in chapter III, are the following.
. (1)

a.

tense/aspect

b.

· ACE -> ACE
prefixed form . ACE -> ACE
non-prefixed form . -IP -> -IP
agreement · VP -> P

c.
d.
e.
f.

:

ACE

->

-IP

object NP

lexical subject

P

->

P

one of the following schema hold for all those rules:
(2) a.

Xly

Y

->

X

b.

xix

X

->

X

where the functor

xly

combines with the argument Y and yields

the result X, a new category is the result, but if

xix

combines with an argument X, the result is an expression of
the same category as its argument, an endocentric function.
In developing the analysis of clausal constructions,
I concentrate first on the connective kechi and after that I
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analyse the connective ko.

I end the chapter by presenting

some considerations concerning how the grammar of Pima Bajo
organizes the different domains of embedding.
4.2. The connective kechi.
The following are Pima Bajo constructions showing the
connective kechi in medial position between noun phrases.
(kechi may optionally lose its first syllable).
(3)

a. Huan Ckelchi (g) Beniit sit t~t've-k
Joe
kechi ART Benito INT tall:PL-PERF
'John and Benito are tall,l
b. ifi-daada
kola
gale Ckelchi naba
ls-grandmother eat:IMPERF meat kechi nopales
'My grandmother eats meat and nopales'
c. Marii Ckelchi Roos oieg-tam noonos
Mary
kechi Rose town-LOC walk:PERF:PL
'Mary and Rose walked to town,2

The combination of the two noun phrases in (3a) and (3c)
(Buan and Benito, Marii and Roos, respectively) are coordinated subjects; the combination of the noun phrases gale
and naba in (3b), is the object noun phrase.

1.
Notice that in (3a) the proper noun Beni to can
optionally be preceded by the determiner q, probably as
result of spanish influence (sonora's Spanish), where it is
used a determiner preceding proper nouns.

2, The Pima Bajo Argument categorizing Elements noonos
and t~'tvek are plural forms. This feature is relevant for
the analysis of coordinated noun phrases.

---

--~-~-~--

--
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In the following examples kechi appears in medial
position between two predicative elements.
(4) a. aan tikpaan-im kechi ni'i-1m
1s work-CONT
kechi sing-CONT
'I am working and singing'
b. lyii oob
a-vakn-im
kechi ni'i-im
DIM person REFLX-bath-CONT kechi sing-coNT
'The child is taking a bath and singing'
c. ig lyii oob
titv-im
kechi a'as-im
DEM DIM person play-CONT kechi laugh-coNT
'That child is playing and laughing'
In (4), kechi occurs medially between the following predicative expressions:

t~kpaanim

ni'iim, in (4b) , and

t~tvim

and

n~'

iim, in (4a); a-vabim and

and a'asim, in (4c).

All those

constructions in (4) show the occurrence of only one "nonprefixed" form as aan in (4a), or only one lexical NP form
lyii oob in (4b) and

~g

lyii oob in (4c».

In my analysis, and following Oehrle (1987),

I

propose that the connective kechi must be analysed as a
functor category that takes pairs of arguments of the same
category type -- NPs or vPs (e.g. in (3) and (4»

-- to yield

a syntactic element of the same category type as the argument
category.

So the general schema of coordination needs to

specify that the category type of the arguments and the
result is equal.
(5)

kechi:

< X, X >

->

X
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However, (5) is exceedingly general.

Our analysis needs to

detail the syntactic properties that noun phrases and
propositional Radicals have in common in order to be accepted
as the argument categories of the schema in (5).
4.2.1. Coordination of Noun Phrases.
For those examples in (3), the analysis is straightThe connective kechi conjoins two noun phrases

forward.

yielding as a result another noun phrase.

According to the

analysis of arguments presented in chapter III, a N(oun)
P(hrase) could be defined according to its capability to
participate as the functor category either in the ONPI rule,
(lb), or in the Lexical Subject rule, (If). Expressions that
count as Noun Phrases are illustrated below.
(6)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Huan
(g) Beniit
Marii
gale
~g ooks
lyii oob
~g lyii oob
(si) mu'i suspon

'John'
'(the) Benito'
'Mary'
'meat'
'that woman'
'child, little person'
'that child'
'many chickens'

From the Noun Phrases illustrated in (6), we conclude that
two classes of elements are possible noun phrases.

The

first class of expressions are elements of category NP by
themselves when they occur in isolation: proper nouns, or
common nouns.

Some examples are the following: Buan 'John',

Beniit 'Benito', Karii 'Mary', gale 'meat'.

The second

class is a combination of N(ouns) with elements of category
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NPIN,

like

determiners,

demonstratives,

numerals,

and

quantifiers. 3
According to the preceding discussion about NP
formation, when kechi is analysed as a functor that conjoins
NPs, no other category but NPs may occur as members of the
conjunct that is taken to be the argument of kechi.

The

general schema in (5) is changed in order to capture that the
application of kechi to a pair of noun phrases (including
pronominal forms) is realised by taking one noun phrase at a
time.
(7)

kechi

.•

NP

NPINP

->

In (7), kechi combines with a noun phrase and yields a
category that needs to be combined with another noun phrase
to give a noun phrase as the result.

However, if feature

values are considered, the application of the schema provided
in (7) to the example in (3a) must be elaborated as the
following.
(8)

kechi

.

NP[n-val]

->

NP[pl]INP[n-val]

In (8), the number value PLURAL [pl] in the result isn't the
unification of the [PN-val] values of the arguments, but the
application of a principle that operates in coordination of
3.
The intensifier ai' is an endocentric modifier
NP INP, as in the noun phrase ai' au' i auapOD 'many chickens'.
So, constructions like mu'i auspoD kechi aiabkali where mu'i
modifies auapoD and aisbkali 'goats' may have two possible
analysis either mu'i modifies auapoD or mu'i modifies both
SUSpOD and aiabkali.
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noun phrases that

I

present later.

The representation in

(8) is the correct one if two singular or two plural noun
phrases are linked by kechi, but the possibility of linking
noun phrases with different values should be considered.
(9)

Hosee kechi sisbkali am o'oim-ir
Joe
kechi goat:PL LOC walk around:HAB:PL
'Joe and the goats walk around by there'

(9)

is a case of the coordination of a singular noun phrase,

Hosee, and a plural noun phrase sisbkali.
noun phrase will be also [plural].

The resulting

The schema in (8) should

be generalized to capture that whether the number value of
the noun phrases are either singular or plural (variable

D

for number) the result will be plural.
(10)

kechi

NP[n]

->

NP[pllINP[n],

where [n] might be identical or different.
The application of the general schema in
wing.
(11) <kechi; (NPINP)INP; 'SEM'>

'SEM'>

->

.

(10)

is the follo-

<PHON; NP[n];

<PHON; NP[pl]; 'SEM'>I<PHON; NP[n]i

'SEM'>
What (11) states is that kechi is a functor that combines
with a noun phrases, to be something that will need to be
combined with another NP with either a similar or different
value [y]; the result shows a noun phrase with a plural value
-- [pl].

The connective kechi takes in consideration the
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[PN-val] of each conjunct, but the feature values are not
unified in the common way of the unification mechanism
yielding at the result an identical feature value.

In

coordination, a principle of addition takes place.'
(12)

principle of Addition fgr' ID1mber.
In coordination of two
result must be

NP[DJ

the

NP [pi) •

Once we have seen how the feature number behaves in
coordinated noun phrases, I must show that the result is now
ready to function as the input material in rules where noun
phrases participate: the Object Noun Phrase Incorporation
rule (defined in (36) in chapter III) and the Lexical subject
rule (100) also in chapter III) •

Then, complex noun phrases

as BuaD kechi Beniit or ga'. kechi naba can undergo the
application of the ONPI rule (schematized in (lb) or the
lexical subject rule listed in (lg).

The applications of

those two rules for examples given in (3a) and (3b) are
illustrated below.

'. The Principle of addition I am proposing is similar
to the Corbett's (1983) analysis of resolution rules.
Corbett, (p.17S) states that when noun phrases are conjoined,
the following typical number resolution rule applies:
"conjoined elements require plural".
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(13) a. Objeot .oun Phra.e %DoorporatioD Rule.
<ga'e kechi naba; ACEIACE[pl]; 'SEM'> : <K'OA;
ACE [[Arg1=PN, Arg2=3N], N]; 'SEM'> -> <PHON,
ACE [[Arg1-PN, Arg2-3NUpl=3pl], N]; 'SEM'>
b. Lezical SUbjeot Rule.
<Huan kechi Beniit; plp(Pl); 'SEM'> : <si'
t~'tvek;

P [Arg1=Ppl] PAST]]; 'SEM'>

-> <PHON; P [Arg1=PPlUpl=PPl] PAST]]; 'SEM'>

Observe that in (13a), the [pl] value of the lexical noun
phrase ga'e kechi Daba unifies with the
Argument2 •

[3N]

value of

In the case of the application in (13b), the

[pl] value of the complex noun phrase BuaD kechi Beniit
unifies with the [pl] value of the Argument1 of the predicate
form t6'tvek.
4.2.2.

Coordination of Predicates.
Observe now, that according to the data presented in

( 4), the connective kechi can appear in medial position
between predicates.

Recall also that the schema provided in

(5) was considered exceedingly general for the purposes of
the analysis.

The analysis of coordination in Pima Bajo

must capture that keohi conjoins predicates, that those
predicates must share a subject, and that the result may
contain only one "non-prefixed" form, or only one lexical
subject noun phrase.

In order to get these results, kechi

can be analysed as taking pairs of elements of the same
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category type.
(14)

kechi

.•

<VP

VP>

->

However, as I have shown in (10), kecbi is sensitive to the
person and number values of its arguments -- the categories
this element links -- therefore the general schema in (14)
needs to be elaborated so the feature value information
concerning the Propositional Radicals be handled.

Thus, the

first argument kechi combines with must be a Propositional
Radical and the result will be a category that needs to
combine with another propositional Radical

to yield a

category of the same type.
kechi

(15)
(15)

.

vP

->

might be elaborated to include the feature value

information of the first argument -- a Propositional Radical
-- of kechi.

This Propositional Radical lacks the inde-

pendent person value which may result from the unification of
the N(umber) value of the ACE form and the [PN-val] of a
"non-prefixed" form.
(16) Coordination Rule:

<kechi; vplvp; 'SEMt>

.

( •••• )], If, T/A); 'SEMt>

<PHON;
->

~

[[Arg1 =PN,

<PHON; yplyp

[Arg1=PN, ( •••• )], If, T/A); 'SEM'>S
The result, in (16), is a kecbi construction lacking

s. Where the PN value of Argument~ could well be taken
to be indexed as in a case of a refleX1ve construction.
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its second argument.

The second argument of kecbi -- a

Propositional Radical -- also lacks a person value.

The

result is the unification of the N(umber) values, the T/A
values, and the values of Argumentl •
(17) <PHON; vplvp [Ar91-PN, ( •••• )], N, T/A]; 'SEM'>

:

<PHON; VP [[Ar9l-PN, ( •••• )], N, T/A]; 'SEM'>

->

<PHON; VP [ where [Argl=PN, ( •••• )] U [Arql=

PN, ( •••• )] = [Argl=PN, ( •••• )], NUN = N, and
T/A U T/A = T/A]; 'SEM'>
In (17), the unification of two argument structures, two
N(umber values and two Tense/Aspect values compose the
propositional Radical of the result.
I illustrate the application of (16) and (17) to a
particular construction in Pima Bajo, the one illustrated in
(4a).6
(18) a. <kechi; vplvplvp; 'SEM'>
[[Ar9l=PN, ( •••• )],
<t~kpaanim,

.

<t~kpaanim; ~

B, CONT]; 'SEM'> ->

kechi; ypliP [Argl=PN, ( •••• )],

X,

CONT]; 'SEM'>

6.
To ease the exposi tion, I have represented the
phonology in (18) separated by commas, to avoid any reference
to the linear order of the elements. Neither the coordination rule in (16) nor (17) provide order of elements.
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b. <tikpaanim, kechi; iPliP [Arg1-PH, ( •••• )],
CONT]; 'SEM'>

.•

( •••• )], ., CONT]; 'SEM'>

->

<tikpaanim,

kechi, ni'iim; iE [Arg1=PH, ( •••• )], .,

~];

'SEM'>
Observe that both ACE forms t'kpaaDta 'working' and D"ita
'singing' have the feature value 'continuous'.
A "non-prefixed" form can be now combined with the
resulting propositional Radical of the result.

Such

combination ensures a single "non-prefixed" form as in the
example below.
(19) aaD tikpaan-im kechi ni'i-im
1s work-CONT
kechi sing-CONT
'I am working and singing'
The application of a global condition of agreement is
imperative to form a Proposition.
(20) Agreement : Propositional Radical -> Proposition
The application of agreement builds up a Proposition, since
a condition on compatibility applies yielding a single subject. The result will show two coordinate predicates and one
single subject form.

If the proposition is unspecified for

a particular [PH-val] it can combine with a noun phrase to
yield constructions like those illustrated in (4b) and (4C) - repeated below for convenience -- where only one lexical
subject form is allowed.
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(21) a. lyi! OOb
a-vakn-im
kechi n*'i-im
DIM person 3s-bath-CONT kechi sing-CONT
'The child is taking a bath and singing'
b.

to lyii oOb
t*tv-im kechi a'as-im
DEN DIM person play-coNT kechi laugh-CONT
'That child is playing and laughing'

Thus, by the schema of coordination in (15) kecbi is
defined as a connective that takes Propositional Radicals
where multiple "non-prefixed" forms are impossible because
the coordination rule defined in (16) requires that B never
include a person value.
subjects are impossible.

By the same reason, distinct
Therefore constructions as in (22)

are ruled out.
(22) a.
b.

* BAD

t*kpaan-im kechi ~
1s work-CONT kechi 1s

*

n*i'-im
sing-cONT

higAm t*kpaan-im kechi AADi n*'i-im
3pl
work-CONT kechi 1s
sing-CONT

The constructions in (22) are unacceptable because two "nonprefixed" forms occur.

An

elegant consequence of this

analysis is that the connective kecbi never occurs coordinating different subject constructions.

The reason is that

the kecbi is sensitive to the [PN-values] of its arguments.
To sum up, the analysis provided for the connective
kechi have shown that this particle conjoins either noun
·phrases or propositional Radicals.
can be represented as
over NPs or -{Ps).

(XIX)lx

The category for kecbi,

(where

The categorization

X

stands as a variable

(XiX) Ix

shows that the
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connective kechi is an endocentric functor: each of the
arguments must be of the same category type as the result.
Let's now go to the analysis of the connective ko.
4.3.

The analysis of the cOnnective ko.

Recall from chapter II, that the connective ko
appears in two types of constructions: those where a clause
occurs on both sides of the connective, and constructions
where a clause occurs in only one side.

Cases where two

clauses are connected by ko were provided in (29) of chapter
II, but for convenience they are repeated below.
(23) a. aat t-ikpaan-im
1pl work-CONT

k2 h-igam t-itv-im
ko 3pl
play-CoNT

'We are working and they are playing'
b. aap -ip duub-an m
2s also come-IRR ko

aan b-i-ink-a
1s accompany-PUT

'If you come, I will go'
c. ub
aap duub-an 'am k2 aan koi-m-dag
when 2s come-IRR LOC ko 1s eat-CONT-PUT
'I will be eating when you will come here'
Examples in (23) illustrate complex clause constructions with
different subjects.
the connective ko.

A Proposition appears at each side of
Both constructions in (23) contain "non-

prefixed" forms which in chapter III were analysed to be nonobligatory forms taking Propositional Radicals into Propositional Radicals.

These forms also were analysed as pro-
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viding a [PN-val] which unifies with the N(umber) value of
the ACE form, which, after the application of agreement,
unifies with Argument1•
However, I have also mentioned -- in chapter II -that the constructions in (23) might be further elaborated by
showing an optional occurrence, within the final clause, of
a PIN marker which accompanies ko.
(24) a. aan
1s

t*kpaan-im
work-CONT

ko-p aap
ko-2s 2s

t*tv-im
play-CONT

'I am working and you are playing'
b. aap *p
duub-an ko-n biink-a
2s also come-IRR ko-1s accompany-FUT
'If you come, I will go'
c. vingar aan
when
1s

d*v
k2=P baak
come:PERF ko-2s angry:PERF

'When I came, you got angry'
Moreover, a ko construction may include a noun phrase that
has been analysed as the "lexical subject" of a Proposition.
The order position of the "lexical subject" does not necessarily follows the connective.
(25) a. *q kil tikpaan-im ko
DEM man work-CONT ko

*9

oks
ni'i-im
DEM woman sing-CONT

'That man is working and the woman singing'
b. aan
1s

ni'i-im
t2 no'ok-im 9' dutkom
sing-coNT ko talk-CONT DET white-man

'I am singing but the white-man is talking'
According to these observations, and as a preliminary basis
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for my analysis, I will support the idea that in the case of
examples in (23-25) the connective ko, is takinq as its
arguments two propositions.
The second type of construction is where the ko
construction appears internal to a proposition.

I repeat

Notice that in (26), a Proposi-

those constructions below.

tion appears at the left side of the connective.
(26) a. aan
1s

sit
INT

k2=R

q~'~d

aapi
2s

biq:RDP ko-2s

'I am biqqer than you'
b. aan
1s

sit
INT

d~~n

smoke

~qi

kQ

ko

3s

'I smoke more than him (that one)'
c.

~q

3s

sit q~
INT as

t~b~t

kg

tall

ko

Huaan
John

'He is taller than John'
and,

in (27)

the riqht side of each construction is a

sentential argument.
(27) a. aan aaq-im
k9=R ita kiak-an
1s tell-CONT ko-2s here be-IRR
'I am tellinq you to stand up there'
b.

~q

3s

ifi-tiaah
ko-n mua'a
1s-order:INF ko-1S kill-IRR

'He order me to kill'
c.

~q

h~~

3s

tell:PERF

kQ

ko

aan huun
ls corn

huq-an
eat-IRR

'He told me to eat corn'
The third qroup shows a Proposition to the riqht side of
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a question word.
(28) a. igtu'iq kQ:R
Q-word
ko-2s

tikpaana
kiik?
work:IMPERF be

'Why are you workinq?'
b. igtu'iq kQ:R im aaq-im?
Q-word kO-2s NEG like-CONT
'Why you don't like (it)?'
c. verda k2=R im
true
ko-2s NEG

huuq
qa'i
eat:IMPERF meat.

'Is it true that you don't eat meat?'
Accordinq to the observations concerninq the constructions illustrated from (23) throuqh (28), I want to
propose that the ko needs to have at least three different
analyses: one for constructions illustrated from (23) throuqh
(25) where the ko is analysed as linkinq two Propositions or
constructions like those qiven in (27) where the ko introduces a sentential arqument.

As I have mentioned before, I

consider those clauses to be propositions, but I will discuss
later the proper cateqorization of those elements.

The

second analysis is for constructions in (26) where the ko
links

lexical

elements -- NPs -- as

for

example the

"independent" forms in (26a) and (26b), or the noun phrases
as in (26c).

The third analysis works for constructions in

(28) where the ko construction complements a question word
(28) •
For any of those three different analysis, the ko is
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considered to combine first with the second or final construction, since the relative order of the ko construction is
fixed relative to whatever is considered to be the left-most
constructions (the order of constructions including the ko
will be analysed in chapter V).

The proposal that ko takes

as its first argument the right part of the complex construction is also motivated by the distributional facts of the PIN
marker.

The PIN marker occurs only in those constructions

having as its first element or which are introduced by ko.
(29) a. ko linking two clauses:

(plp)lp

b. ko linking a lexical element:

(plp)INP

c. ko in questions:

(pla-W)lp'

The first two cases may be simplified to one by assigning the
ko the category label (pip) Ix, where X is a variable over P
and NP -- categories which require a person and number value.
The

(pip) Ix label captures adequately the combinatorial

properties of ko, the result will be always a pip.

However,

the third case cannot be included within the (plp)lx label
and needs the category label (pla-w)lp which was provided in
(29c).

I

will come back later to this point.

'. within the categorial representations provided in
(29), the right-most category is the first argument of ko and
the result is the complex category in parenthesis i.e. (PiP),
or (Pla-w). For such last type of categories their f rst
argument is also the category represented as the right-most
one; the result in all those cases is a category (P), a
proposition.
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In chapter II -- (38) -- the ko constructions were
described as having the following list of properties.
(30) a. ko is a particle connecting two
constructions, either of which may
be a clause.
b. ko is an element occupying a medial
position between two related elements.
c. the final construction connected by ko is
a dependent construction since it can't
stand by itself.
d. within the dependent construction, there
is an optional occurrence of: the PIN marker
form, the "non-prefixed" form, or a "lexical"
subject form.
e. when both the PIN marker form and the "nonprefixed" form co-occur, they must have the
same person and number value.
f. for some constructions, the occurrence of a
"lexical" element -- NP or an "independent"
form implies the absence of the PIN marker
form or the "non-prefixed" form.
The list of properties in (30) does not mention that the PIN
marker form occurs, exclusively and only, in ko constructions.

This last observation lead me to propose that the ko

might require as its first argument an element bearing a
person and number value, therefore no analysis of ko constructions will be complete without considering first the
analysis of the PIN marker form.
4.3.1.

The PIN marker form.
Each time an expression is introduced by the connec-

tive ko, it is possible, but not obligatory, for a PIN marker
form to be cliticized to it.

The status of the PIN marker

as a clitic is supported on the elaboration of ideas taken
from Klavans

(1983),

(1985) •

The following syntactic
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properties differentiate a clitic from an affix: i. the
clitics participate in syntactic processes (argument-verb
agreement); ii. clitics form syntactic units, not words like
affixes do. s
The inventory of Pima Bajo PIN marker forms and their
person and number value is included below.
(31).

-D

1s

-t

-p

2s

-pill

1pl
·2pl

According to the linguistic tradition in Tepiman
languages, especially stUdies from O'odham, the particles
listed in (31) would be considered to correspond to a part of
the Aux: the person and number marking.

However, what

I

am

calling PIN marker form from Pima Bajo doesn't show the
fundamental formal properties that were listed by steele et
a1. (1981:155-156) as the "necessary properties" of Aux.

S. other properties which are useful in differentiating
clitics from affixes are: iii. clitics have no semantic
relation with their host as the affixes, iv. clitics follow
different phonological processes than the affixes, and
clitics are unable of occur in isolation. I won't address
these last properties in my analysis, but it is remarkable
that the PIN marker adds nothing to the meaning of ko since
this connective is not a referential unit. Phonologically
the ko-P/_marker must be preceded by an obligatory pause and
form a phonological unit with its argument. Furthermore. the
ko-P/_ marker can't be assigned an accent. When the bare ko
occurs, the vowel can be elided and the consonant may be
suffixed into the preceding word.
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(32)

a. "AuxL,is a constituent.
AUX~ occurs in first, second or final
posl.tion.
c. For some choices of L, Aux may attach to
some adjacent element.
d. AUX~ contains a specified, i.e. fixed and
sma~l, class of elements.
e. These elements occur in a fixed order.
f. AUXL ~ include elements marking tense and
or modality.
g. AuxL mA% include, as well, elements
indicating subject marking, subject
agreement, question, evidential, emphasis,
aspect, object marking, object agreement,
and negation.
h. Insofar as these notional types can be
identified across languages, their relative
order does not follow from any general
principle(s)."
b.

From the entire list of properties provided in (32), the Pima
Bajo PIN marker form is lacking at least the most essential
property, the one listed in (32f).

In other words, Pima

Bajo PIN marker form consists of one single element, the
person and number marking, and never expresses tense/aspect
and/or modality.

In what follows a pair of constructions

show that ko never changes, hence does not mark tense/aspect.
(33) a. vingar g
kav
gis
ko-n ift-nov mulyift
when ART horse fall:PAST ko-ls ls-arm break:
PAST
'I broke my arm when the horse felt'
b. ift-papa
divi-an ko-t
'am hihi-m-ia
ls-father come-IRR ko-lpl LOC go:PL-CONT-FUT
'When my father arrive we will go'
4.3.2.

Patterns of occurrence of the PIN marker form.
From the set of properties of the PIN marker form,

the following patterns of ko constructions emerge.

The
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patterns include the connective kO,

the PIN form,

the

occurrence of a noun phrase (NP) or a "non-prefixed" form,
and an ACE form.
(34)

a.

ko-P/N

"non-prefixed"

ACE

b.

ko-P/N

---~---------

ACE

c.

ko ---

d.

ko

e.

ko

"non-prefixed

ACE
ACE

NP

--------------

ACE

For all those patterns in (32), when a PIN marker form is
present, the lPN-val] of the PIN marker must agree with the
lPN-val] of the "non-prefixed" form.

Notice that within the

list of patterns in (34) the patterns in (35) are missing.
(35) a.

ko-P/N

b.

ko-P/N

ACE

NP

"independent" form

ACE

The first pattern is missing because it is not a possible
choice, since there is no PIN marker bearing only a number
value [s] or [pl] as noun phrases do.

The last pattern is

missing due to a restriction of Pima Bajo.
-- as

I

This restriction

will show in chapter V -- has to do with the post-

verbal obligatory position of the "independent" forms when
any other preverbal form providing values for Argument1
occurs.

However, within constructions like those provided

in (26) where the connective ko introduces no ACE form but
only noun phrases or "independent" forms the pattern [ko-P/N
"independent" form] may occur.

The reason for such an
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occurrence might be that a "non-prefixed" forms precede ACE
forms and for those constructions where the "independent"
form is present, no ACE form is given.

The "independent"

form or the noun phrase is for the connective ko the only
source left for expressing a person and number value.
4.3.3.

Possible analyses of the PIN marker form.
The PIN marker form could be analysed as being an

element that combines (cliticizes) with the connective ko to
yield a connective containing a person and number value.
Such an analysis could be represented by the functional
application rule illustrated below.
PIN marker

(36)

ko

->

ko-P/N

The schema in (36) illustrates an endocentric function, the
result shows a connective of the same category type as the
bare ko, but this time the connective contains a person and
number value.

The complete set of forms obtained by the

application of rule given in (36) to those forms in (31) are
listed below.
(37)

kon

kot

kop

kopim

However it is possible to provide another analysis
for the PIN marker form.

The second analysis for the PIN

marker and the ko is one where the ko and the ko-z forms are
taken to be part of a single primitive set.

within this

second view, the paradigm in (37) is enriched to contain

----

-_

..

--------

....._ . -
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another form.

In (38) I am providing such a primitive set

and their values.
(38)

kon

[1s]

kot

[1pl]

kop

[2s]

kopim

[2pl]

ko

[PN]

Observe that the bare ko is taken to be a connective bearing
an open person and number value [PN].

strong evidence for

this second analysis is the absence of a PIN marker form for
third person (cf. (31».

FUrthermore the proposal that the

form ko bears an open [PN] value allows us to analyse
constructions like those illustrated in

(39)

where the

absence of a form expressing person and number value allows
two possible interpretations

-- a specified value, or an

unspecified value -- to be identified as the subject value of
the ko construction.
(39) a. aan t~kpaan-a
1s work-IRR

ko im maich t~kpaan-a
ko NEG know work-IRR

'I might work, but (I/nobody) don't know/knows
how'
b. aan buur niaar
ko kwaag
ab-roage
1s burro buy:PERF ko firewood Loc-carry
'I bought a burro so (I/somebody) can carry
firewood'
The open [PN] value of the connective ko allows the ambiguity.
4.3.3.1.

---

Analysis of ko.

---- - - - - - - - -

---------------
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Given the categorization of the functor ko provided
in (29), when this connective is combined with its first
argument -- represented with the variable X -- the result is
taken to be a category that will need to combine with a
proposition or a Noun Phrase to

yi~ld

something that combines

later with another construction -- a Proposition or a
Question word (represented by the variable Y) -- to yield
finally a Proposition.

The general schema of this applica-

tion is illustrated below.
(40)

kO[PN-Val]

:

X

->

Ply

When the functional application rule applies, the person and
number value of the ko must be compatible with a [PH-val] of
the X category.

In other words, the ko must combine with

something bearing a [PN-val].

If the X is a variable which

stands for propositions or Noun Phrases, then the [PN-val] of
the ko must be compatible with the subject value of the
Proposition, or with the value of the noun phrase.

In other

words, the ko, with, or without a [PH-val] has an obligatory
syntactic relation (agreement) with the first obligatory
argument of ko.
The problem now is to show what must be considered to
be the argument for the connective ko.

The following are

different instantiations of Pima Bajo constructions of type
ply·
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(41) a. ko-pam i'a givk-an
ko-2pl LOC stand-up:PL-IRR
' ••• you to stand up there'
b. ko-n mu'ah-an
ko-1s kill-IRR

g' ko'o
ART snake

' ••• me to kill the snake'
c. ko-n aan mu'a
ko-1s 1s kill:PERF
,
d. ko
ko

me to kill'
aan
1s

koi-m-dag
eat-CONT-PUT

' ••• 1 will be eating'

e. ko
ko

~g

oks

n~'i-im

DEM woman sing-CoNT

' ••• that woman singing'
f. ko-p baak
ko-2s angry:PERF
' •••• you got angry'
g. ko
ko

~gi

3s

' ••• him (that one)'
h. ko-p aapi
ko-2s 2s
' ••• you (than you)'
i. ko
ko

Huaan
John

, •••• John'
Evidence that the ko combines with a Proposition in
constructions (41a-f) comes from the combinational properties
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of ko which are illustrated by the patterns listed in (34).
For all the combinatorial possibilities in (34) the to
combines with a construction having a [PN-vall.

According

to the structure building rules provided in chapter III (and
listed again in the present chapter (1», if the ko construction must combine with arguments containing a "non-prefixed"
form or a noun phrase,

only two possible analyses are

available: either i. the to combines with a Propositional
Radical since "non-prefixed" forms are combined with a
Propositional Radical or ii. the ko combines with a Proposition.

The first possible analysis, the combination of the

to with a Propositional Radical is eliminated immediately:
a Propositional Radical can have more than one person and
number value, since agreement has not yet been appliedi thus,
it is impossible to identify a single value, the "subject"
which must agree with the lPN-vall of the ko form.

So, only

the Proposition and not the Propositional Radical includes a
subject.

Therefore the argument of the ko form in examples

(41a-f) is a Proposition.

In (42) I provide the application

of ko to a Proposition.
(42)

Combination of ko with a Proposition:
<PHONi (pIY)lp [PN-val]i 'SEM'> : <PHONi P
[[Arg1 =PN-val, (Arg2=3N, •••• )], T/Ali 'SEM'>
<PHONi ply [[Arg1 =PN-valUPN-val=PN-val,
(Arg2 =3N, ••• )li T/Ali 'SEM'>

->
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The result shows that the lPN-val] provided by the ko is
unified with the value of the subject of the Proposition.
From the application in (42) the possible results are the
following: i. if the Proposition has a lPN-val], it will be
identical to the value of the ko; ii. if the propositon has
an open [PN] value, the result will show either a concrete
1s, 2s, 1pl, or 2p value, or an open [PN] value.

In (43) I

illustrate the application of kOD to the construction aaD
au.'a (41c).

In this representation the [ls] value of the

form kOD unifies with the [ls] value of the Proposition, the
value provided by the "non-prefixed" form.
(43) <PHON; (pIY)lp [ls]; 'SEMI> : <PHON; P
[[Arg1=ls, ( •••• )], T/A]; 'SEMI>

->

<PHON; ply [[Arg1 =lsUls=lS, ( •••• )], T/A];
'SEMI>

The result in (43) shows the unification of two compatible
values, the value of the subject of the Proposition, and the
value provided by the kOD form.

If the Proposition is

lacking a lPN-val] the application will show that the [PNval] of the kOD form unifies with the open [PN] value,
specifying in this way the referential value of the subject
of the proposition.
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(44) <PHON; (pIY)lp [ls]; 'SEM'> : <PHON; P
[[Arg1=PN, ( •••• )], T/A]; 'SEM'>

->

<PHON; [plY [[Arg1=PNQ1S=ls, ( •••• )],
T/A]; 'SER'>
The last case is the one illustrated by the following
constructions.
(45) a. aap toomefi taan-a
ko aan am-g~~g~v
2s money borrow-IRR ko 1s 2s-scold
'If you ask for money, I will scold you'
b. aan
1s

am n~id
ko
LOC see:PERF ko

ab himd-ad
LOC leave-REM

'I saw you when (you) were leaving'
In (45a) the ko combines with a Proposition; since the ko has
an open [PN], unification applies as follows: [PN] U [ls] =
[ls].

The Proposition ends with a [ls] value.

For cases as

the one illustrated in (45b) the application is the same as
the one in (44), but in this case, the subject will remain as
an open [PN] value since no member of the Proposition ko ab
himdad contains a subject value.

However, the ko creates a

dependent construction, a complex category ply which requires
something (Y

= question word

or Proposition) to be a Proposi-

tion.
The following are examples where the ko construction
is part of a question: (pIO-w)lp.
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(46) a. ituik ko niar
am-amiig boonom?
why
ko buy:PERF 2s-friend hat
Why did your friend buy a hat?
b. ituik ko-p tikpaana
kiik?
why
ko-2s work:ZMPERF STAT
Why are you working?
c. ituik ko-p im ift-aag-im?
why
ko-2s NEG 1s-like-CONT
Why you don't like me?
d. yerdad ko-p im tiid?
tru
ko-2s NEG dance:IMPERF
It's true that you haven't dance?
In these sentences, ko combines with a Proposition, as we
have come to expect.

The result, however, does not combine

with a Proposition, but rather with a question word.
(47)

Combination of ko with a Proposition:
<PHONi (pIQ-w)lp [PN-valli 'SEM'> : <PHONi P
[[Arg1 =PN-val, ( •••• )], T/Ali 'SEM'>

->

<PHONi plQ-w [[Arg1=PN-valUPN-val=PN-val,

( •••• )]i T/Ali 'SEM'>
We must allow ko, therefore, to combine with a Proposition
and yield either pip or pIQ-w.
The application of a ko to constructions in (41g-i)
is quite clear.

In all these cases the ko combines with a

noun phrase -- noun phrase or "independent" pronoun --to
yield something that takes a Proposition to be a Proposition.
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(48) Combination of ko with an NP:
<PHONi (plp)INP [PH-valli 'SEM'> : <PHONi NP
[PH-valli 'SEM'>

->

<PHONi pip [PN-valUPN-

val=PN-val]i 'SEM'>
The result in (48) shows that

th~

value of the functor Ito

unifies with the value of the argument, the NP.
So far I have shown that the Ito is a connective,
that combines with two kinds of categories: NPs and Propos itions.

These subsumes a variety of possibilities.

Recall

from chapter II, that Hale considered that the 0' odham
cognate of Pima Bajo is a connective that is used in coordination of different constructions as well as in subordinations.

Later, Scancarelli has considered some more cons-

tructions.

Consideration of the examples from (23) through

(28), and their non-formal properties lead us to the following classification of complex constructions which include a
Ito construction:
(49) Coordinations with different subject:
a. aat tikpaan-im
1pl work-CONT

kg

ko

higam titv-im
3pl
play-CONT

'We are working and they are playing'
b. aan tikpaan-im
1s work-CONT

ko-g aag
ko-2s 2s

titv-im
play-coNT

'I am working and you are playing'

- - - - -_

...

_._-----_.-
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c.

~g

k~l

DEM man

t~kpaan-im

work-CONT

ko
ko

ia oks

n~'i-im

DEM woman sing-coNT

'That man is working and the woman singing'
(50) Conditional clauses:
a. aap ~p duub-an k2
2s also come-IRR ko

aan b~~nk-a
1s accompany-PUT

'If you come, I will go'
(51) Clauses expressing temporal sequence:
a. ub
aap dub-an
'am kQ aan koi-m-dag
when 2s come-IRR LOC ko 1s eat-CONT-FUT
'I will be eating when you will come here'
b. vingar aan
when
1s

k2=R baak
come:PERF ko-2s angry:PERF

d~v

'When I came, you got angry'
(52) comparisons:
a. aan
ls

sit
INT

gi'id kQ:B
big:RDP ko-2s

aapi
2s

'I am bigger than you'
b. aan
ls

sit
INT

diin
smoke

igi
3s

kg

ko

'I smoke more than him (that one)'
c.

~g

3s

sit gi
INT as

tibit
tall

kg

ko

Huaan
John

'He is taller than John'
(53) Complementizers:
a. aan aag-im
k2=R ita kiak-an
ls tell-CONT ko-2s here be-IRR
'I am telling you to stand up there'
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b. ig
3s

ift-tiaah
ko-n mua'a
ls-order:INF ko-ls kill-IRR

'He order me to kill'
c. ig
3s

hii
k2
tell:PERF ko

aan huun
ls corn

hug-an
eat-IRR

'He told me to eat corn'
(54) Non-argument questions:
a. igtu'iq k2:R
Q-word
ko-2s

tikpaana
kiik?
work:IMPERF be

'Why are you working?'
b. igtu'iq k2=R im aaq-im?
Q-word ko-2s NEG like-CONT
'Why you don't like (it)?'
c. verda
verdad

k2=R im

ko-2s NEG

huuq
qa'i
eat:IMPERF meat.

'Is it true that you don't eat meat?'
I won't have anything to say about whether these differences
are critical.

One more issue that I am not attempting to

answer is whether there is any similarity among the three
different categorizations -- (pip) Ip, (pip) INP, (pIQ-w) Ip -provided for the connective ko.

The analysis I have

provided shows that no matter what is the construction
preceding the ko construction, the first argument of the
connective ko must have a [PN-val]: the value of an NP or the
value of the subject of a Proposition.
In sum, the PIN marker form was analysed to be part
It was also considered that the [PN-

of the connective ko.

----

- - . - --

----- - - - - - - - - -..
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val] of the connective must covary with the [PN-val] of its
first argument.

The analysis I have provided shows that the

ko creates dependent constructions which must be built up
relative to something else -- the left-most argument -yield a complex Proposition.

to

The connective kG is analysed

as a form that must agree with its first argument; this is
accommodated by the unification of those properties.

Those

categories bearing a [PN-val] can be: the subject of the
proposition or a lexical NP.
construction.

The result requires another

I have also shown that the complexity of the

combinational properties of ko can' t
simple analysis.

be captured by one

Two specifications are necessary: the

first is that the ko takes propositions or Noun Phrases as
its first argument; the second is that the result combines
with a proposition or a Question word to yield a Proposition.
4.4. Clausal Relations.
4.4.1.

Arguments and complex constructions in Pima Bajo:

four different levels of embedding.
The subject and object arguments in the Pima Bajo
language have been analysed to be person and number values.
The application of a categorial Unification Analysis has
argued that Pima Bajo has three different person and number
sets.

Each combines with a different structure:

the

"prefixed" forms combine with ACE forms, the "non-prefixed"
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forms

with

the

propositional Radical,

"independent" form with the Proposition.

and

finally

the

Within the present

chapter, I have shown that a pair of connectives, kechi and
ko, build two types of complex contructions: the kechi builds
up either arquments from the combination of two noun phrases,
or a predication from the combination of two predicates.

ko

is a connective forming complex Propositions.
Here, I take up two kinds of subordination raised in
chapter III -- the relative clauses and the 'li4 constructions •

Given the discussion and the background of the kechi

and ko analyses, I provide an account about the way the
grammar of Pima Bajo organizes the embedding space.

In this

section I present some considerations concerning this topic.
I

propose that. the clausal relations in Pima Bajo are

organized and therefore realized in four different structural
units:

i.

structure,

inside an arqument,
iii.

ii.

within the arqument

inside the Proposition and finally iii.

beyond the Proposition.
4.4.2.

Relative Clauses.
The categorial unification analysis presented in

chapter III suggests that a relativized predicate is formed
when the suffix

-k~k

combines with an ACE form.

The result

of such a combination has the following effect: One of the
arguments will no longer be a person and number value, but
rather a coindexed arqument, an arqument that is coreferent
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with the modified noun, the head noun.

A second effect is

that the relativized predicate won't combine with a tense/aspect affix (cf. (79) in chapter III).

'l'he special

properties of the relativized predicate are provided by the
suffix -kik.

So the Propositional Radicals including -kik

have the following properties: i. they have a temporal value
[TEMP], and ii. they contain a coindexed argument, and iii.
they become a proposition by the application of Agreement.
This type of construction is a Proposition that is also an
NIN.

The last one means that the relativized element needs

to be combined with a noun, the head noun (N); such a
combination yields a complex N(oun) the one containing a
relative clause.

Within the relative noun formation rule

provided below, the functor has to have Argument1 indexed
with k or Argument2 has to be indexed with k.
(55)

Relative Noun formation:
<PHON-k*k; NIN [Ar91=PN, Ar92=3N, either of
them indexed with k], TEMP] 'SEM'>
<PHON; N[n]k; 'SEM'>

->

.

<PHON; N[n]; 'SEM'>

The rule in (55) matches the head noun N with the relative
clause.

Such a matching operation is possible since within

the argument structure of the functor, one of the arguments
is coindexed with the index k.

The index k allows the

coindexed argument to be referentially related with the head
noun, the argument of NIN.

The result of the combination of
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a relative clause with the head noun shows a complex noun,
something ready to undergo either the ONPI rule or the
Lexical Subject rule (illustrated below in (56) and (57».
Thus, the relative clause is an embedded construction within
a lexical argument.

In what follows I provide a derivation

tree (Montague's style, and readable from bottom to top) for
both a subject relative clause

(56)

and an object relative

Both trees illustrate the formation of a

clause (57).

complex lexical element -- an NP -- which later participates
in structure building functional application rules as the
ONPI rule or the Lexical subject rule.
Subject relative clause.

(56)

[q

[ 9

gogs

q~~

g~is-k~k]

P = NIN

[

Agreement

qoqs

N=

[

pi-ip

pip

ogs ] N
-IP

ACE

[TEMP]

9~is

] ACE

'The dog that fell is barking'

...

_.-

--- ----

[

kuihim ] P
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(57)

Object relative clause.

[q

qoqs

sit GzGzR ] ACE

[ q qoqs

[ sit GzGzR ] ACE

[ ift-mua'a-kik ] P = NIN
Aqreement

VP

[TEMP] vplACE
[

[ift-mua'a-kik] ACE

ill~il-k4,k

1 ACE

~
[mua'a]

[ kik] ACEIACE
'The doq I killed was big'
4.4.3.

qoqs ] N

ACE

The ili4 constructions: the embeddinq space within

the Argument structure.
Recall from chapter III, that 4:li4 was analyzed as an
ACE form that requires a whole sentence to be its object
argument.

Later, I provided -- section 3.6.3.1. in chapter

III -- the morpholoqical properties of 4:li4: i. the second
argument of 4:li4 must be a sentential argument, ii. the
sentential argument must be [future], and iii. the referential value identified with the first argument of 4:li4 and the
referential value of Argument l of the sentential argument
must be identical.

In other words both ACE forms have

identical subject valUes.

In what follows, I provide an

analysis for the 4:li4 constructions which ensures that the
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value of both subject arguments are identical.
Recall again from chapter III that Argument2 of 61i4 is
a sentential argument.
This makes it impossible for the
ONPI rule to apply.

Rather we need an analogous rule

combining a sentential argument with ACE.

In (58), in a

fashion similar to the lexical object within the ONPI rule,
the sentential argument is taken to be an ACE lACE category.
Within (58), Argument l of 6114 is given as a [PN] since the
prefixation rule has not been applied.

The rule specifies

that Argumentl of the object complement, and Argument l of the
embedding proposition are identically indexed. The coreferential relation between both Argument l of 6114 and the one
from the sentential argument is marked with the index k.
(58) Combination of sentential argument with subiect
coreferentiality.
<PHON; S = ACE IACE [Argl=PNk , ( •••• ), N, FUT];
'SEM'>
'SEM'>

->

<PHON; ACE [Argl=PNk , Arg2=Argl =PNk ,
( •••• ), N, FUT]]; , SEM' >

Once the sentential argument is combined, the Prefixation
rule takes place, and a "prefixed" form gives reference to
the first argument of 61i4.

The derivation tree in (59)

shows, step by step, how a construction with 61i4 is built
up.

--- - - - -

--~--~--

--
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ifi-ilid ] P

[ aan

(59)

[ aan ] vplvp

[ T/A ] vplACE

ifi-ilid ] vP

[oob

nokiag

ifi-ilid] ACE

[ ifi ] ACE IACE

[

ilid ] ACE

oob nokiag ] S= ACEIACE

'I want to speak pima'
4.4.4.

Complex constructions within the Proposition.
The analysis provided for the connective kechi has

shown how the coordination of noun phrases, and Propositional
Radicals take place.

Furthermore, the analysis has shown

that where two Propositional Radicals are' conjoined, the
application of a condition of compatibility or agreement
ensures that only one Proposition will be formed,

since

agreement is taken to be a functor that build up single
constituents.

In what follows two derivation trees are

provided, one shows the coordination of two noun phrases
(60),

the second the

Radicals (61).

coordination of two Propositional
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(60)

Coordination of Noun Phrases
[ Huan kechi Beniit

sit

[ Huan kechi Beniit ] NP

[ kechi Beniit ] NPINP

P

t~'tve-k]

= Pip

[si'

t~'tve-k]

P

[Huaan] NP

[ kechi ] (NPINP) INP
'John and Benito are very tall'
(61)

Coordination of Propositional Radicals
[ aan

Agreement Plvp

t~kpaan-im

[ aan

kechi

t~kpaan

n~'i-im

] P

im kechi (aan)

[ (aan)

[ kechi] (VPlvP)lvp

[ aan ] vplvp

n~'i-im

n~'i-im

] vP

] vP

] vP

[

t~kpaan-im

] vP

'I am working and singing'

The derivation in (60) shows that a proposition may
include a lexical argument which results from the coordination of two noun phrases.

The same situation can be

extended to explain cases where the lexical object is formed
from the coordination of two noun phrases.

The derivation
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in (61) shows again that the embedding space for the connective kechi is within the Proposition.

A Proposition may

include the coordination of Propositional Radicals,

the

operation of agreement which links all the "subject-oriented"
values ensure that Proposition has only one subject available.
4.4.5.

Embedding beyond the Proposition.
The analysis of the connective ko have shown that

this connective functions in at least two different situations: i. it links two Propositions (pip) I), and ii. it links
a Proposition with a lexical element (pla-w)lp or (plp)INP.
A nice consequence of this analysis is the fact that when ko
links Propositions the resulting construction may have
different sUbjects.

However, the same analysis allows

constructions where the ko links independent Propositions,
two "subject-oriented" forms, but the same subject value.
(62)

aan sit timiti
huu
ko AAn sit biihmak
1s INT tortilla eat:PERF ko 1s INT be hungry
'I ate too many tortillas since I was hungry'

Constructions as (62) are possible since in the ko
connects two Propositions and no application of agreement is
given.

In what follows I provide derivation trees for the

functions of ko: i. embedding clauses (63), ii. embedding
lexical arguments (64), and embedding questions (65).
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(63)

[aan t*kpaan-im

ko

higam

t*tv-im] p

[ aan t*kpaan-im ] P

[ ko]

pip

[h*gam t*tv.-im ] P

'I am working and they are playing'

(64)

[aan sit g*'*d

ko-p

aapi] p

'I am bigger than you'

(65)

[ ko-p

[*gtu'ig

t~kpaana k~!k

] pia-word

[ ko-p ] (pla-w>lp
'Why you don't like (it)?

- - - ---. - - - - -

-------

[~9tu'i9]

] p

a-word
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CHAPTER V
ORDER OF ELEMENTS.

5.1 Introduction.
In previous chapters of this study, a categorial
unification analysis has been provided to show how the
syntactic structure of Pima Bajo is built up.

The main

concern of the present chapter is the treatment of the order
of elements within this analysis.

The analysis of order

proposed here considers that the linear order of elements
from Pima Bajo

is

not relevant

to building syntactic

categories, in other words, the linear order of elements has
-- in general -- no categorial effect.

Furthermore, my

analysis shows that most of what are considered to be
obligatorily ordered constructions result from the morphophonological properties of affixes, particles or segments
which participate in word-formation processes.

So, the

analysis presented here shows that whenever an obligatory
linearization of elements is required, it is not the case
that a syntactical rule has been applied, but the resul t
shows the phonological consequences of the combination of an
affix, a particle or a segment having access to the phonology
of its argument.
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The chapter is divided into three more sections.
The first one, second within the whole chapter, presents
generalizations about the order of elements in Pima Bajo.
The second section provides general background about distinct
linguistic treatments of order, and how categorial grammarians have dealt with order.

The third section presents

the analysis of Pima Bajo order.
5.2.

The Relevant Facts.

since no other theoretical, or descriptive, account
of Pima Bajo is available, this section on the facts of Pima
Bajo word order introduces a fair amount of descriptive data.
At the same time, the presentation of the data is organized
in such way as to call attention to the ordering phenomena
that any linguistic account of order in Pima Bajo must be
aware of.

Thus, the discussion of data is a combination of

what one might take to be the critical syntactic and morphological facts.
The presentation of the data of Pima Bajo is organized according to the following word-order phenomena:
i.

Expressions where order does not playa role:
:free wore! or4er.

ii.

constructions with riqie! ore!er: a). particles which
are characterized as 2nd position, e.g. imperative;
b). constructions showing a pre-verbal position as

- - - - _ . - -._---

--------

..
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the "non-prefixed" form, and the negative, and
c). constructions showing a single acceptable concatenation of elements, e.g. noun phrases, the 'li4
constructions, the

rel~tive

clauses, and complex

constructions connected by ko.
iii.

Expressions showing complementary or4er restrictions: from being an expression freely ordered in
some context, the "independent" pronominal form
changes into a fixed post-verbal element under
certain conditions.

iv.
5.2.1.

Discontinuities: floating quantifiers.
Free word order elements.
Free order is observed for those elements functioning

as the "lexical" arguments of a predicate: noun phrases and
"independent" (pronominal) forms.

The position of expres-

sions commonly recognized as the optional or non-direct
(oblique) arguments of a predicate is also free.
Recall from chapter III (Section 3.5.1.1.), that noun
phrases as well as "independent" forms have no fixed position
in a sentence.

In what follows all possible combinations of

subject and object are listed.
(1) a. Huaan supon
niar
John chicken buy:PERF
'John bought a chicken'

- ---

- - - - - - - - - - - ------------
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b. Bosee huu
huun
Joe
eat:PERF corn
'Joe ate corn'
c. kees
niar
Marii
cheese buy:PERF Mary
'Mary bought cheese'
d. kafee Roos
coffee Rose

niar
buy: PERF

'Rose bought coffee'
e. niir
Buaan g'
vav
see:PERF John ART mountain
'John saw the mountain'
f. n-iir
g' vav
Buaan
see:PERF ART mountain John
'John saw the mountain'
On the basis of the above, it is possible to conclude that
the positions of subject, object, and verb of Pima Bajo
constructions are free relative to one another.

The same

six alternative orders are observed if an "independent" form
occurs.
(2) a. aani sup on
niar
1s
chicken buy:PERF
_'I bought a chicken'
b. aani huu
huun
1s
ea't: PERF corn
'I ate corn'
c. kees
niar
aani
cheese buy:PERF 1s
'I bought cheese'

----

----

-

--

-------

------ - - - - - - - -
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d. kafee aani
coffee ls

niar
buy: PERF

'I bouqht coffee'

e.

aani q'
vav
see:PERF ls
ART mountain

n~ir

'I saw the mountain'

f.

q' vav
aani
see:PERF ART mountain 1s

n~ir

'I saw the mountain'
Thus, the followinq are all the possible orderinqs that
a simple transitive Pima Bajo expression may have.
(3)

S

0

V

S

V

0

V

S

0

V

0

S

0

S

V

0

V

S

where for all the representations in (3), the S(ubject) and
the O(bject) position can be occupied either by a noun phrase
or by an "independent" form. 1
Now,

let's

consider

examples

of

non-obliqatory

arguments.

1. However, the si tuation with respect to the "independent" pronoun chanqes if a "non-prefixed" form occurs. See
section 5.2.4.
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(4) ift-papaa tyuk-ab
koos
ls-father inside-POSP sleep:BAB
'My father sleeps inside'
The post-positional phrase tuUk-ab
optional.

'inside'

in

(4)

is

Such locative phrases, formed by the combination

of a noun and a post-position, are freely ordered within the
sentence.

In (5) I present the other five alternative

orders that a post-positional phrase can have.

All cons-

tructions in (5) are syntactically equivalent, they only
differ in their intonational patterns, but no difference
present themselves. 2
(5) tduk-ab
tduk-ab

ift-pap4a
k60s

k60s

ift-pap4a

ift-pap4a k60s tduk-ab
k60s

ift-pap4a tduk-ab

k60s

tduk-ab ift-pap4a

Similar free word order of elements is observed

2. The intonational patterns from constructions in (5)
result from the location of the word stress and have nothing
to do with the category label of the lexical items.
In
almost all Pima Bajo words, a primary stress is assigned to
the first vowel of each word, unless a long vowel occurs in
the second syllable.
As it is expected, pro-clitics like
the "prefixed" forms don't count for stress assignment.
Depending on the stress pattern of each word, each expression
in (5) can be divided in two or three intonational units.
Such intonational units may vary either according to pragmatical reasons or the combination of stressed and unstressed
vowels, since two or three primary stressed vowels may occur
in a role, and therefore one, two, or three unstressed vowels
appear between the primary stressed vowels.
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between other non-obligatory arguments, as benefactives,
instrumentals, or comitatives..

A few examples are illus-

trated below.
(6) a. Peier sigaar
ift-maa
Buaan-bwika
Pete cigarette 1s-give:PERF John-BENEF
'Pete gave me a cigarette on behalf of John'
b. Huaan-bwika Peier sigaar
ift-maa
John-BENEF Pete cigarette 1s-give:PERF
'Pete gave me a cigarette on behalf of John'
c. Mar!i moliin-kad tu'i'-im
Mary grinder-1NST grind-CONT
'Mary is grinding (it) with a grinder'
d. titpar-kad
axe-1NST

aan a-g~~
1s 3s-cut:PERF

'I cut it with an axe'
f. Buaan-bi*n
John-COM

aan
1s

hime-ba
leave-COMPL

'I left in John's company'
g. Marii a-tu'i'-im
a-hu'ul-b~in
Mary 3s-grind-CONT 3s-grandmother-COM
'Mary is grinding it in company of her grandmother'
5.2.2.

Fixed order elements.
Within the expressions with a restricted order, I

consider three groups: i. those elements that occupy second
position; ii. elements which are always ordered preverbally
as for example the negative 1m and the "non-prefixed" forms,
and iii. those expressions which are always ordered in a
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fixed position with respect to another expression (e.g. the
adjective, the noun and the determiner within the noun
phrase, the 6114 construction with respect to its sentential
argument, the relative clause with respect to the head noun,
and finally the ko-construction with respect to its antecedent).
5.2.2.1.

Second position elements.
The imperative 16 is an element that is ordered in

sentential second position.
(7) a. hug-in bav-idar
eat-IMP beans-cooked
'Eat beans!'
b. suudg-ift
ii'i
water-IMP drink
'Drink the water!'
The characterization of the position elements in (7) as
second depends on what can be included as part of the first
position.

In (8) the imperative may follow either the first

word in the case of the emphatic negative kov(a) as in (8a),
the locative ab in (8b), the first complex ACE form which is
the combination of the ACE form with an instrumental postpositional phrase in (8C), the modified ACE form in (8d), or
a complete sentence in (8e).
(8) a. kov-in
NEG-1M

am himi
go:IMPERF

LOC

'Don't gol'

--

--

----- - - - - - - - -
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b. ab-ifi iime
am huug-an
LOC-IM come:IMPERF LOC eat-IRREAL
'Come to eat!'
c. vainim-kat hiiks-ifi
kweerd
knife-INSTR cut: IMPElU·...IM rope
'cut the rope with a knife!'
d. sit hug-in g' iim
INT eat-1M DET squash
'Eat quicky the squash!'
e. sit kiig
INT good

taatgar
root

hug-in
eat-1M

'Eat the good root!'
5.2.2.2.

Pre-verbal elements.
The negative and the bound "non-prefixed" form must

occur in pre-verbal position.
It might be argued that the negative is also a second
position element, if examples like those in (9) are considered.
(9) a. aan
1s

im nuuk-ad suspon

NEG have-REM chicken:PL

'I don't have chickens'
b. aan im suspon
nuuk-ad
1s NEG chicken:PL have-REM
'I don't have chickens'
c. aan
1s

suspon
im nuuk-ad
chicken:PL NEG have-REM

'I don't have chickens'
A possible second position in (9) might be defined consi-

----_. - .. - - -

----.---------
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dering that the negative is placed after the first word in
(9a) and in (9b), and if the negative is assumed to modify a
Propositional Radical, the position in (9c) could

be

inter-

preted as second if auapOD is first word of a Propositional
Radical which has not yet been combined with a "non-prefixed"
form.

However since the negative can also be ordered in

initial position as in (lOa) or after the lexical subject and
one or two optional object noun phrases as in (lOb) and
(lOC), and would never appear in post-verbal position like in
(lOd), then the negative is considered simply ,to occupy a
pre-verbal (ACE) position.
(10) a. im sit gi'id a
nav
NEG INT big:SG DET nopal
'The nopal is not big'
b. gogs
dog

aan im mia
1s
NEG kill:PERF

'I didn't kill the dog'
c. Huaan lYii oob
g' vonoma im maa
John DIM person DET hat
NEG qive:PERF
'John didn't gave the little boy a hat'
d. •

mia

im gogs

The negative must precede the ACE.

Such a restriction is

observed in all (9), and (lOa-c).
Similar to the negative, the bound "non-prefixed"
form is always ordered in pre-verbal position.

One may

observe that this form appears either in initial position as

- - - - - - - .•..

-
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in (11a) and (llb) with one or two noun phrases preceding it,
or it can occur immediately preverbal as.in (llC) or (11d).
(11) a. sum vonam nuuk-ad
1s
hat
have-REM
'I had a hat·
b.

sum
1s

t~mec
lYii oob
maa
tortilla DEN person give:PERF

'I gave tortilla to the kid'

c. sit
INT

kii
AAn nuuk-ad
big:SG house 1s
have-REM

g~·~t

'I had a big house'
d. ko-n aan t~kpaan-im
ko-1s 1s work-CONT
' •••• 1 working'
The "non-prefixed" form never occurs in post-verbal
second position.
(12)
5.2.2.3.

*

nuukad

aan

Order within phrases.
Within a noun phrase,

a determiner precedes an

adjective and the adjective precedes the noun: DETERMINER +
ADJECTIVE + NOUN.
(13) a.

~g

Some examples are given below.
t~b~t

DEN tall

oob
person

'This tall person ••• •
b. g' wamas mihit
ART yellow cat
'The yellow cat ••• •
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c. g' gogs
ART dog
'The dog ••• '

Different order of element won't be accepted.
(14) a.
b.

*
*

ig

oob tibit

oog ig

Other elements that might appear to precede a N(oun)
are the intensifier mu'i, the combination si' mu'i and the
numerals. 3
(15) a. DY!i goges kuih-im-ba
INT dog:PL bark-CONT-COMPL
'Many dogs were barking'
b. aan
1s

gggk

two

suspon
niar
chicken:PL buy:PERF

'I bought two chickens'
c. sit mu'i suspon
aan
INT INT chicken:PL 1s

niar
buy:PERF

'I bought many chickens'
However, intensifiers and numerals are categories that can be
ordered in a discontinuous position with respect to the
modified noun.

I will come back to these elements in the

section on discontinuities.
5.2.2.4.

The 'li4 construction.

Recall from section 3. 6.2 • -- chapter III -- some
3. The intensifier 8i' is the only element that I have
found, which can be combined with the intensifier mu'i to
yield an expression of the same type (NP INP) • No other
combination of particles but 8i' mu'i has been attested.
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examples of this type of construction.
(16) a. aan
1s

oob noki-ag
pima speak-PUT

ifi-ilid .
1s-want

'I want to speak pima"
b. aap
2s

huun
corn

hugi-ag
eat-PUT

am-ilid
2s-want

'You want to buy eggs l
Examples in (16)
elements

within

show us that for the linearization of
the

*lid

constructions

the

sentential

arqument precedes the predicate *li4.
5.2.2.5.

Relative clauses.

Relative clauses are restricted to a position following the modified noun (Noun + Relative Clause), as examples
given in (17) show.

I have found no other positional

possibility.
(17) a. iq gogs
DEM dog

ift-ktli-ktk
1s-bit-ktk

muuk
die: PERF

'The dog that bit me died '
b. aan
1s

mila-hag
kill-PUT

gl gogs
ART dog

gis-kik
fall-kik

'I will kill the dog that fell l
5.2.2.6.

Constructions connected by ko.
Recall from chapter IV that ko was analysed as a

functor that combines first with either a Proposition or an
NP, and that such combination is called the ko construction.
The ko constructions which were characterized as being
elements that combine with Propositions or Question words --
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the second argument of ko -- to yield a Proposition are
obligatorily ordered after the required

~rgument.

For

example: Proposition + ko-construction as in (lSa), (lSb) and
(lSc) or Q-word + ko-construction as in (lSd) and (lSe).
(lS) a. aan tikpaan-im uk&o_-p~~a~a~p~~t~*~t~v_-~i_m
ls work-CONT
ko-2s 2s
play-coNT
'I am working and you are playing'
b. ig hii
ko aan huun hug-an
DEN desire:HAB ko ls corn eat-IRa
'He wants me to eat corn'
c. aan sit gi'id ko-p aapi
ls INT big
ko-2s 2s
'I am bigger than you'
d.

etuik ko-p tikpaana
q-word ko-2p work:HAB

ktik
STAT

'Why are you working?'
e.

verda ko-p im ttid
q-word ko-2s NEG dance:PERF
'It's true that you haven't dance'

S.2.3.

Post-verbal position: a complementary order restric-

tion.
The "independent" form -- an expression showing free
word order according to section 5.2.1. -- loses its freedom
of order and is restricted to a post-verbal position when it
occurs with a "non-prefixed" form.
(19) a.

~

ls

suudag
water

'I got water'

va'ap
~
get:PERF 1s
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b. gook si'ik AAn koi
AADi
two deer:PL 1s kill:PERF 1s
'I killed two deer'
c. Asm i 'ktu nuuk-ad AW
2s q-word have-REM 2s
'What do you have?'
d. Ain n~idY-i .un1 g' s~~'e
1s
see-HAD 1s
ART wolf
'I see the wolf'
e.*
5.2.4.

~

1s

AAni
1s

n~idY-i

see-HAB

g' s~~'e
ART wolf

Discontinuities.
The last type of ordering phenomenon to be discussed

is discontinuity.

The most common discontinuous expressions

in almost all Tepiman languages as well as Pima Bajo involve
quantifiers.

Intensifiers and numerals correspond in Pima

Bajo to what I am calling quantifiers.

Munro (1984:269-287)

has pointed out two order restrictions that hold for the
"floated quantifiers" at least for O'odham and Pima Alto
(Upper Pima from Arizona): i. discontinuous quantifiers must
be ordered preceding the predicate, and ii. if quantifiers
are not floating they are ordered in some position preceding
the modified noun.

The same ordering restrictions are

observed in Pima Bajo.

In (20)

numerals precede the modified noun.

the intensifiers and
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(20) a. sit mu'i suspon aan niar
INT INT chicken 1s buy:PERF
'I bought many chickens'
b. aan ggQk .uuyilY koi
1s two flies
kill:PERF
'I killed two flies'
c. aan niar
sit mu'i suspon
1s buy:PERF INT INT chicken:PL
'I bought many chickens'
The quantifiers appear in a discontinuous position with
respect to the modified noun in (21).

The discontinuous

quantifier is placed in pre-verbal position.
(21) a. s,i, mu';1
INT INT

aan
1s

suspon
niar
buy:PERF chicken:PL

'I bought many chickens'
b. aan gggk koi
1s two
kill:PERF

muuv,ilY
flies

'I killed two flies'
suspon
c. aan sit mu'i niar
1s INT INT buy: PERF chicken:PL
'I bought many chickens'
5.3.

categorial Grammar and Word Order.

Although it is generally acknowledged that some
languages have considerable freedom of word order, it is also
true that even in these languages some restrictions exist.
Linguistic studies interested in word order variation have
dealt with this topic from different perspectives.

--------

..--

-------

......

_--

------

Thus,
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variations on the order of elements have been considered to
be motivated by syntactic, semantic, pragmatic or phonological

factors.

I

assumed that some

linguists assign

expressions to structural configurations.
elements

is

configurations

then
which

represented
necessarily

in

'l'he order of
such

include

structural
hierarchical

relations (Jackendoff (1977), Chomsky (1965) through (1981».
For other authors,

order is considered an independent

variable (LFG Bresnan (1982), GPSG (Gazdar, et ale (1985».
The last mentioned authors suppose that order can be
separated from phrase structure rules, and some proposals
consider the hierarchical or phrasal information as expressed
by means of immediate dominance rules (ID), while linear
order of constituents is captured by linear precedence rules
(LP).
The acomodation of order among authors working in
categorial Grammmar framework is of three sorts.

One idea

takes order as a category-creating function (See Steele
(1990a).

The other two ideas are more traditional.

One

considers that the analysis of linear order must be included
as part of the syntactic information of each linguistic
expression, therefore the categories are defined directionally.

The second direction addresses the problem of order as

to be represented independently from the syntactic information -- non-directional categories.

Whatever direction is
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taken,

it is commonly acknowledged that no linguistic

analysis will be complete without the study of the possible
orderings of the elements of a language,

and that the

restrictions of order must be represented in the grammar of
the language under study.
5.3.1.

The sz-ntactic 'ordered approach'.
The first approach to the study of order,

'the

ordered approach', considers that both the hierarchical and
linear order must be represented in categorial terms.

The

hierarchical order, as i have mentioned above, is expressed
by the functor-argument relation which define a category, and
the linear order may be expressed by either: i. the use of
directional slashes -- / or \ -- to mean the direction of the
combination of elements, ii. by means of rules of combination
as in Ades and steedman (1982), or order as an independent
level as it was proposed in Zeevat (1988).
Directional slashes have been used by Bar-Hillel
(1953), Lyons (1968), Bach (1984), and steedman from (1985)
through (1988).

Thus in a given representation X/Y, the

slash means that the argument category Y is taken from the
right side of the functor X, and the representation X\Y
specifies that the argument Y must occur on the left side of
the functor category X.

If a directional slash is used --

/ or \ -- the slash points the direction from where the
functor takes its argument.
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(22) Right Application:

X/Y

Left Application: Y X\Y

Y -> X
->

X

Rules given in (22), which make use of directional
categories, have been used to account for linguistic phenomena such as long distance dependencies: NP extraction,
gapping, cross-serial dependencies, and topicalization.
Zeevat

(1988)

has analysed linguistic signs as

comprised of four components: a phonological, a syntactic, a
semantic, and an order component.
(23)

Phonology
Syntax
Semantics
Order

When the representation in (23) is used to represent an
expression, all the relevant information must be included, as
for the English verb take.
(24)

Phonology

take

Syntax

sent[fin]/wl:NP:x:~/W2:NP:y:RQ§t

Semantics

[e] TAKE (e, x, y)

Order

Q

in (24) , take is represented as a category requiring two
complements, the phonology of each one represented by Wn , the
syntax, by NP, and the semantics by the variables x or y.
The order restrictions for each complement are marked by
pre (verbal) for the subject noun phrase, and post (verbal) for
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the object noun phrase.
5.3.2.

The 'non-syntactic ordering approach'.
Within this view, the general idea is to treat order

within a dimension separated from the hierarchical account.
'!'Wo main positions must be considered.

The first one deals

with order as a convention across categories -- Flynn (1983).
The second one treats order as a property of the syntactic
calculus.
5.3.2.1.

Order as a convention.
Flynn (1983) emphasizes, following the categorial

system proposed by Ajdukiewicz (1935), that the hierarchical
organization of expressions is separated from the definition
of the order of elements.

The hierarchical organization of

expressions, as I have mentioned before, results from the
syntactic calculus applied to combine expressions and is
captured by the categorial assignments.

But the assignment

of expressions to categories says nothing about the linear
order of elements.

In this way, the hierarchical structure

of expressions is defined independently from the order of
elements.

Flynn (1983:157) following Ajdukiewicz's propo-

sal, specifies order relations by defining language particular word order conventions of the following type, e.g.
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(25)

word Order Convention for English:
Xf some phrase • is of category • and •
y

contains an expression assigned to a major
category, then • is to be interpreted as
y

y\w.

otherwise,. is to be interpreted as -/Y.
Y

According to Flynn, the word order convention defined in
(25), can be generalized to capture the following particular
order restrictions of English.
(26) a. determiners precede nouns
b. verbs precede their complements
c. subjects precede the verb phrase
d. nouns precede their complements
e. English is prepositional
f. prepositional phrases follows the phrases
they modify
g. adjective phrases that do not contain major
categories precede the noun
h. adjective phrases that contain major categories
follow the noun
i. relative clauses follow the nouns they modify
j. English has a leftward COMP
The word order convention in (25) is defined as a general
principle to account for the linear order of English.

In

this way, all the generalizations listed in (26) hold by the
same convention.
Authors as Ades and steedman (1982) assume nondirectional slashes, and capture the linear order of elements
by applying rules of combinations.

The authors assume that

rules of combinations operate under a principle of adjacency.
Therefore only adjacent or contiguous elements can be com-
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bined.

The basic rules are illustrated below.

(27) Forward Functional Application:

X/Y

Backward Functional Application:

Y ->

X

Y X/Y ->

X

In the combinatorial rules in (27) the slash (I) is nondirectional and it is used to represent the functor. and its
argument: the category provided above the slash (XI) is the
resulting category of a

given function,

meanwhile the

category under the slash (/Y) points out the argument.

In

what follows, I illustrate how the rules of Forward Functional Application (FFA) and Backward Functional Application
(BFA) are applied in order to obtain the final sentence.
(28)

I

put

NP

((S/NP)/PP)/NP

this book

on the table

NP

PP

------------------------->PPA
(S/NP)/PP
------------------------------->PPA
S/NP
----------------------------<BPA
S
In (28), rules of combination apply only to adjacent e1ements.

The direction of the combination -- < or > -- is

provided by the two different combinatorial rules: FFA and
BFA.
One more critical notion -- "type-raising" -- must be
introduced to capture the non-linear order of constructions
as the expression in (29).

Observe the application of rules

with directional slashes in order to form a case of topica1ization where the "gap" or topica1ized element is recovered
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from the initial position.
(29)

This bopk
S/(S\NP)

I

read

NP
(S\NP)\NP
---------------<B~A
S\NP

----------------------->~WA
S
In (29), the category label S/(S\NP) of the noun phrase this
book, has been type-raised.

The notion of type-raising has

been used from categorial grammarians since Montague (1974).
The notion permits treating an argument category as a functor
category, and allows it to combine with the original functor.
In (29), the noun phrase this book is type-raised so it can
combine with a category that is missing a noun phrase, the
expression I read.

While the use of the notion of type-

raising is not introduced exclusively for ordering problems,
it has already been seen as a notion that allows the combination of elements that were taken away from their original
position. 4
5.4.

An Analysis of Order.

The main purpose of this analysis is to capture the
order possibilities of the different facts presented in
section 5.2.

In doing so, I present an analysis of order

that. is consistent with the 'non-syntactic • approach of
4
Cf. Dowty (1988), steedman (1988), or wittenburg
(1986), for a revision on the notion of type-raising.
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order.

I

am assuming an analysis of order, where order is

taken to have no categorial effect.
elements

is

the

phonoloqical

The linearization of

consequence

of

combining

elements, but not relevant to building syntactic categories.
would like also to mention that parts of the

I

analysis of order that

I

am presenting have been motivated by

some directions that Koortgat (1988) has pointed out.
Discussing the 'type calculus • of Lambek (1958,
1988), Moortgat considers that it is possible to have two
different

f:~ee

algebras: a free algebra to account for the

syntactic part of a lanquage, and a prosodic algebra to deal
with the phonological organization of a lanquage.

The

phonological algebra is concerned with the linearization of
elements.
If it is accepted with Koortgat that the phonological
linearization of elements must be captured by a phonological
algebra, certain principles become necessary to define the
properties of this algebra.

Koortgat (1988:61) suggests

that one of the basic operations for the phonological algebra
will be concatenation, but later, enriches this phonological
algebra by adding an operation called "wrapping".

Wrapping

which was originally proposed by Bach (1980), has been widely
extended within different studies of Categorial Grammar, and
it is now generally assumed to deal in particular with
morphophonological properties of discontinuous constituents,
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second position elements, or cases as affixation, (Cf. Bach
(1980), Bach and Wheeler (1981), Hoeksema (1984), Pollard
(1984), Wheeler (1981), (1988), Schmerling (1983), Moortgat
(1988), Steele (1990».
The phonological algebra proposed within this study
is taken to be an algebra that makes use of the following
operations.

Moortgat proposes that such phonological

algebra is universal.
(30)

PHONOLOGICAL ALGEBRA:

= ab
= ba
a+bcd = bacd

i. concatenation:

left a+b
right a+b

ii. wrapping:

right
left a+bcd

= bcad

The algebra defined in (30) defines the operations that are
allowed to combine elements and will predict all the possible
linearization of elements.

According to Moortgat, there are

some restrictions which apply in particular over the operation of concatenation.

Those restrictions characterize the

phonological algebra as being non-associative,

and non-

commutative.
(31)

RESTRICTIONS:

i. non-associative:
ii. non-commutative:

(a+b)+c I a+(b+c)
(a+b) I (b+a)

I would now like to show the implementation of the
analysis.

The data presented in 5.2.1. are now reorganized

according to my analysis in four different sections: i. cases
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where linear order has no cateqorial effect; ii. cases where
the linearization of elements is a consequence of some morpholoqical properties, iii. cases which require a complete
study about the intonational patterns of the lanquaqe, and
iv. a final part.

The final part discusses some problematic

data: the required order of elements within the NP.
5.4.1.

Free word order elements.
I have mentioned in section 5.2. that the lexical

arquments -- subject and object -- and also the non-obliqatory arquments as locatives, benefactives, comitatives, etc.,
are freely ordered with respect the ACE form.

Furthermore,

dealing with the "lexical" object noun phrase, I have shown
in chapter III, -- (36) in section 3.6.1. -- that a structure
buildinq rule (the ONPI rule) combines an object noun phrase
with an ACE form.
(32)

NP

.

ACE

->

ACE

The application of the ONPI rule schematized above,
says nothing about the order of the functor and its argument,
thus the object noun phrase supon 'chicken' can either
precede or follow the untensed ACE form RIAR 'to buy'.
(33) a. supon

NIAR

b. NIAR supon
Both orders in (33) are possible since no condition on the
order of elements is required to build up the new ACE
expression.

The interesting question related with the order
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of such elements is one that has to do with the further
application of tense/aspect.

Since the argument BIAR in

(33) is an untensed ACE form, something needs to be said
about how a tense/aspect suffix is attached into the ACE form
and not with the object noun phrase.

This discussion will

be presented in section 5.4.3. where the order of bound

elements is analysed.
The ONPI rule can be applied twice to obtain a
ditransitive construction containing two object noun phrases.
Again, no order condition is necessary, so all the possible
orders illustrated in (34) are obtained.
wrapping is used to linearize such elements.

Concatenation or
(To facilitate

the exposition, the variable X represents the functor which
is a second object noun phrase; ACE represents the predicate,
and ARG is used to represent the object which was previously
combined).
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(34) a. Concatenation:
ARG

:

ACE ->

ARG

ACE

x

·•

{ ACE ARG}

x

·•

{ ARG ACE}

X

:

ACE ->

·•
·•

ARG
ARG

{X

X

ACE

ACE}

{ACE

X}

ACE
ARG
->

->

ACE

ARG

X
ARG

X

ACE

ARG
X

ACE

ARG
X

ACE

ARG

ARG
X

ACE
ACE

X
ARG

ARG

X

ACE

ACE
X
->
->

X

ACE

b. Wrapping:

·
·•
·•
·•

X
X

ARG
ARG

{ ACE ARG}

->

ACE

X

ARG

{ ARG ACE}

->

ARG

X

ACE

->

X

ARG

ACE

->

ACE

ARG

X

{X

ACE}

{ACE

X}

The non-obligatory complements like locatives,
benefactives, instrumentals, and comitatives (4) and (6) are
post-positional phrases (PP) formed by the combination of a
post-position with a noun, they are also freely ordered with
respect to the predicate.

The combination of one PP with an

vP is possible by the application of a function that takes
Propositional Radicals to yield the same category back.
(35)

PP

.•

vP

->

VP

The application of the schema provided in (36) to a particular vP form yields a construction including now a PP.
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(36)

Combination of post-positional phrase rule;
<PHON; PP; 'SEN'> : <PHON;
'SEM'>

YP[Ar~l=PN,(

•••• )];

->

<PHON; VP[Arg1=PN,( •••• )]; 'SEM'>
Consider now that any PP is also freely ordered
within the propositional Radical, so if a

yP

form combines

with a PP, the following two orders are possible.
(37) a. PP

vP

b. vP

PP

Both orders in (37) are obtained since no order condition
holds for the combination of a PP and the vP form.
complicated case would be one -- relatively rare --

A more
where

two object noun phrases and a post-positional phrase appear
within a vP.

Without considering wrapping, there will be

twelve ordering possibilities for these elements.
(38)

a. X

ARG

ACE

PP

b. X

ACE

ARG

PP

c. ARGX

ACE

PP

d. ARG ACE

X

PP

e. ACE X

ARG

PP

f. ACE ARG

X

PP

g. PP

X

ARG

ACE

h. PP

X

ACE

ARG

i. PP

ARG

X

ACE

j. PP

ARG

ACE

X

k. PP

ACE

X

ARG
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1. PP

ACE

ARG

X

Consider now that a combination of a "subject" noun
phrase with a proposition was made by the application of
Lexical Subject Rule (LSR) provided in (100) section 3.7.4.
in chapter

III

repeated below.

(39) [ N P

]

~'independent" form

.

p

->

P

By the schema in (39), a Proposition is obtained, and given
wrapping and concatenation, the subject noun phrase can be
ordered in any of the following possibilities.
(40) a. Huan

sup on niarba

b. Huan

niarba Eupon

c. supon niarba Huaan
d. niarba supon Huaan
o. supon Huaan niarba

f. niarba Huaan supon
5.4.2.

Morphological linearization.
The group

linearization are:

of constructions that show a
1.

rigid

those which are placed in secons

position like the imperative,

and i1.

those which are

necessarily right concatenated or left concatenated:

the

"non-prefixed" form, the negative, tense/aspect, the koconstruction, the relative clause, and the 'li4 construction.
5.4.2.1.

Second position elements.
A particle which is linearized in 2nd position is the
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imperative suffix -ifi.

An imperative construction results

from a function takinq a cateqory ACE

to yield back a

Proposition.
(41)

ift

ACE

->

Proposition

Evidence that the imperative is a function from

~CE

forms into Propositions are the followinq: i. an imperative
sentence never contains a "non-prefixed" form like in (42a),
and ii. no ACE form within imperative constructions would
appear bearing T/A affixes which are taken to be functors
from ACE forms into Propositional Radicals.
(42)

*

kov-ift ~-daah
NEG-IMP 2s sit

*

kov-ift daa-~
NEG-IMP sit-COMPL

The linearization of the imperative suffix results from the
morphophonoloqical properties of such an element: the suffix
-ifi is a second position particle.

No syntactical rule is

necessary for the imperative suffix to be placed as a second
position element.

By the application of right wrapping, the

imperative particle is linearized as second for all the
following constructions.
(43) a. daaib-ifi
sit-IMP
'sit down!'

b. ab-in hiim-a
am huug-an
to-IMP come-IRR loc eat-IRR
'Come here to eat!"
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c. kov-JJi ift-buih
NEG-IMP Is-bother
'Don't bother me!'
d. baaift-kat hiiks-in kueerd
knife-with cut-IMP
rope
'cut the rope with a knife!'
e. hug-JJi bav-idar
eat-IMP beans-cooked
'Eat beans!'
For all those cases in (43) right wrapping of the functor -16
provides the correct ordering position of the imperative.
Right wrapping, as it was defined in (30) accesses the phonology of the argument and a given particle -- the imperative - is placed inside this linearized domain.

Thus for any

phonological domain the imperative particle will be suffixed
in second position of whatever is the first element of such
a domain: ACE forms in (43a) and (43d-e), the negative kova
in (43C), as well as the locative
5.4.2.2.

ab

in (43b).

Concatenation.
For all the elements which are rigidly ordered a

general

observation

holds:

they

are

always

linearized

relative to a particular element (a head element).

The

linearization of elements results in two types of situations:
i. a situation where the elements are immediately adjacent:
cases where the functor follows its argument, and ii. a
situation where the elements need not be immediately adjacen:
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the pre-verbal cases.
construction, the

~li4

The tense/aspect suffixes, the koconstruction, and the relative clause

are cases of the first type of situation, constructions which
immediately follow the element they modify (their arguments).
The tense/aspect suffixes are immediately after the basic ACE
form -- the predicate; the

~li4

construction immediately

follows its sentential argument; the relative clause occurs
after the head noun.

The preverbal elements, the negative

and the "non-prefixed" forms correspond to the second type of
situation.

They both are ordered preceding their argument,

but not necessarily immediately.

I am calling the last type

of situation the "head adjunction" situation.

I address

first the latter situation.
5.4.2.2.1. Head Adjunction.

Constructions including the bound "non-prefixed" are
given below.
(44) a. MIl

Is

posal aag-im
posole want-CONT

'I want posole'
b. posal MIl aag-im
posole Is
want-CONT
'I want posole'
c. .MIl
Is

Y:ikas-vui him
Y'cora-to qo:HAB

'I am going to Y'cora'
d. Y:ikas-vui
Y6cora-to

nn him
Is

go:HAB
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'I am going to YAcora'
e. hikig DR duukig nuuk-ad?
years
q-word 2s
have-REM
'How old were you?'
f. sit mikan un koi
INT far
1s
kill:PERF
'I killed (them) far away'
g. un sit mikan
1s
INT far

koi
a
siik
kill:PERF ART deer

'I killed the deer far away'
h.

un im aag-im
1s

g' viv
NEG want-CONT ART tobacco

'I don't want tobacco'
i. AAn vuhimas am-niid-i
1s
tomorrow 2s-see:FUT
'I will see you tomorrow'
All examples in (44) show the "non-prefixed" form in a preverbal position.

The "non-prefixed" form allows other

expressions (object noun phrases i.e. (44a), postpositional
phrases i.e.

(44C), the negative i.e.

adverbs i.e. (44i»
verb.

(44h) or temporal

to intervene between its position and the

These possible linearizations of the "non-prefixed"

forms might suggest that the "non-prefixed" forms are 2nd
position elements ~ but since they are never placed postverbally even if the verb is initial -- like a true second
position element, the imperative -- they can't be classified
as 2nd position forms.
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Furthermore, recall that in chapter III -- section
3.7.2. -- the "non-prefixed" forms were
functors.

ana~ysed

to be vplvp

The pre-verbal position of the "non-prefixed"

form is obtained by head adjunction, where the head is an
ACE.

When a "non-prefixed"

fo~

combines with a Proposi-

tional Radical, by head adjunction the "non-prefixed" forms
are placed in front of the verbal form (ACE), where the ACE
form can be either a single word or more.

The definition of

head adjunction as it is used in this work is given below.
(45)

Head Adjunction:
F

is linearized by head adjunction iff

F(a)= FX and a = (W*)X(Y*), then F(a) =
(W*) FX(Y*) or F(W*)X(Y*).
By the application of (45), an element will be preposed, but
not necessarily immediately preposed, to the element defined
as the head X.
The Head Adjunction is a device for linearizing some
elements; it is quite similar to wrapping «30ii) above) with
the difference that wrapping is concerned exclusively with
the "edge" of a construction and not with the categories of
its members.

My proposal can be seen as an extension of the

notion of "head wrapping" defined in Pollard (1984) which is
used to place the "head" of the functor in some contiguous
position to the "head" of the argument, or "head adjunction"
operations defined in Hoeksema (1984), but what I have done
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allows the head to include more than the ACE form, an Object
NP as for example in (44a),
5.4.2.2.2.

(44~),

(44e) or. (44i).

The negative.

Constructions including the
negative are illustrated below. s
(46) a. aan im nuuk-ad suspon
ls
NEG have-REM chicken:PL
'I don't have chickens'
b. suspon
im nuuk-ad aani
chicken:PL NEG have-REM 1s
'I don't have chickens'
c. aap 1m ga'i
2s
MEG meat

huu
eat:PERF

'You haven't eaten meat'
d. aan im k~g no'ok
1s
NEG well speak:HAB

aani
ls

'I don't speak well'
e. Hosee im meester
Joe
NEG professor
'Joe is not a professor'
Accordin~

to these constructions the negative could be taken

to be a second position element, because it is ordered after
the first element in examples from (46a-e).

However, the

negative can't be placed after an ACE form as it is shown in
(47a-b), and therefore the negative must be analysed as an
obligatory pre-verbal element.

5

I am ignoring the negative kova.
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(47) a.
b.

*
*

im supon
meester 1m Huaan
niar

The negative is linearized in front of the ACE form the same
way the "non-prefixed" form were placed, by head adjunction.
5.4.2.2.

Rigid concatenative linearization.
Constructions obligatorily linearized to the right of

their argument are: tense/aspect suffixes, the ko-construction, *li4 constructions, and the relative clauses.

I

consider them in two parts: the affixes cases and the complex
construction cases.
5.4.2.2.1.

Affixes cases.

I have postponed from chapter

III the relative order of tense/aspect affixes with respect
to the ACE forms.

The relevant data to consider involve

more than this kind of affixes.

Observe the following

constructions.
(48) a. j,f\-kii:g,u:
1s-house-POSS
'My house / I have a house'
b. aan t~kpaan:im
1s work-COMPL
'I am working'
c. aan
1s

Y~kas-tam

k~~k

Yecora-POST be:HAB

'I live at Y6cora'
d. aan
1s

Huan-bi!n himi=A
John-with gO-FUT

'I will leave in John's company'
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Each construction in (48) contains at least one affix, all of
them suffixed to a certain category.

I simpy treat affixa-

tion as the most limites type of concatenation.

Concatena-

tion, an instantiation of the Phonological Algebra provided
in (30i), describes how the affixes are placed if they are
prefixes or suffixes.
The major evidence from Pima Bajo showing that
affixes must be attached to a particular category is the case
of the tense/aspect suffixes.

Recall from chapter III, that

the ACE form is formed, basically, by a predicate form, but
an ACE form is also an expression including one or two
objects

either noun phrases or the combination of a noun

phrase and a "prefixed" form.
(49) a. hime-ba
go-COMPL
'(I, you, s/he, we, they just) lea-"e'

b. supon
niar-ba
chicken buy-COMPL
'(I, you, s/he, we, they just) bought a

chicken'
c. kafee a-ho'er-ba
coffee 3s-offer-COMPL
'(I, you, s/he, we, they just) offered him/her

a coffee'
Recall also from chapter III, that tense/aspect was analysed
to be a function that takes an ACE form as its argument to
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yield a Propositional Radical.

In order to emphasize that

an ACE form includes a predicate form and an object noun
phrase, I have represented such kind of ACE forms in the
following way.
(SO) a. supon NIAR
b. NIAR supon
Within the representation in (SO), the ACE form occurs in
upper cases to represent that in this form, a basic ACE
expression which has not yet been combined with a tense/
aspect affix.

since the phonology of the NP auspoD has no

ordering restrictions, it can occur to the left or to the
right of the predicate, the initial or basic ACE form.
However,

something needs to be said with respect to a

possible affixation of a tense/aspect affix to the ACE form.
The evident problem is whether the tense/aspect affix is
concatenated at the end -- suffixed -- of the predicate form.
The answer is quite straightforward: the tense/aspect
affixes are immediately concatenated to the right side of the
predicate form.

So, in any ACE form (as those in (SO»

the

initial or basic ACE form -- the predicate NIAR, for examples
-- is a category which accepts the tense/aspect suffix.

If

the ACE form has undergone application of the ONPI rule, the
tense/aspect suffix attaches directly into the basic ACE
form, the original predicate.
to the object lexical argument.

The affix can't be attached
The order of affixes is in
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this case an automatic result from the morphophonological
requirements of the affixes.
The case under discussion can be illustrated by the
construction .UpOD IIIAR, or IIIAR .UpOD, where, as I have
mentioned before, the ACE form is represented in upper cases
to mean that is lacks of a tense/aspect value.

The applica-

tion of the tense/aspect suffix as for example -ba [Completive] could be done by right concatenation and the result
will be either SUpOD Diarba or Diarba SUpOD.

So, if the ACE

is formed by the combination of a basic ACE form NIAR and the
noun phrase SUPOD, the tense/aspect suffix attaches to the
right-most position of the basic ACE.
In the same way, but without the complexity of
tense/aspect affixes the possessive suffix -gar and the postpositions are concatenated immediately at the right of their
argument: the -gar is suffixed into a Noun, the postposition
attached finally into its argument.
5.4.2.3.2.

The construction cases.

As I have mentioned

above, I propose that the linearization of complex constructions like the ko-construction, the 'lid construction and
relative clauses, could be analysed as the result of morphophonological properties of these constructions.

Recall

also from above, that these three constructions are functors
which combine with something else: a P, or a Q-word in the
case of ko, a sentential argument or S in the case of 'lid,
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and with a Noun, (head noun) for the relative clauses.

In

each such combination, the functor construction is placed
following its argument.

Thus, a ko-construction immediately

follows its argument; an '114 construction occurs at the end
of its complement, and a relative clause follows its head
noun.
(51) a.

ARGUMENT

KO- ••••••••

b.

ARGUMENT

pref-~lid

c.

ARGUMENT

••••• k~k

5.4.3.

The "independent" form.
In section 5.2.3. I presented the "independent" form

as freely ordered, but if it is the case that a "non-prefixed" form cooccurs, the "independent" form would be ordered
post-verbally.
5.4.3.1.

The free order.
The "independent" form has been analysed -- chapter

III, section 3.7.4. -- as a function from propositions into
Propositions.

The free ordering of the "independent" form

follows automatically from the absence of any restriction of
order.

Thus, in any given Proposition, formed by the

obligatory ACE form, an object noun phrase and possibly by a
second object or a non-obligatory complement, the "independent" form may occur preceding the P or postposed to it.
(52)

s

P

P

S
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Application of wrapping orders the "independent" pronoun
between elements of the Proposition.
Assuming ACE, X and Y
to be components of P, the S may appear in twelve different
orders.
ACE S
(53)
X
Y
ACE X S
Y
ACE S
X
Y
ACE Y S
X
X
S
Y ACE
X
Y S
ACE

5.4.3.2.

Y

S

X

ACE

Y

X

S

ACE

X

S

ACE

X

ACE S

Y

S

Y

ACE S

ACE

Y
Y
X
X

Obligatory post-verbal position of the "indepen-

dent" form.
The post-verbal position of the "independent" form
--

when accompanied by the "non-prefixed" form is exemplified
below.
(54) a. §An suudag
1s
water

va'ap
~
get:PERF 1s

'I got water'

b. gook si'ik
~ koi
AADi
two deer:PL 1s kill:PERF 1s
'I kill two deers'
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c.

un n*idY-i un1 g' s**'e
ls

see-HAB

ls

ART wolf

'I see the wolf'
d. Aim i'ktu nuuk-ad AW
2s q-word have-REM 2s
'What do you have?'
The order of the "independent" form, for those cases
in (54), is one where the "independent" form must be imediately ordered after the ACE form.

However, the post-ACE

order restriction of the "independent" form doesn't have a
categorial effect: no change in the category of the construction corresponds to when the "independent" form is ordered
post-verbally.

The post-verbal order restriction observed

by the "independent" form appear to be a consequence intonational patterns.

Further exploration of the phonological

aspects of Pima Bajo should be necessary.
5.5.
Two

remaining

Remaining Problems.
constructions

remain

without

an

account: the Noun Phrase and the Discontinuous quantifiers.
5.5.1.

Order within the noun phrase.
The order within a noun phrase is one where the

determiner must precede the adjective and the adjective must
precede the noun:

DET (ADJ) NOUN.
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(55) a.

q' waamas supon
DET yellow chicken

'The yellow chicken'
b.

q' qoqes
DET doq

'The doq'
Since order has been analysed to be the result of the
application of a phonoloqical alqebra, and not syntactically
relevant, one miqht wonder which kind of analysis needs to be
proposed to explain the order/linearization of the elements
included in a noun phrase.

Two possible analysis miqht be

proposed.
The first possible analysis is one where the linearization of these elements is analysed in two steps.

The

first one has to do with morphophonoloqical properties of
elements: the adjective is concatenated immediately in front
of a noun.

No cateqorial chanqe is effected: The combina-

tion of an adjective and a noun qives back a noun, and an
obliqatory linearization ADJ NOUN.

The determiner is

similarly analysed as a functor which combines with a noun to
yield another noun: det : N -> N.

Thus analysis will need

a second step: the application of an orderinq rule.

Order

would be then taken as syntactically necessary to built up an
NP: the order of the NP would have a cateqorial effect.
(56) ORDER: <det, adj, noun> N -> <det adj. noun> NP
The

second

alternative

analysis

is

where

the
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linearization of elements within the Noun Phrase has no
categorial effect.

The linearization of

el~ents

within the

noun phrase is the phonological consequence of the application of syntactic combinations.

Within this account, deter-

miner is taken' to be a functor which combines with a noun to
yield a noun phrase: det : N -> NP.
is given,

Once such a combination

the correct linearization of elements arises

automatically: DET N (where N is either a single Noun or the
combination of an Adjective and a Noun).

The linearization

of elements, the adjective relative to a noun (ADJ NOUN), and
the determiner relative to a noun (DET NOUN) is given by the
application of a phonological algebra which has nothing to do
with the structure building mechanisms.

To decide one

analysis over the other, one may wonder how to address the
phonological relations between the elements included within
a noun phrase.

I won't attempt this task within the present

study.
5.5.2.

Discontinuous constituents.
In section 5.2. I have mentioned that Pima Bajo

grammar allows quantifiers or numerals to be ordered in a
discontinuous position from the noun they are modifying.
(57) a. si' mu'i
INT INT

aan
1s

niar
suspon
buy:PERF chicken:PL

'I bought many chickens'
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muuyilY
b. aan gggk koi
1s two
kill:PERF flies
'I killed two flies'
syntactically, the quantifier might be analysed to be
a function that takes nouns into noun phrases.
(58)

quantifier:

noun

->

noun phrases

If the order of the quantifier relative to the noun
is taken to be syntactically relevant, the order of elements
will arise once a rule building such a structure applies, and
one may wonder about the syntactic relevance of such an
ordering rule.

If order is taken to be the application of

a phonological algebra, the quantifier would be immediatelly
concatenated in front of the ACE for the following expressions.
(59j

a. sit mull suspon aan niar
INT INT chicken 1s buy:PERF
'I bought many chickens'
b. aan niar
sit mu'i suspon
1s buy:PERF INT INT chicken
'I bought many chickens'

However, one important question concerning the linearization
of quantifiers needs to be addressed.

The question has to

do with those constructions where the quantifier occurs in a
discontinuous position with respect to the ACE form.

For

these cases, the quantifier is linearized preverbally, but
the noun is placed postverbally.

The discontinuous quanti-
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fier may be, as in the case of the "non-prefixed" form and
the negative, either immediately

linearize~

in front of the

noun, or linearized, but not immediately, in front of its
argument.

If it is true that the linearization of some

expressions like quantifiers, adjectives, and determiners
could be analysed as the result of morphophonological
properties of such elements, the analysis of the linearization of elements for noun phrases and discontinuous quantifiers will be quite straightforward: these elements are
placed according to some phonological properties of these
type of elements in relation to others, the same situation
observed for particles and affixes.
For the case of discontinuous constituents one last
remaining problem needs to be addressed.

The problem is

concerned with the semantics of the quantifier.

A quan-

tifier -- immediately prenominal or discontinuous -- modifies
the semantics of a noun in both cases, but the semantic
consequences of the floating quantifiers need study.
task is out of the scope of the present study.

This

However, see

Fukushima (to appear) for an analysis of this problem in
Japanese.
5.6.

Recapitulation.

I have presented an analysis of linear order.
Within this view,

order was taken to be categorically
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irrelevant (free word order cases), since it is not necessary
to create a particular cateqory,type.

The linearization of

elements is qiven by morphophonoloqical properties of forms.
In the case of Pima Bajo, the morphophonoloqical cases have
shown that linearization of elements is required in words,
phrases or complex constructions.
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